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FOREWORD 

The SPS System Definition Study was initiated in June of 1978. Phase I of this 
effort was completed in December of 1978 and was reported in seven volumes 
(Boeing document number Dl&0-25037-1 through 7). Phase II of this study was 
started in January 1979 and v.·as completed in November 1979. The Phase II study 
results are reported herewith. This study is a follow-on effort to an earlier study 
of the same title completed in March of 1978. These studies are a part of an 
overall SPS evaluation effort sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

This study is being managed by the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. The 
Contracting Officer is Thomas Mancusco. The Contracting Officer's 
representative and Study Technical Manager is Harold Benson. The study is being 
conducted by The Boeing Company with Arthur D. little, General Electric, 
Grumman, TRW, and Brown and Root as subcontractors. The study manager for 
Boeing is Gordon Woodcock. Subcontractor managers are Dr. Philip Chapman 
(AOL), Roman Andryczyk (GE), Ronald ,,_,cCatfrey (Grumman), Ronald Crisman 
(TRW), and Don Hervey (Brov•n and Root). 

This report includes a total of five volumes: 

I - Executive Summary 
II - Reference System Description 

Ill - Operations and Systems Synthesis 
IV - Technical Analysis Report 
V - Phase II Final Briefing 
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SOLAR POWER SATELLITE 

SYSTtMS AND DEFINITION STUDY 

PHASED 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

This document is Volume IV of a 5-volume report on Phase II of the Solar Power SateUite 

::>ystems Definition !)tu<iy, Contract NAS9-15636. The otner volumes are: 

- Executive Summary (covers Phdse I and Phase II) 

II - H.eference System Oescription and Cost Analysis 

Ill - uperations ano Systems Synthesis 

V - Phase II final Briefing 

This volume serves !'l report those results of Phase II that do not logically fit into 

~olumes U or m. This document contains the follo\\<·ing reports: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Solio State SP~ 

Parametric Development ot Keiiability Design for a Large Solar Po\\<er Satellite 

~lid State ~PS Power Distribution 

Mui ti beam SPS 

\.iEO Construction Base CJesign and Analysis 

Suppressea Trajectories 

OUshore Space Center 

SP::> Oevelopment anc Operations Scenario 

~iPTS Technology Advancement 

iv 
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SOLID-STATE SANDWICH CONFIGURATION 

A new fundamentally different power satellite design, the "solid state sandwich" has been 

introduced by workers at MSFC. (See Figure 1) The basic idea behind the design is to put 

DC-microwave conver~on elements and solar cells on opposite sides of the same surface, 

an<i use optical reflectors to satisfy illumination geometry requirements. 

The greatest advantage of the sandwich design is that the close proximity of the genera

tion of DC electrical power (by solar cells) ana it's conversion to microwaves (by the 

UC-RF converters, assumed to be solid state) allows low voltages without excessive 

conuuctor loss. also, tne electrical rotary joints are still necessary. In the event that 

effects of plasmas on high voltage surfaces on reference SPS designs tum out to be intrac

tiole, sanowich satellites may otter a w.ly out. 

The placing of solar cells and DC-RF convertors in the intimate proximity implicit in 

sanowich power satellite <iesigns increases normal thermal constraints on RF power 

density. ihe reason for this is that the maximum microwave power output per unit area, 

(P/ A)RF from a surface able to dissipate heat per unit area, (Q/ A), is related to its power 

conversion efficiency, n, by the oft - seen equation: 

lP/A)KF = u-n>- 1 (~/A). 

In a conventional power sateilite (with separate transmitting antenna and solar array) n is 

tne DC-RF conversion efficiency, which is expected to have typical values of around 8. 

On a sanowich power satellite, however, n is the product of the DC-RF conversion 

etficiency and the solar cell efficiency, given values of less than .2 with present cells. 

Thus, if the achievaDle ((<./A) is the same for both a sandwich ano a conventional power 

satellite, the sandwich's peak (P/ A)RF woula be over a factor of 16 lower than the 

conventional design's. \\'hen this difference is integrated into a system design, large 

aperture, (circa 2 km diameter), lower power, ( I G\\t), designs result. These designs have 

a lar~e relative frdction of transmittin~ array per unit RF power with a severe (xJ) 

attenaant cost penalty. The designer's basic goal is to reauce this with either low-cost 

aperture area (as being proposed by KCA) or system design and configuration "tricks" 

which use the aperture more effectively. 
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Figure 1. The Solar Cell Solid·Srate Sandwich SPS Concept 
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Figure 2 shows cost per unit instaUed grid power, delivered power and true concentration 

ratio as a function of temperature, as given by the initial parametric analysis. The 

sateUite configuration tor this analysis was a sandwich with uniform power taper and 

conventional (;iaAs or Si solar cells illuminated by a full solar spectrum. 

Figure 2a shows that silicon cells are ruled out for sandwich use due to their efficiency 

degradation with temperature, resulting in costs over $10,000/kw e· Sandwich satellites 

with liaAs cells retain more performance but neeo to operate at high temperatures 

to rnatd1 conventional satellite costs. Feasibility of such high temperature operations 

seems unlikely but neeas further investigation. 

If one sandwich layer can operate at higher temperatures than the other layer, insulating 

properly may minimize thermal output while maintaining design temperatures. While 

insulation may oe the correct thing to do to maximize performance of a sandwich satellite 

oesign, the possible performance gains are limited for the following 3 reasons. 

I) ~olar cells are typically made of the same semiconductor materials as solid 

state O~ - microwave devices ancl thus should suffer from roughly the same 

funoamental failure mechanisms. For GaAs Jif etime goes down roughly a 

factor of 10 every 2.5°c. However, at 125°c it takes 75°C to double tne 

raoiated thermal power per unit area. 

2) Placing solar cells ana DC - microwave devices on opposite sides of the 

same plane cuts the availaole tnermal raaiating surface in half relative to 

separate arrays. 

3) Insulation inevitably aoos to syste111 assemoly complexity, mass ano, most 

importantly, cost. Une of the most attractive possible features of a sandwich 

design - the integration of solar array with transmitting array into a single 

trivially deployable unit, may now be lost. 

Further investigation oi the insulating option is needea, however, to quantify these objec

tions~ 

It selective reilectors are usecl to iiluminate the solar cells on the sanawich with only 

light that they may efficiently convert, solar cell efficiency may approach the ratio 

of junction voltage tr oano gap voJtage. This parameter is typically near .5, so 0-1')f 1 

approaches 1. This v;.ilue is down from 0-1')f 1= 4 for a conventional satelJite desi6n, 

but may never the less rnaKe for d solar power sateHite with costs per unit installeo 

power rougnJy equivalent to the reference klystron type satellites. 
3 
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Figure Ja shows cost and concentration ratio as a function of solar cell efficiency for 

both a selective concentrator satellite and a probably unrealistic, low-cost multiple 

band gap solar cell. The resulting geometry for the selectively concentrating satellite 

is shown in Figure Jb. Structural mass fraction changes for such drastic configuration 

stretchs were not explicity addressed. However, reflector masses and costs per unit 

area have a structural penalty added to them to allow simple first-order parametric 

analysis. 

For environmental and microwave safety reasons all realistic power satellite system 

designs have some degree of transmitting array power taper. Sandwich satellites will 

not be an exception to this rule. Both options tor the implementation of power taper 

(either conducting power radially inward in the sandwich plane or either shaping or cutting 

small holes in the reflectors) will raise costs an as yet unevaluated amount. 

Figure 4, which shows initial power conductor mass, thickness and radial current for 

a reference 10-step Gaussian taper, indicates that voltages in the kihvott range, substan

tially higher than 30 volts, are desirable for reasonable masses and costs. This is distres

sing in that it detracts from what may be the main potential advantages of a sandwich 

satellite - purely local power flow and power control at low voltages. The other option, 

power taper via reflectors, may be easier to implement. In either case, it is worth noting 

that there are radial power patterns which meet the first side lobe constraint (24.6 db 

down) and yet have a signiticantly greater average/peak power ratio than the reference 

10-step Gaussian taper. 

5 
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PARAMETRIC DEVELOPMENT OF 

RELIABILID OESIGN FOR 

A LARGE SOLAR POWER SATELLITE 

This report presents the results of preliminary studies of reliability/availability design 

criteria tor the conceptual design phase of a large Solar Power SateUite. The studies 

were limited to consideration of the amplifier arrays and treated individual amplifier 

reliability parametrically. The accurate treatment of success/failure logic and conse

quently array life for the baseline configuration (and variations) is a very complex matter. 

It is the author's feeling that this report represents a significant step in the development 

of overall understanding of this problem. 

ST A TEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Conceptual designs for a large Solar Power Satellite are being studied. The configurations 

of interest involve large arrays of GaAs FET amplifiers as the key mechanism for 

transmitting energy to the earth's surface. It is both desirable and necessary that the 

satellite, and consequently the amplifier array(s), be Jong-lived (upwards of 30 years). 

This requirement for long life dictates not only that the indiviaual amplifiers be highly 

reliable, but also that the array(s) be configured such that the array availability remain 

high over the design lif~ of the satellite. It has been generally accepted that the array 

availability - measured in terms of fraction of rated power output realized - should be 

greater than or equal to 0.98. The difficulty in accepting this figure as a design 

parameter lies in the inherent combinatorial complexity of the array(s) and consequently 

th~ difficulty in estimating the availability of various design options as a function of 

anticipated satellitf life. It is this problem that the current study addresses. Pararr.etric 

relationships are developeo for array availability as a function ..,f amplifier reliability and 

as a function of variations in the current baseline array configuration. 

1-1 



DEFINITIONS 

Availability -

Generally, availability is defined as .he fraction of time that an 

item (system) is performing its required function(s) or is capable 

'>f performing its required function(s). In this study availability 

(A) has been defined as the fraction of rated output Strviving. 

Reliability -

The probability that an item will perform as specified under specified 

environmental conditions for a specified period of time. 

Sl:MMARY OF RESULTS ANO CONCLUSIONS 

The complexity of the baseline configuration, the state of definition of 

failure criteria and the limited time available for the study required that 

some approximations (described in later paragraphs) be made. However, it 

is the author's firm belief that these approximations resulted in very little 

error in the final relationships. It should be noted that this contention 

cf small error has not been rigorously proved. In any case, these initial 

sets of relationships provide bounding criteria on expected life for given 

array configurations. It was determined in the course of this study that 

due to the large number of constituent amplifiers comprising a subarray, 

the subarray design criteria is essentially that of the array (or vice versa). 

In interpreting the relationships described herein, one must be cognizant 

of the analysis groundrules and assumptions and the underlying models (Ref: 

"Detailed Analysis"). 

Figure 1 portrays Fraction (A) of Subarray Output Surviving as a function 

of amplifier probability of failure (q). Curves are presented for both n=2 

and n=3; where n is the number of amplifier failures in the same row allowed 

before a string failure occurs. Similar data for n=l are presented in the 

Detailed Discussion. 

Tne data of Figure 1 can be used as a basis for estimating Subarray A as 

a function of calenddr time. This requires that amplifier reliability 0-
q) be estimated as a function of time (t). This has been done parametrically 

1-2 
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assuming that amplifier life-lengths are exponentially distributed. This 

amplifier life data is presented in Figure 2. Then the arves of Figure 

1 were translated through the curves of Figure 2 yielding the parametric 

relationships of Figure 3. Subarray A versus Subarray Life in years is plotted 

parametrically in n ar.d amplifier MTBF (9). Again, this set of curves is 

valid only if the underlying life-length distribution for che amplifier is 

exponential (i.e., q=l - exp (-t/9). 

Several condusions are readily apparent from the set of curves just discussed. 

First, the long-term Subarray Availability is very sensitive to Array configuration 

(i.e., value of n and length of string, etc.). Second, the baseline configuration 

- as described under "groundrules and assumptions" - would appear to support 

a 30-year availability goal of 0.98 only if n=3 and 9 ~ 107, or if n>3. 

Based on conventional reliability predictiontechniques an amplifier MTBF 

of l o7 
hours or gre . .iter appears to be very optimistic. Ho~ver, there is 

a bc<ly of data to suggest that a log-normal life-length distribution is more 

appropriate chan ar• exponential. 

The models and data developed thus far provide a basis for further studies 

involving this design problem. Such studies should indude: 

Rigorous vedfication that the approximations of this study are valid; 

Development of more comprehensive and universal availability models; 

More detaiied consideration of the system effect of amplifier failure 

modes; 

Consideration of configurations different than the baseline - particularly 

with respect to string-length and row-width; 

Consideration of the practicality of n ~ 4 in the baseline configuration; 

:\tlore detailed study of FET amplifier reliability data - induding consideration 

of log-normal distributions; 

1-4 
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Use of these data to firmly bound design parameters and maximize configuration 

for availability. 

ANALYSIS 

The following paragraphs describe the details of this analysis. Assumptions 

and groundrules are presented along with the details of the evolution of 

the Subarray availability model. Various intermediate curves that were developed 

are also included. Tables of backup data associated with each of the curves 

are included at the end of this discussior •• 

GROUNDRULES & ASSUMPTIONS 

The baseline configuration (system architecture or heirarchy) is that of 

a subarray consisting of a matrix of 12 panels by 12 panels; each panel consisting 

of 3 strings in parallel; each string comprised of 12 rows in series; and 

each row comprised of 4 modules in parallel where each module has a dual 

f[T ampFfier. This configuration is pictorially depicted in Figure 4. 

In addition to the preceding definition of baseline configuration the following 

groundrules and assumptions pertain to this study: 

(1) Each failed amplifier is assumed to operate at one-half power - as 

long as it is not in a "failed string"; 

(2) Each string failure results in no power output from that string; 

(3) Design goal is that 2% degradation in Subarray power output 

represents failure. 

DETAILS OF ANALYSIS 

In order to understand the problem the Subarray availability model was developed 

in an evolutionary manner consisting of the following steps: 

Step 1. A set of limiting curves was developed. This set of limiting 

curves was representative of a "Perfect Configuration" in which there 

1-7 
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could be no string failure. That is, the only effect of any combination 

of amplifier failures was to reduce the array output by an amount equal 

to one-half the amplifier output X the number amplifier failures. Another 

way of stating this condition is that there be no restriction on the 

location of amplifier failures as long as the maximum power degradation 

limit is not exceeded. In this case a 2% limit on degradation in Subarray 

Power .02(41472) (2) = 

1659 failed amplifiers is the threshold for Subarray failure. The probability 

of Subarray failure can thus be de!ermined as follows: 

Prob {t659 failures or more out of 41472} = Q*s/A 

41472 

Q*s:A='E (4:472)Qip4l472-i 

i =1659 

1658 

= 1 - E (41
_
472

)qip41472-i 
. 1 
1 = 0 

\\'here p = Amplifier Reliability 

q = 1-p = Prob. of Amplifier failure 

This cumulative binomial involves such large n and i that it is readily 

ar.d accurately evaluated by approximating it with a normal distri- bution 

where: 

~ = nq = 41472q 

o2 = npq= 41472pq 

Similarly, relationships for degradation thresholds of I% and of 3% were 

derived. These resultant curves are plotted in Figure 5. 

Step 2. Consideration was given to the effect of string failure. String 

failure criteria (n = 2, and n = 3) and associated string failure models 

1-9 
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are summarized in Table 1. These models were used to evaluate the probabil

ity of string failure (Qs) over a range of possible amplifier probabilities 

of failure (q) for both n = 2 and n = 3. The results are shown in Figure 

6. 

Step 3. Modifications were made to the "perfect configuration" model 

cf step one to account for Subarray degradation due to loss of strings. 

There are 432 strings in a Subarray. Thus if we assume that a string 

failure implies that there is no power output from that string, then: 

Each string lost = 1/432 Degradation; 

2% Threshold ~ 9 Strings Failed. 

Thus a model was structured as a set of "conditional events" representing 

the occurrence of a particular number of string failures (A.) in conjunction 
1 

with the occurrence of a quantity (Bi) of failed amplifiers that exceeds 

the conditional threshold associated with the number of failed strings. 

The elements of this model are summarized in Table 2. The general statement 

of this model is: 

9 

=~A. B. L.J 1 I 

i=4' 

are defined in Table 2. 

where A. and B. 
1 1 

Figure 7 depicts the relationship between Subarray probability of failure 

(QS/ A) and amplifier probability of failure (q) for n= 1 and for n=2. 

Note that for n = 1 the string probability of failure Q = 1-p8• Further, s 
it can be noted that in the range of n that we are considering for the 

baseline configuration the string failure contribution generally "swamps 

out" individual amplifier contribution to subarray failure. 

Step 4. A model of Subarray degradation versus amplifier unreliability 

(q) was developed. This model in turn provided the basis for depicting 

1-11 



TABLE 1. 

STRING RELIABILITY MODEL(S) 

BASE.LINE MOO EL (n :2) 

FAILURE CRITERIA- 2 OR MORE AMPLIFIERS IN ONE ROW 

FAILED CONSTITUTE STRING FAILURE. (MAXIMUM 

NUMBER OF FAILURES ALLOWED PER ROW IS 2 (n=2) 

FOR STRING SUCCESS). 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
8 7 12 Q

5 
= I - (p + 8p q) 

Where p = Amplifier Q.eliability 

q::: 1-p 

ALTERNATE MODEL (n=3) 

FAILURE CRITERIA- 3 OR MORE AMPLIFIERS IN ONE ROW 

FAILED CONSTITUTE STRING FAILURE. 

(n=3) 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
s 7 6 2 12 Q

5 
= 1 - (p .,. 8p q + 28p q ) 
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Subarray degradation versus time as described in the summa!'y of results. 

As a preliminary approach, only the Ai segment of the subarray availability 

model was used (Ref: Table 2). As an approximation it was assumed that 

no appreciable contribution accrued from the 8i segments. (Since we 
are no longer interested in just exceeding a given threshold (e.g., 2%) 

of degradation. The table of Ai verSt.n Q
5 

was enlarged. A fraction 

degradation (Di) was associated with each Ai and the expected degradation 

(total) for each Q
5 

was calculated thusly: 

The expected fraction survi _ng (A) can be estimated as: A = 1-Dr 

q is then related to Q
5 

and consequently A for n = 2 and n = 3, as plotted 

in Figure I. Ultimately, A can be plotted against time because q is 

a function of time (e.g., exponential). 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.c; ANALYSIS FOR 2.j GW SPS (SOUD STATE MPTS) 

lntroductian 

The concepts being analyzed for the all solio-state microwave power distribution 
system require power delivered in the 2 kv to 5 kv voltage range. Three methoos 
of delivering power to the antenna whkh were investigated are as follows: 

1. Acquire power from the array at approximately 44 kv and use ac/de 
converters on the antenna to derive the required voltage levels to supply the 
antenna solid state devices. 

2. Acquire power from the array at about 11,000 volts, convert to ac at the 
array and back to cic at the antenna. 

3. Acquire power from the array at about 5,.500 volts and supply the antenna 
soli<i state devices directly from the array without any power processing. 

The following paragraphs summarize the results of this analysis. 

"KV SJSte!n 

This concept is similar to that used on the Reference .5 GW SPS which uses 
klystrons as the de to RF converters. The exception is that instead of processing 
only about 1.5% of the power all power is processed. The mass penalty for 
processing all power is approximately 1.59 kilograms for each kilowatt of processed 
power as shown in Table 1 at a chopping frequency of 20 kilohertz. De/de 
converter losses represent .5.56% of the input power (ref. Table !'. 

The power distribution system mass and power loss summary for the 44 kv system 
is shown in Table 2. The entry "non-P-max power Joss penalty" is due to the fact 
that all solar cell strings are nc~ operating at the peak power point. Figure 1 shows 
the relationship of normalized string voltage to normalized string current and 
power. For the 44 kv case and with a conductor operating temperature of 100°c, 
the power loss is small (ai>our 0 • .5%). However, as will be seen later in the low 
voltage case, this is not alwu·1s the case. 

For the 44 kv case, the total current required by the antenna is 109,484 amperes. 
For one millimeter thick aluminum conductors the total width of the positive or 
negative conductors is 17.3 meters. 

AC Power Distribution System 

The ac power distribution system analyzed consisted of acquiring power from the 
array at a nominal voltage of 11 kv, converting to ac at the power sector level, 
transmitting the ac power to the antenna on the main power bus, and converting 
back to de power at the proper voltage level on the antenna. 

The de to ac and ac to de converter mass and losses were derived from the de/de 
converter used in the 44 kv analysis above and are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, 
respectively. Additional filtering was added for the ac outpt·t. 
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The selection of the operating frequency was based on two criteria: minimizing 
converter mass, and minimizing skin effects. Figure 2 shows converter mass (ac./dc 
plus de/ad as a function of chopping frequency. Table 5 shows the result of the 
skin effect analysis. Baserl on these two analysis, the selected operating frequency 
for the ac system was l 0 kilohertz. This frequency minimizes skin effect losses for 
one millimeter thick conducto:-s while incurring a slight penalty in the masses of 
the converters. 

The main bus operating voltage was selected to be 100 kv nominal. There is 
negligible array power loss due to not operating at the maximum power point of the 
cell-string since each de to ac converter can be designed to track the maximum 
power point. 

The results of the ac power distribution system analysis is summarized in Table 6. 
The total mass of the array and power distribution system for the ac system is 
slightly higher than for the 44 kv de system described above. The primary 
contributors to this increase in mass over the lf4 kv de system with 100% pawer 
processing is the additional filtering of the ac at the de to ac converter and the 
requirement to use transformers at both the de to ac and the ac to de converters. 
The efficiency of the ac system is higher than that of the lf'I kv de system 
primarily because of reduced main bus losses when operating at the higher voltage 
with with ac system. 

For the ac !00 kv system, the total current required by the antenna is 45,748 
amperes. For the !Xle millimeter thick conductors the total width of the positive 
or negative conductors is 7 .23 meters. 

Low Voltage OC Power Distribution System 

The low voltage power distribution system which was analyzed acquires power from 
the satellite across one bay width (array voltage 5,500 V nominal) of solar array 
and delivers it to the antenna mounted de to rf converters without any int"rvening 
power processing. In order to deliver 4,300 megawatts of power to the de to rf 
converters from this low supply voltage, the current required is in the order of one 
million amperes. 

Of particular significance in this low voltage case is the voltage drop of the 
conductors which determines the operating point on the solar cell string V/I curve. 
For this low voltage case most of the array will be operating at points which are at 
reduced power levels compared to the maximum powe- point. This is summarized 
in Table 7 and shows that 'it higher design operating temperatures for the 
conductors -i significant portion of the available array power is not being 
advantageoJsly used. Figure 3 shows the percentage of power loss as a function of 
conductor design operating temperature. 

For the s.1eet conductors used in the SPS studies to date, at a given design 
operating temperature and current level, the conductor losses are inversely 
proportional to the square root of the conductor thickness and the mass of the 
conductor is directly proportional to the squc:.re root of the conductor thickness. 
At the current levels rt?quired for the low voltage distributiou system to supply 
4,300 megawatts to the antenna sheet conductor total width (the sum of the widths 
of all positive or return power buses) is in the order of 221 meters at .50°c. 
Increasing the conductor thickness to two millimeters from one millimeter 
decreases the conductor width to l 57 meters and increases the conductor mass 
from 3,570 meuic 
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tons to S,Otfl metric tons for the main power buses. The conductor losses would be 
reduced from 1,170megawattsto127 megawatts. 

Sheet conductor sizing for the SPS power distribution system is accomplished using 
the curve shown in Figure t. For a given operating temperature a point, K, can be 
obtained from the curve sutia that 

I = 
fi\lr 

I 
w 
t 

K (I) 

= 
= 
= 

Current in amperes 
Conductor width in centimeters 
Conductor thickness in centimeters 

on a per meter basis, resistance (R) is given by 

R = p 100(2) 
Wt 

where P= resistivity of a ab.minum (3.0 x 10-6> 

but from (1) 

= 

so that 

R = 

I 
~ 

p 100 
-. -

KVtt 

and voltage drop = IR = 

= iOO KP (3) 
lvt 

100 KPI = IOOKP (IJ) 

~Vt 
For aluminum sheet material on a per meter basis 

Mass = a \\I t L = 100 0 Wt 

where a = Specific weight in kilograms per cm3 (0.0027 for aluminum) 

but ~rom (l) 

w = 

and mass in kilograms/meters of length 

= (l00)(0.0027) - 1
-t 

Kvt 

= (5) 
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From equation • it can be seen that (for a given operating temperature and current 
J~) increasing the thickness reduces the per-mit-length voltage drop (and thus 
I R losses) by the square root of the thickness but conductor mass is increased, as 
shown in equation ,, by the square root of the thickness. The least mass system is 
to make the conductor as thin as possible. A thickness of one millimeter was 
selected primarily to prevent damage during the construction process if thinner 
material were used. 

For the dl\alysis discussed in this section one millimeter thick sheet conductors 
were used. The results of the low voltage analysis for various operating 
temperatures is summarized in Table 8. The system mass and losses were 
computed for several conductor design operating temper-atures to determine the 
minimum mass system. 

Resulls md CGndusian 

The results of the three analysis in terms of the total of required array mass plus 
pov•er aistribution system mass is graphically shown by Figure 5. The minimum 
mass system occurs with the low-voltage/no-power-processing concept operating at 
a conductor oper2ting temperature of about 3,0c. If conductor width is of concern 
other options are available which significantly reduce the required width with a 
modest increase ill system mass. 
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TA:!ilE 1 
DC/DC CONVER'fER SUMMARY 

(.5,600 KW) 

MASS (KG) LOSSES (KW) . 
flernent lKHZ lOK~tZ 20Kl-IZ .30Kl-IZ !KHZ lOl<HZ · 20KHZ 30KHZ -
Input Filter 1, 535 768 570 528 30 42 48 ,4 
Switching Cond 575 575 575 575 

12 12 12 12 
SW 2.4 12 24 36 

Drive and Suppression 112 86 78 70 2.2 5.5 11 16.S 

Transformer 1,436 348 170 125 70 70 70 70 

Rectifier 226 226 226 226 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
c 

Output Filter 4,780 2,303 1,733 1,587 60 120 138 149.5 -
' N 

i I 
I.I\ Packaging 2,599 1,292 1,006 93.3 -

Thermal Control 2,663 3,927 4,5i#5 5,066 3.6 5.3 6.1 6.8 • 
Tota! 13, 926 9' .52.5 8,903 9, 110 182.4 269.0 31J .3 347.0 

Per Kilowatt Values 2.487 1. 701 1 • .590 1.627 0.0326 0.0480 0.0'56 0.0620 



TABLE 2 
DC POWER DISTRIBUTION - 44 KV 

2., GW SATELLITE, 100% POWER PROESSING 
Tc= lO<>°C 

DELIVERED POWER= 4,300 MW TO DC/RF CONVERTERS 

System f:.Jement 

Non-P-Max Power Loss PenaJty 

Acquisition Buses 

Main Buses 

Switchgear 

DC/DC Converters 

Total 

Array Power (MW) 

Array Area (KM2) 

Array Mass (MT) 

System Efficiency = 
Mass (Array + Pwr. Dist)(MT) 

Mass In 
Metric Tons 

19.8 

401.0 

8S.7 

7,239.6 

7 t 746 .1 

4,8.52.8 

29.09 

12,3.56.0 

88 .696 

20, 102 .1 

Losses In 
~legawatts 

24.2 

11.3 

264. l 

ti -
2.53.2 I 
,,~.8 -.. 
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Figure 1: Normalized Cell String Parameters 
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TABLE 3 
DC/DC CONVERTER - .5600 KW 

MASS (KG) LOSSES (KW) 
Element lKHZ lOKHZ 20KHZ 30KHZ !KHZ lOKHZ 20KHZ 30KHZ 

Input Filter 1, 535 768 570 528 30 42 48 54 

Switching Cond 575 575 575 57.5 12 12 12 12 
SW 2.4 12 24 36 

Drive and Suppression 112 86 78 70 2.2 5.5 11 16.5 

Transformer 1,436 348 170 125 70 70 70 70 

Output Filter 478 230 173 159 6 12 14 15 

Packaging 1,248 613 502 459 = -
N Thermal Control 1,826 2,257 2,667 3,032 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.1 I I 
00 

Total 7,210 4,877 4,736 4,948 125.0 154.5 182.6 207 .6 -.. 
Per Kilowatt Values 1.288 0.871 0.846 0.884 0.0223 0.0276 0.0326 0.0371 



TABLE4 
AC/DC CONVERTER VALUES 

(.5600 KW) 

MASS (KG) LOSSES (KW) 
t::.Jement !KHZ IO KHZ 20KHZ 30KJ-IZ ll<l1Z lOKHZ 20KHZ 30KHZ --·-
Tran sf or mer 1,436 348 170 12.5 IU 70 70 70 

Rectifier 226 226 226 226 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 

Output Filter 4,780 2,303 1,733 1, .587 60 120 138 149 • .5 

Control Circuitry 10 10 10 10 .2 .2 .2 .2 

Packaging 1, 947 871 64.5 .588 
~ 

Thermal Control 1, 973 2,867 3' 13.5 3,306 2.6 3.8 4.2 4.4 -I N 
Total I 10,372 6,625 .5,919 .5,842 1.35.0 196.2 214.6 226.3 '° -
Per Kilowatt Values 1.852 1.183 1.057 1 .043 0.0241 0.03.50 0.383 

... 
0.0404 
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Figure 2: AC Power Distribution System Frequency Optimization 
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N 
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For Aluminum 

TABLE.5 
SKIN EFFECT IN SHEET CONDUCTORS 

l 
1T uat 

µ = 4 x 10-7 henry/meter 

a= 3.72 x 10 7 /ohm-meter 

cS = skin depth in meters 

Skir depth is that distance below the surface of a conductor at which the current has reduced 
to 1/e of its value at the surface due to the inductive reactance of the conductor. 

Solving for skin depth versus freq•Jency for aluminim yields the following results: 

Frequency Skin Depth 
(Hertz) (Millimeters) 

100 8.26 
500 3.69 

1,000 2.61 
5,000 1.17 

10,000 0.826 
20,000 0.584 
30,000 0.477 



N . -N 

TABLf 6 
AC POWER DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY 

2.5 GW SATELLITE, FREQUENCY= 10 KHZ, Tc.=" 100°c 
OPERA TING VOLTAGES ARRAY 11 KV MAIN BuS 100 KV 

System Element 
Non-P-Max Power Loss 

Penalty 
Acquisition Buses 
DC/ AC Converters 
Main Buses 
Switchgear 
AC/DC Converters 

Mass (MT) 

19.7 
4,146.5 

2.57 .2 
20.3.3 

5,175.9 

Total 9,802.6 

Array Power = 4,760.6 MW 
System Efficiency = 90.3% 
System Losses= 9.796 2 Array Area = 28 • .53 KM 
Array Mass = 12,119.0 

Mass (Array+ Pwr Dist)= 21,921.6 MT 

46.0 
1:u.2 
115.0 

164.4 

460.6 



TABLE 7 
ARRAY OPERA TING EXTREMES VS CONDUCTOR DESIGN 

OPERA TING TEMPERA~~·; JRE 

Normalized Array Normalized Array 
Operating Voltage Power Point Operation 

Conauctor Design Power Sector Power Sector Power Sector Power Sector Average 
Operating Temp. Nearest To Farthest From Nearest To Farthest From Array Power 
In Degrees C Antenna Antenna Antenna Antenna Point 

0 .941 1.060 .980 .955 .990 

25 .887 1.119 .938 .838 .9i3 
c -

N 50 .776 1.124 .842 .823 • 9.5.5 " I ~ 
w t -

100 • 580 1.150 .630 .765 .863 
... 



'POWER LOSS FOR NOT OPERATING AT CELL STRING MAXIMUM 
POWER POINT DUE TO CONDUCTOR VOLTAGE DROP 
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TABLE I 
DC POWER DISTRIBUTION - LOW VOLTAGE 

2.S GW SATELLITE, ARRAY OPERATING VOLTAGE ,,500V (NOM) 
DELIVERED POWER = 4,300 MW TO DC/RF CONVERTERS 

Mass in :\letr ic Tsns 
Conductor Temp C 

Power Loss In Mega~atts 
Conductor Temp C 

System Element 0 2..5 ..50 100 0 2.5 .50 100 

Non-P-Max Power Loss Penalty 96.6 1.50.8 272.6 1,114.2 

Acquisition Buses ..582. 4 330.8 249.2 191. 9 17.3 37 .4 .51.9 132.9 

Mai;'\ Buses 7' 19310 4,38.5.9 3,.570.3 3,.588.4 416.0 899.2 1,169 • .5 2,836.4 

Switch Gear 147. 4 1.53.1 1.57.2 183.3 

TOTAL 7,927.8 4,869.8 3,976.7 3,963.6 .521J.9 1,087." 2,.501.0 lf.,083 • .5 

Array Area KM2 28.9.5 32.39 34.77 .50.43 

Array Power /\vaiJ (G W) 4,829.9 .5,387.4 ',801. 0 8,413 • .S 

Array Mass (MT) 12,297.4 13,7.58.6 14,769.6 21, 421.6 

Delivered Power v .5,01..5 4,..523 4, 104 2,932 
(To OC/R F Converters) I 8.57 '"62 919,983 994,4.50 1,297,.52.5 

Mass (Array + Pwr Dist) 20,22..5.2 18,628.4 18,746.3 25,38.5.2 

= -I -.. 
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"1. TI BEAM SPS STIJ>Y 

Introduction 

The possibility of transmitting several power beams fl'Oll an SPS has 

intrirued various researchers at Boeing (and undoubtedly elsewhere) for 

SOE time. Recently SOE ~uter runs were 11ade to verify the capability 

of trar.sllitting •ltiple bealls using a mdif'ied \-ersion of the large array 

program TILTMAIN. 

The scheme used to generate the beillS was the si111plest possible one 

iililgineable. namely splitting the main beam along an axis by spatially 

llOdulating the illLmlination function by a factor cos (k r sin 9) when: 

k=2w/l 

r = transmission di~tance 

and 9 = bea,. split angle 

This is not necessarily a realistic modulation but was simple to 

i..,letaent and serves its function of demonstrating two beams well. 

Results of a simply split 6.5 Gw baseline Gaussian are shown on 

Figure A-1, and are as predicted except for the central lobe which did not 

diminish as the split angle was increased to 6 x 10-4 radians. The central 

peak is s<Jlll!What of a mystery and may be due to an in-phase residual 

c~onent in the spatial modulation or a grating lobe effect. Understanding 

and eliminating the central peak will be among our future efforts along with 

investigating various other multiple beam effects. 
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INITIAL MULTIPLE BEAM THEORY 

I • BEAM FORMING 

The linearity of electromagnetic fields is a well-known principle 

and allows the illumination of several spots from one aperture. The dimen

sions of the spots are all li•ited by diffraction and depend on the trans

mitting aperture dimensions. transmitting aperture power distribution and 

the desired power transmission efficiency. For a given configuration. the 

spot dimensions cannot be reduced without changing these parameters. 

A way to think about this is to consider the transmitting aperture 

to be a screen across which a given field distribution may be defined. 

Define it to be like the field resulting from a sum of transmitting 

antennas behind the screen beaming through an opening in the screen 

towards their spots on the ground. (See Figure 1.) Alternatively. 

consider several apertures illuminating one screen and then apply recipro

city. In either case, synthesizing the beams boils down to duplicating 

the required field pattern across the screen. 

In general the field pattern across the screen will be of uneven 

amplitude due to the addition and cancellation of phase fronts of different 

beams on the screen. I.E., there is a diffraction pattern which must repro

duce in order to get beam separation. (See Figure 2.) For two beams of 

wavelength ~ = 12.24 cm 2° apart (i.e., about 1000 miles on the ground) 

there are nulls and peaks every 3.5 m. To implement this the least 

controllable unit of aperture area (i.e., the subarray) must be small 

compared to this, that is~ probably on the order of 1 m on a side. 
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The required size of the least controllable units depends on the 

greatest angle between the beams more than anything else. Checking the 

capability of forming multiple beams via computer would be an instructive 

and useful thing to do here, as power satellite type arrays are not amenable 

to analytical calculations fer any but simple cases. 

Another thing that is innediately obvious when considering N 

beams over the transmitting aperture is that the peak RF power/area the 

subarrays must be capable of handling is N2 the power/area due to a single 

beam and twice the mean power. This is an added expense~ and may or may 

not be significant. It is probably possible to jitter the RF pattern across 

the transmitting aperture fast enough to beat thermal time constants, thereby 

avoiding derating the transmitting antenna average power. However, the 

components must still be able to stand the electrical stresses encountered 

at the power levels, and they must be able to be amplitude modulated at the 

jitter frequency. 

An obvious question to ask is how the rectrodirective array con-

cept is to be implemented for multiple beams. There seem to be several 

possible approaches. 

Simplest is to use straight superposition of pilot beam signals 

at the same frequency. This requires no modification of the present system 

save n receiving arrays and a system to hold then pilot beams close 

enough to each other in frequency to preclude rapid changes in the array 

patterns. 

Another approach is to use slightly different frequencies for 

each pilot, receive and frequency convert the pilot signals separately, 
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amplify them to desired amplitudes and then combine the sign&ls. This 

system is the same as the previous one in other respects. It does, 

however, have higher costs for receivers at the subarrays. 

In either case, only a single reference phase distribution 

system for the transmitting array is necessary. 

It may be desirable to hold the N pilot beams on the ground in 

phase with each other. The technology for doing this exists and is commonly 

used in radio astronomy. 

A question that needs to be answered is how amplitude and phase 

errors introduced by the atmosphere on the uplink pilot beams and aboard 

the satellite by the electronics alter the transmitting array phasing and 

diffuse the beams. 
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II. SYSTEM SIZING CONSIDERATIONS 

The two basic relations that size the SPS system are the far-field 

antenna relation 

~Ar= G 

and the energy conservation 

where 

~ = Receiving antenna area 

AT = Transmitting antenna area 

G = a consistant, depending on desired ideal power transmission 
efficiency 

{P/A)T = Power density averaged over the transmitting aperturP. 

(P/A)R = Intercepted R.F. power density averaged over a sinqle receivinq 
aperture 

N = Number of beams 

For given transmitted and received aperture power distributions, 

{P/A)T is fixed by the peak .. r power per unit area, which in turn is 

fixed by the DC-RF conversion efficiency a .. d the available heat rejection 

capacity at the center of the transmitting array. Similarly, (P/A)R 

is fixed by the peak allowable RF power densit.v at the receiving end 

of the system, fixed by the ionospheric limit, presently at 230 w m-2• 

Dividing both sides of (2) by AR-l (P/A)T gives 

~ AT = G = N (P/A)R(P/A)T-l AR2 
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Solving for "R gives 

~ = (G N-l (P/A)T (P/A)R-l)~ 

Since Ar= G ~-l 
AT = (G N (P/A)T-l (P/A)R)~ 

The power intercepted at a single receiver site is 

PR = (P/A)R ~ 

= (G N-l (P/A)T (P/A)R)~ 

This yields a grid power of 

where 

"RCV = Receiver (RectP.nna) efficiency 

The transmitted RF power, Pr, is simply 

PT = N PR = (P/A)T Ar 

= (G N (P/A)T(P/A)R)~ = (G N (D/A)T (P/A)R)~ 

and the rest of the satellite is sized accordingly. 

In ~ummary, the power and antenna size scaling relation for a solar 

power satellite transmitting multiple beams has been derived for cases 

where both arrays are constrained in such a way as to fix averaqe RF 

power levels. For recently investigated solid state transmitting array 

satellites this is indeed the case. 

It is also the case for system~ with tube-type transmittinq arrays 

because they also have finite maximum achievable RF power densities. 

In this analysis no penalty was included for increased microwave 

power transmission system (MPTS) complexity due to smaller subarray size. 

Once WP. have a better understanding of the desired phase control system 
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and what it costs, it ought to be possible to include the subarray size 

into an analysis to trade subarray si:e for cost advantages du~ to multiple 

beam ca~ability. 
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III. COST CONSIDERATIONS 

This section contains a proof that cos~ of power from a multiple 

beam SPS system is the same as from a single beam system if tttere is 

no penalty introduced for control system c~lexity. Introduction of 

such penalties will, of course, favor single beams and multiple beams 

with S11all relative angles, if receiving cost oer unit area is fixed. 

A si111ple model for the cos! of a power satellite is to consider 

the costs to be proportioneu to solar-electric conversion system mass, 

aperture area mass and rectenna area. Denoting these costs to be CSE' 

c1 and CR, respectively, allows us to write down total cost c1 for a 

sin-~le beam system: 

Cl = CSE + Cy + CR 

For N beams this become5 

en = N~ CSE + N~ Cy + N (N-~R) 
If, for a single beam system.received powe~ is P1 for an N beam system 

the power received, PN, is 

PN = N\, 

Finally, the cost per unit power is 

-1 1 
CN PN = c1P1-, i.e., independent of N 
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IV. BEAM SCAN EFFECTS 

In the preceding sections it was assUllE!d that there was negligible 

beam pattern degradation due to scanning away frm aperture boresight. This 

ser.tion outlines scan effects. 

Tht1 most obvious beam pattern effect of scan is be• spreading due 

the cosine los~ in the projected aperture area. Since the sort of sc~n 

angle, e, we are considering is small, (cos ef1 = 1. and the effect is to first 

order negligible. 

Another cC11BOnly known effect is tile variation of sidelobe level 

with scan and the nud>er of beams. This probably has to be checked empt r1 ca lly 

from aperture array programs as there seems to be no clean analytical theory 

which allows sidelobe level prediction for more than one beam. However. since 

single beams are superposed to generate multiple beams. it seems clear that the 

worst sidelobe effects on the power will be due to the addition of the sidelobes 

between adjacent beams (See figure 3.} 

A final effect ~f scanning to create multiple beams is quantization 

error due to the fact that each subarray represents a patch of constant amplitude 

and phase. If one can ass1.111e the errors are essentially random. Ruze1 and Schanda2 

have shown that phase errors contr;bute the most to beam pattern degradation in 
2-

the fashion G = G
0 

e -E 

where 

G = Hain beam gain 

G
0 

= Main beam gain w;thout phase errors 

E2 = Mean square phase error 
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ff()te that the fraction 

2 
1 -E - e 

represents a loss in efficiency that can't be recovered. and thus should be 

kept small. 
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V. C<ltCLUSIONS 

Going to .. 1tiple beaRIS requires greater spatial resolution at 

the transmitting aperture. The resolution required goes as the angle 

bet:..een the most llfidely separated bealls, and will be on the order of 1 •. 

For the case of ionospheric bealll potr."er limitation at the 

receivers and RF power density limits at the transmitter, space systelt 

design areas and powers scale as N\ -mereas the sue parameters on the 

ground go as N -\ 

To first approximation cost of power is invariant of the nllllber 

of beams. 

A final connent: The small subarray size might be considered 

to be incompatible with current SPS designs, but this is not necessarily so. 

The ongoing solid state SPS antenna design breaks up the transmitting 

area into many small radiating units smaller than A on a side. Putting 

them in groups of 200 to 400 to make a 1 m subarray seems to pose no 

greater fundamental problems than canbining them into larger groups and 

trying to keep them in phase. 
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TASK 42121. 42122. AND 42124 
GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

1 - INl'RODUC'flON 

Grummun's Phase ·2 effort was focused on further defining the operations and 

systems of the 4 Buy End Builder Construction Buse. This section describes the work 

pe1•fo1•med in updating the GEO Hase system configuration. updating the crew module 

definition and defining a concept fo1· GEO Buse buildup. Rclnted nnalysis on SPS con

struction ope1•utions. base operations and bnsc cm•go handling and distribution opera

tions are provided in the Phuse 2 SPS Operations and Systems Synthesis Report, Vol

ume Ill. Section 12. 

Grumman's 4 Bay End Builder concept was developed in Phase 1 and evaluated 

against alternate satellite construction concepts, as illustrated in Figure 1. The single 

pass 8 bay wide end builder concept was found to exhibit the highest cost and be 

underutilized, if only one satellite is built every six months. The comparison of multi 

pass end builders and the single deck platform concepts was nearly even with respect 

to cost. mass and risk. The 4 Bay End Builder was selected, however, for t • ther 

work in Phase 2 due to its greater production rate growth capability. The updated 

configuration of the 4 Bay End Builder is shown in Figure 2. 

The 4 Bay End Builder Construction Base assembles the 5 GW reference Solar 

Power Satellite entirely in geosynchronous orbit, as illustrated in Figure 3. The 8 bay 

wide satellite energy conversion system is constructed in two successive passes on one 

side of the base, while the microwave antenna is assembled on the other side of the 

base. On the first construction pass, the GEO base builds one-half of the energy con

version system, a 4 bay wide strip by 16 bays long. When this part of the satellite has 

been constructed, the base is indexed back along the edge of the structure to the first 

end frame. During the second construction pass, the 4 bay wide strip is attached di

rectly to the assembled satellite systems. At the end of the second pass, the base is 

then indexed sideward to mate the antenna with the center line of the energy conver

sion system. After final test and check out, the base separates from the satellite and 

is transferred to the next orbital position for SPS construction. 
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ACTIVATE GEO BASE FIRST CONSTRUCTION PASS 

SECOND CONSTRUCTION PASS CHECKOUT SPS & TRANSFER BASE 
Figure 3 SPS - 4 E!ld Builder Construction 
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:! <iEO BASE CONFlGUltATION UPDATE 

Tht• Sol;u• Power Satellite GEO Co11slt•uctio11 B:1se is required to assemble one 

:it;\\' rt•foreau .. "C satellite every six mouths or two satellites per year for 30 years. As in 

l'hasc I. fr<..'C flying conslruclio11 fodlilit~s :uul /or :assembly methods are to be avoided 

in further rcfinemt.•nt of tltt• 4 lfay Eml Buihh~r concept. Therefore. the base is also 

rct1uired to providt• L'ontig-uous f:tdlilit!s for assemhlin~ :all ~p:::; system elements. As H 

c.a~o operational hast•. the ·I Bay E11tl Builder must be capable or docking and unloading 

orbit:1I transport \'t>hic!t~s and imp1emeuting other essential v1ork support and crew sup

port fund i.ms as wt•ll. Tne lop level rt..'<f uircments th:at established the design and 

oper<1tions of the ~PS C.iEO base :ire shown in Figure 4. These requirements arc ex

tr<ictcd from tlw Ph;:sc I study :md guide the definition of all other requirements. For 

example, essential base opera~ional areas include: command and control modules, crew 

habitats. cargo handling and distribution network. subassembly factories. base attitude 

control. base electrical power. base maintenance. etc. The GEO base is also required 

to service orbital transfer vehicles and support the operational maintenance of commis

sioned satellites. 

Hence. in addition to building the SP!:>. the GEO hasc must fulfill strenuous logis

tic support requirements. as shown in Figure 5. 

Every thirteen days an EOTV will arrive with large Cargo Pallets. A dE;dicated 

area must be available at the GEO Base to tr;insfcr thi:;; material on board in a quick 

and efficient manner. At the same time, ::!mpty pallets have to be rerr.oved from the 

base. As soon as the Cargo Pallets are landed. they have to be moved to an unloading/ 

sorting area and processed through the construction base. To accomplish this. an ef

ficient transport system musl be available. Level J. the top deck of the base shown in 

Figure 6. provides 6.1 Km of ;nain line track and 5. I Km of connecting spur lines. 

The base h<•s to rotate the 444 man crew at planned intervals. When satellite 

maintenance support operations arc included the total crew complement will increase in 

proportion to the size of the operational fleet and the maintenance schedule adopted. 

Assuming that sch<'duled maintenance is performed twice a year on a 20 to 50 SPS fleet, 

then an additional 383 to 1149 personnel must also be accommodated. All these people 
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• CONSTRUCT ONE 5 GW SPS WITHIN 6 MONTHS • 5% 

e ENERGY CONVERSION Ii MICROWAVE POWER 
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e CONSTRUCTION APPROACH: 
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WAREHOUSING.SUBASSEMBLY FACTORIES. CREW a WORK MODULES. 
BASE MAINTENANCE. OTV MAINTENANCE. EOTV MAINTENANCE. 
OPERATIONAL SPS MAINTENANCE Ir TRAINING 

e BASE LOGISTIC VEHICLES Ir TRACK NETWORK 

e CONSTRUCTION ACCURACY a QUALITY 

• BASE ATTiTUDE CONTROL. STATIONKEEPING. LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER 
CAPABILITY 

• BASE ELECTRICAL POWER. COMMUNICATION Ii DATA MANAGEMENT 
CAPABILITIES 

117!>-l 71W Figure 4 GEO a.se Sys11tnt R~ 

• EOTV CARGO DELIVERY 

4000 MT UP & 200 MT DOWN/FLIGHT - EVERY 13 DAYS 

OPERATE & SERVICE 2 CARGO TRANSFER TUGS 

DOCK & UNLOAD 10 TO 20 CARGO PALLETS 

PROVIDE PALLET TRANSPORTERS 

• POTV CEO CREW ROTATION 

ROTATE UP TO 75-80PEOPLE/FLIGHT@15-DAY INTERVALS 

MAINTAIN TRANSIENT CREW QUARTERS 

DOCK 4 POTVs & PROVIDE INTRA-BASE CREW BUSES 

• SPS OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT (PER 20 SATELLITES} 

LOAD/UNLOAD SPS COMPONENT RACKS@4~-DAY INTERVALS 

MAINTAIN RECONDITIONED & DEFECTIVE COMPONENT STORAGE 

DOCK & SERVICE SPS MAINT FLEET (4 OTVs & 4 PAYLOADS) 

MAINTAIN KTMtCOMPONENT REFURB FACILITIES 

PROVIDE CREW HABITATS 

111!J-174V: Figure 5 GEO Base logistic Support Requirements 
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have to be housed comfortably and transported to their assigned work stations each 

day. Each time a new crew is brought up. resupplies must also be prvvided. 

The other function of the base is to serve as a home base for service of all out

lying SPS stations. Defective material on the SPSs must be replaced. brought back ~o 

the base and reconditioned. The refurbished material is stored until needed as replace

ment parts on the next visit to the SPS stations. 

Updated mass ~nd cost estimatf's for the GEO Construction Base are provided in 

Figure 7. 

ANTENNA ~ACILITY 

• TWO 5GW SPS ASSEMBLED 6 C!O PER YEAR 
SOLAR COLLECTOR FACILITY 

• BASE CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES 

- UNIT COST 11979 SI $ 8.48 B 
-- MASS 6390 MT 
- TOl Al CREW 444 

• ADO-ON MAINT. SUPT. FACILITIES 

- COST DEL TA $ 3.21 10 $9.63 B 
- AOO'L MASS 1326 TO 3919 MT 
- ACO"l C.REW 383 TO 11'9 

1775-175W Figure 1 4-Bay End Builder GEO Base Fatures 

2.1 CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT 

The GEO base has contiguous facilities for ;:.;oncurrent assembly and subsequent 

mating of the satellite energy conversion system and its power transmission antenna. 

To implement these construction operations, the base structure serves ns an assembly 

jig which also supports the construction equipment, cargo handling and distribution 

system, subassembly factories, test and checkout facilities, transportation vehicle 

maintenance and base subsystems. When SPS Power Transmission Operations begin, 

the GEO base will also SJpport SPS maintenance facili~ies. Crew support facilities are 

included on the GEO base. 

2-4 
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The overall base shown in Figure 8. is 3. 44 Km wide x 3. 65 Km long x 0. 9 Km 

deep with eleven levels of the energy conversion and antenna construction facilities 

identified with lett~rs A through L. as shown in Figure 9. The elevations are taken 

from the base level A of the factory reference line ( FRl.) and are given in meters. 

The major construction facilities of the GEO base are tailored to the structural 

cross section and support requirements for assembling their respective SPS systems. 

The solar collector assembly facility is desif:I1ed to provide a fully assembled 8x 16 bay 

reference system after two 4 bay wide longitudinal construction passes. The antenna 

assemt>ly facility, which may be seen in Figure 10. is arranged for !)rogressive build-up 

of the microwa•·e antenna. i.e. assembling one row at a time until the i 1 row planform 

is fully constructed. 

2. 1.1 Solar Collector &. Antenna Ass£:mbly Facilities 

The SPS ene;.·gy conversion system is assembled during 2 successive passes by 

the L-shaped framework shown in Figure 11. The GEO base structure suppm·ts the 

emerging satellite during all phases of construction. 

The width of this framework ( 3. 44 km) encompasses a 5 bay segment of the energy 

conversu'n siructure to provide a one bey overlap for lateral and longitudinal indexing 

operations, as Ehown in Figure 12. The 700 m high open truss is sufficient to house 

beam fabrication stations. solar blanket installation equipment. bus installation wech

anisms. crew facilities. docking, storage. intra base transport, etc. The other leg of 

the facility ( 913 m long) guides and supports the s;;.tellite until all systems are mated 

and checked out. The antenna assembly platform. which is located at the rear of the 

base. is arranged to facilitate the construction and att3chment of the antenna and ro

tary joint interface. This open truss platform (2.51 km x 0.83 km) also supports the 

antenn~/yoke assembly during the lateral index and mating operations with the assem

bled 8 x 16 bay energy conversion system. The framework provided for the yoke/ 

rotary joint assembly facility and antenna assembly facility is sufficient to house the 

reqt;ired construction equipment. 

The primary structure of the GEO base is nominally assembled •vith a 100 m square 

framework, which includes diagonal shear members on each face. The small assembly 

facilities, which are used to build the yoke and antenna, are assembled with a 50 m lat

tice. All structural members used in these frameworks are fabricated by au~omatic beam 

machines developed to build the operational SPS. It b assumed that both 7. 5m and 

12. 7m triangular 'icction. closed-chord composite beams arc used. Ground f;1bricated 

fittings and dcploy<ible members arc also expected to be t.:scd on the La~e struct urc. 
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• Solar Collector Assembly /Fabric:!tion - The end builder construction system, 

shown in Figure i 3. is tailored to the structural cross section of the satellite 

and uses ten ( 10) dedicated semi-fixed beam machines to automalic:1lly fahricnte 

continuous longitudinal members. Lateral and diap:onal members or ltu! struc

tural assembly are fabricated by three (3) 'lloblle beam machines. The cissem

bly sequence as illustrated begins with Step 1. the assembly of the first rramc 

and its attachment to the longitudinal members. The structural mcmhc:rs of 

the frame are fabricated by three mobile beam machines that travel from om! 

position to the next. The upµer lateral beam is fabricated and then posiliom:d 

for assembly. As this member is being joined, the mobile beam m:1chim:s fahri 

catc the other members of the frame needed to complete the assembly. Step '!. 

indexes the frame for one bay length by fabricating the continuous longitudinal 

bca .. 1s from the dedicated beam machines. In Step 3. the next frame is built as 

in Step 1. During these three steps, power busses and solar array blankets 

are installed in parallel. The solar array blankets are deployed in the direction 

of build, are attached to the upper lateral beams and are fed out of cannisters, 

as the structure indPxes. Longitudinal busses are installed ''on the fly" as 

the structure i.:; ir.dexed; lateral busses are installed before a bay is indexed. 

In Step 4 the bay structure diagonal beams are fabricated and assembled to 

complete the bay. Figure 14 identifies the assembly equipment and construc

tion sequence required to assemble the structural bays of the energy conver

sion module. The first bay of the four-bay pass is shown requiring the use of 

longitudinal beam machines (semi-fixed), three (3) mobile beam machines and 

four ( 4) cherrypickers. The operating paths of the mobile beam machine and 

cherrypickers are also defined along with the fabricating sequence of each of 

the mobile beam machines. This sequence is then repeated for bays 2, 3 and 4. 

Thi8 row is then indexed, as in Step 2, and the entire sequence repeated until 

the energy conversion structure is built. 

• SPS Energy Conversion Assembly Operations - Figure 15 depicts the ronst:ruc

tion activities at levels F. G, and H of the energy conversion C<\T ::-!ri..:cti )tl 

facility. These levels are utilized in the construction of the UJ.>~'er sur"ace of 

the energy conversion module. Shown nestled in the facility .· rt.-.;t~··e 1s the 

7. 5 m longitudinal beam machine (semi-fixed), and operating "froi•l a norizontally 

mounted track system are two mobile beam machines. One beam machine is 

shown fabricating the 7. 5 m bracing beam and the other, a 12. 7 m !eteral 
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REPEAT FOR BA VS 2, 3, llr 4 

Figure 14 Energy Conversion Structure - Astembly Equipment lk Sequence - 1st Bay 

(solar array support) beam. Located overhead on the facility overhang and 

operating from a track system, cherrypickers are used to maneuver and attach 

the completed beams. The comple:r. operatbns of these two cherrypickers in 

th~ maneuvering, handing-off and installation of beam lengths of approximately 

600 to 1000 meters requires further study. 

Solar array blanket deployment and installation is coupled with the end 

builder structural assembly sequence. Shown are the blanket installers 

operating from a track system mounted on the facility overhang. The solar 

array blankets are deployed from canisters mounted on the overhang. Re

placement canisters are shown being moved into place and installed at their 

deployment station by a mobile flatbed cherrypicker. 

The arrangement of major construction equipment at levels F, G, and H is also 

shown in Figu"'e 16. The level G 7. 5 m longitudinal beam builder substation is 

provided with 60 m travel distance to permit on-line maintenance and repair for 

continuity of construction operations. This provides about 1 hour for the repair 
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amt rcplm .. "Cmcnt of beam builder components, while the shutdown hcam huihh~r 

tracks along at the same rate as the in~exing struct~! .. ~. The figure also ~hows 

the bus dispensing stution in 1-clntion to the other beam builders and the sol:w 

array anchor at level II. 

• Long?tudinnl lJcmn Fa1.>1·icalion - In the end-builder c.."Onstruction concept. 10 

longitudin:1I bc:tm builders l>l'Qvide the driving force to index the satellite 

structure. while performing their basic function of beam-element fabrication. 

This end buildc1· c'r.radcristic leads to the necessity for certain requiremt::its, 

sho,vn in Figure 17, regarding beam builder performance. Those requirements 

identified to d:lle are: 

- Limit startup and shutd.>wn acc~lerations to insur ... that beam builder sub

system machinery will safely sustain forces mduced during indexing. In

clude the affect of the progressive mass increase in the energy conversion 

system structure under construction. 

- Provide for synci1ronizcd indexing. Tolcr:mres in the simultaneously operat

ing beam builders produce variations in bc:tm builder forces during indexing. 

These variations shall be limited to safe levels, ~s determilled by allowable 

forces not only on subsystem machinery, but on the construLtion base and 

energy conversion system structure as weil. 

- Design for construction continuity in the event of a beam builder failure. 

Emphasis shali be place<! on reliability of subsystem machinery including 

redundant operating modes. where possible. to avoid beam builder shutdown. 

In addition. consideration shal! be given to subsystem desi~ns that provide 

repair /replacement capability within 1 hour. while the shutdown bea:n builder 

tracks along at the same rate as the indexing structure. Ho1ding- fixtures 

to facilitate on-line/off-line maint.?nance :md repair s~rnH also be considered. 

It should N? noted that the above requirements for limitatic..1 of accelera

tions and for synchronization apply to any base a_sscmbly function, where simul

tanity of operation is critical in.:!luding the use of multi-indexers driving simulta

neously to propel the base during index-ing op<!rations. For all such functions. 

centralized control is necessary to limit locomotion forces to accept:1ble values. 

• Satellih .. Support During C<'nstruction - A~ presently conceived the L shaped 

facility for tv ildmg the :mlar array carries bear.; machi!1cs 011 one lcf! of the t. 

and suppor:. :·emerging stt·ucture en the other leg-. As illustrated in Figure 
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IS. disturuancc of lhe structure otlrcHdy built will result in moments reacted 

hy end louds in the bca111s :11acl hPwn machines and by shears reacted by the 

supports on the other lc.~g. Tlw lM•am machines also provide the forces for in

dexing the structure. :as it is huilt. by fobricnting the longitudinal beams. The 

capability of the bc:un 111:1d1im•s lo provide the forces necessary to react ois

turbancc tor•1l1t•s and to iud.-x I he· :1sst~111bled satellite structure requires 

further study. 

T!lrc.>t• options art• pn•st•uh-.l in this figure for relieving the beam machines of 

this fm:'-·tion. Opliou 1 :uhls ou~linc indexing mechanisms to the i>rocess of 

fahri,•:1ti11~~ lh1• lon~itudinal lx•:uns. These syn.:hronized mechanisms are dedi

,·:1k1t 1t1 i1ult·xing- l ht• lx!ams and lo reacting disluruancc end lo:ads simi!at' to 

ih1• i111l1•x1•rs Ust•d 011 the single deck uaselinc. Shears :trc still reacted by 

th.• I•'!! suppo1·ts. Op!ion :! adds a letr to the top of the I. to make a C section 

hasl'. Thus. th~ structure has supports on two opposite fa< .. -cs which react all 

distm·b•mcc loads and index the structure. The third option ~xtcnds that leg 

of the base. which mounts the supports. Additional supports are provided on 

th..:? extension at one bay distant from the originals. Ttb?se two sets of supports 

react all disturbance lo<•ds and index the structure. 

• Solar Arr<•Y Handling/De; '.oyment - The installation of solar arrays occurs at 

the same work station in the base as the assembly of in-piane structural frame 

elements. as shown in Fig"l.lre 19, to obtain maximum time-Iino? benefits from 

parallel activities. 

Subsequently to the installation of <l 12. 7 m solar array support beam, the 

cherrypicker removes an SA box from the supply cart and fastens it to the 

proxim;u anchor. The distal-end of the blanket is then connected to the beam. 

\\"hl!n the fr<lill'.:! has been indexed one bay a"rny. the blankets are fully deployed 

and the box is removed from its anchor .,,upport fittings and fastened to the 

next I:!. 7 m support beam to con1pletc the cycle. 

Figures 19 and 20 depict the initial operations for deploying the solar blank

et from the P'':.!:"-:im:tl anchor 0.1 level II of the constructi«a base. On'.? 14. 9m 

wide blanket b shown deployed fro•n level H and attached to the uppE>r lateral 

beam of th~ satc:lite structure. Two cm· ... i:•gc mounted. mobile cherry pickers 

arc als\J shown beginning- to deploy the next solar array blank{:f. The cherry 

pickers lo(•atcd al ca1..:h end of the blanket. as shown ;n Figure :!O. have re

.no\·cd a blanket cont.1i11er from the supp!y c:1rt aad attached it to the distal 
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unchor posts. Hy working in unison. tht:y ·-cmove the distal end of the 

blanket from the blanket container. deploy the array down to the 12. 7m beam 

and attach the cate'lary and ek-ctrical leads. Both cherry pickers :.111 then 

move 15m later'-llly and repeat the operations for the next blanket. 

An overall view of the relationship of the structural fabrication and SI A panel 

depioymcnt operations and their respective positions on the facility was shown 

previously jn Figure 16. 

• Power Bus Installation - The main power bus and feeder buses must be sup

ported to allcw thermal expansion and also tensioned to maintain a higher 

natural frequency than the primary structure. The bus dispensing concept 

shown in Figures 21 .and 22 includes flex loops in the bus nwterial :tt each 

vertical beam. which can permit thermal length changes to occur in bay-length 

increments. The tension support ties from the bus strips to structure are pre-

10.1ded to maintain the natural frequency of the bus array at a level higher 

than that of th" satellite. Thermal chan~es are absorbed within the elastic 

limits of the tension tie material without adversely affecting the pre load. 

The bus arrays are supported to one side of the vertical beams and be

low any diagonal beams to avoid interference with these structural members. 

Feeder bus elements are supported at the same level as the corresponding bus 

elemer.t in the mmn or center line bus array. 

Figure 16 show<; the bus dispensing machine concept. The bus <lispensing 

machine itself is supported on a hus machine carriage, which in turn is supported 

on a .nain carriage. which moves across the base during feeder bus dispensing. 

The bus rr.achine is mounted on pivots to allew orientation. as required, depending 

on the dispensing function. 

The bus machine can be retracted to a position, where the support of the main 

bus can be transferred to base structure and the machine can procc\!d to dis

r-~nsing the feeder buses. 

• Antenna Assembly Facility - Figure 23 shows a view of the solar collector and 

antenna assembly facility illustrating the antenna m;semuly area. In this view. 

the antenna is shown assembled and ready to be joined to the c•.1mpletcd yoke. 

Adjacent to the completed antenna structure is the ante:ir,a construction facility. 

w;1ich is shown in greater detajl in Figure 2-L :\lohilc i•,dexer supports. shown 
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111 Fi1~11rt• :.!5, hold the nntcnnn structure during fabricai:ic:-, and mating opera

t io11s. Similar indexer units :11·c :also used to support the energy conversion 

st 1·uctu1·c during its assembly process. 

:!. t. :! Yoke notary Jui11i Asst•111hly 

The yoke /l'otm·y joint asst~111hly facility is used to construct the satellite inter

face system anll !->t1ppo1·t lht• 111ali11~ of assembled systems. The yoke/rotary joint as

sembly facility b illu..;ta·alt•d in Fi~Lu·cs 26 and 27. This facility moves across the back 

of the sola1· collector asscmhly facility; first to support parallel yoke /antenna assembly 

operations. as shown in Figu1·cs 28 and 29, and second to facilitate final systems mating, 

as shmv11 in Fig·urc :w. 

Construction materials can be supplied to the yoke /rotary joint assembly facility 

directly from the top of the construction base. Required materials can be moved down 

the face of the facility to the construction equipment operating on its face. 

Further details of the facility together with its interface with the main base fa

cility are shown in Figure 31. 

2. I. 3 Subassembly Factories 

The subassembly factories shown in Figure 32 arc included on the GEO base in 

order to support the main assembly operations for the antenna and solar array collec

tr>r. resµectively. The antenna subassembly factory on level K, for example, is equip

equipped with componnet storage racks, manned cherry pickers and various sub

assembly jigs. This factory preassemblt?s beam end fittings, switch gear set ups and 

p0we£· bus support structures for the antenna and its rotary joint /yoke interface. 

The level J factory provides similar subassemblies, which are tailored to be installed 

in the energy conversion system. The level J factory is also used to preassemble 

major components of the attitude control thrush.rs and major elem.mts of required 

satellite maintel".ance equipment (e.g. solar array blanket annealing gentries). 

2. 1. 4 Constr"'ction Equipment 

Figure 33 illustr!ltes typical construction e'-luipment used by the il' ... jor _ Jnstruc

tion tadlities of the GEO base. SPS construction equipment includes a·ttomatic machin

ery for fabricating large <>tru .... tural beams in spac". 1 hese beam machines build th~ cc 

sided open truss beams from tightly rollPd strips of com!)Osite material to avoid the 

higher costs incurred in i. ·anspv:otir.g low density stru~tures to GEO. Gt.ieral purpose 

manned cherry picke!' ·. provided with dextrous manipuli -.1rs. are used to t -. ;emble 
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these light weight beams and install the required subsystem components in the energy 

conversion and power transmission systems. Durii.g construction, the major elements 

of the satellite are supported by indexers, which can be moved across the base as 

needed. Additional equipment is also provided to facilitate the deployment of large 

sheet metal power buses, anchoring solar array blanket containers, and installing an -

tenna systems. 

Table l provides a summary listing of the major equipment types and where 

they are used on the base. 

The solar collector beam builder substations, power bus dispenser station and 

antenna deployment platform are discussed further below. 

2. 1. 4. 1 - Energy Conversion Beam Builder Requirements - Four different types of 

beam builders are required to construct the energy conversion system, as shown in 

Table 2. Two types of beam builders are synchronized for continuous longitudinal 

beam fabrication, while the remaining two beam builders are employed to fabricate 

lateral, vertical, and diagonal bracing members. The 7.5 m synchronized and 12. 7 m 

autonomous beam builders, which operate at the solar array level. are required to 

install solar array maintenance track during beam fabrication. The longitudinal beam 

builders must also be able to install attachment frames for joining other beams. The 

varied functions of the synchronized, upper level. longitudinal beam builders are de

picted in Figure 34. All segmented beams. in turn. must be fabricated with suitable 

end attachments: 

• 7. 5 m Beam Builder Substations - The 7. 5 m synchronized substation, illus

trated in Figure 35, includes a beam machine equipped with frame-making 

features. Frame segment supply canisters are mounted at each beam face 

at cross member attaching stations. Since current maintenance track con

cepts call for supports at each cross member, track attachment will occur 

after the completed cross members emerge from the beam machine. This 

requirement dictates the location of the track forming module as shown. 

The 7. 5 m mobile substation illustrated in the lower part of the figure. 

uses a beam machine provided with end fitting attachment features. A col

umn mounted end fitting support fixture with movable gripping fingers can 

rotate to place fittings on either end of a beam. The column swings down, 

as required, to clear the emerging beam or pick up an end fitting from the 

supply cannister. The grip is capable of extending to secure and withdraw a 
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TABLE 1 CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT SUMMARY -
QTY• 

., 
MASS.C10"' lleJ 

sue 
ITEM M A y T EA. TOTAL 

WBS 1.2.1.1.2.1 
BEAM MACHINES 

• 7.5m SYNCH TRAVEL 10 10 11 110 
• 7.5 m GIM. MOBILE. 

MANNED 2 2 2 6 15 90 
• 12. 7 m GIM. MOBILE. 

MANNED 1 1 21 21 

WBS •. 2.1.1.2.2 
CHERRY PICKERS 

• 30m 8 2 10 2.5 25 
• 90m 4 2 6 5 JO 
• 120m 2 1 3 1 21 
• 250m 1 1 9 9 

WBS 1.2.1.1.2.3 
INDEXERS 

• 15-45 m 5 5 1.3 6.5 
• 130m 6 8 14 3.0 42 
• 230m 2 2 5.5 t1 

\NBS 1.2.1.1.2.4 
BUS DEPLOY ER 

• 9C"' IALSO 80 ml 1 1 1 3 8.0 24 

WBS 1.2.1.1.2.5 
SOLAR ARRAY 
DEPLOYMENT EQUIPMENT 

•PROXIMAL ANCHORS 176 176 TBO TBO 

WBS 1.2.1.1.2.6 
ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT 
PLATFORM 1 1 28 28 

ADO 1~<> ALLOWANCE 
FOR UNDEFINED 
EQUIPMENT 42 

"USED ON 
M-SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM 
A-ANTENNA 
Y-YOKE & ROTARY JOINT 
T-TOTAL 

1775·203W 
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TABLE 2 ENERGY CONVERSION BEAM BUILDER SUBSTATION REQUIREMENTS 

TYPE 
MACHINE 

USE 

FUNCTIONS 

MACHINES 

FAB HATE 

BEAM MATL 
CAPACITY 

GIM8Al 
CAPf•CITY 

THAVll 

1 77S·204W 

1.5 01SYNCHRONIZE0 12.7111 AUTONOMOUS 1 !1111 AlllONOMOUS 
W TRACK W 0 TRACK W TRACK W (I IHACK 

- ·-----
UPPER !SOLAR ARRAYl 

LONGITUOINALS 

• FAB 7 5 on 
CONTINUOUS BE AM 
W FRAMES Iii TRK 

e NOMINAL FIXCD 

e REMOTE CTL 

5 

J!J IU 111111 

l0.8001n 

TBD 

J5•n m11t 

TRACK 
CANISTER:. 

;77:;.J98W 

LOWlR LON<; •II AMS UPPER tSOLAR AHRAVI AL L O 1111 I! Ill ·'\MS 
LATERALS 

• FAB 75m I e FAB 12.7 m BEAM • FAB 7.~ m BEAM 
CONTINUOUS BEAM WEND FITTINGS \VARIOUS UlllGTllSI 
W:FRAMES llr TRACKS WEND FITTINGS 

e NOMINAL flXlD • ATTACH ACO BUS e MORILI Iii lilMHAl Ill 

e RE MOH CTL llr JUMPERS e ON Rll OPI H 

e MOBIL l Iii GIMBAL ( D 

e ON Bil OPI II 

~ 1 2 

3 !J "' 11110 ~' "' nun !t ltl 11hfl 

10 800 Ill li) 700 Ill 10 ;..>()()"' 

lHD YAW· 9<f' I YAW· 9<fl•11ett •10° 

J!,m mm :'Otn mm i /(} 111 IHlfl 

FAB CONTINUOUS BEAM ONLY 

' SPACE FRAME 

PLUSFAB&INSTALLTRACK 

PLUS INSTALL 

SPACE FRAME 

Figure 34 Longitudinal Beam Machine fabrication Modes 
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fitting from the supply canister. An automatic arm attaches the end fittings 

to the beam on either end, a3 required. An accessory platform is equipped 

with holding devices which index the completed beam and position it for in

stallution of the end fitting after it ht.ts emerged from the beam machine. 

The entire platform with beam machine and accessories is capa">le of 360° 

swiveling and can be rotated perpendicular to the carriage to provide any 

required orientation. 

• 12. 7 Ill Beam Builder/Acquisition Bus Substation - The 12. 7 m beam builder 

concept • shown in Figure 36, has multiple functions in addition to the basic 

beam fabrication: 

The entire sub-station platform can be oriented to direct the fabricated 

beum as required . 

Maintenance tracks are installed on the top and side of the beam during 

fabrication. 

An end fitting fixture can take pre-fabbed end fittings from a supply 

canister and install them on either end of the beam with the aid of the 

end fitting installer. 

Acquisition and jumper buses are installed during beam fabrication as 

needed. 

Catenary attach fittings and SI A inter bay jumpers are installed during 

beam fabrication. 

A support platform equipped with indexers holds the beam to maintain 

alignment during fabrication and end fitting installation and aids in posi

tioning the completed beam. 

2.1. 4. 2 - Mobile Power Bus Dispensing Station - The power bus dispensing station, 

shown in Figure 37, dispenses both main and feeder buses and installs the bus sup

port cables. Individual bus strips are supplied by specific supply canisters mounted 

at the back of the dispensing unit. The support cables are supplied by drums mount

ed on the top and bottom of the dispensing unit. The entire dispensing module pivots 

to dispense either feeder or main bus as required. The dispensing unit is supported 

on a base, which travels on the main carriage. The main carriage moves the entire as

sembly from one end of the construction base to the other during feeder bus dispensing. 
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Figure 36 12.7 m Beam Builder/Acquisition Bus Substlltion 
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Aided by a dedicated. mobile cherry picker. the bus dispensing station installs . 
nnd p1·eloads the supports cables on the a1•ray as part of the dispensing operation. 

The support strongbacks and intermediate stiffeners are installed while the bus nrruy 

is still secured by the dispensor. The dispensing station provides the correct mix of 

bus arrny elements to meet main and feeder bus requirements in the correct sequence 

in the construction process. The dispensing station can cut and splice bus material 

us rcq uired. 

During main bus dispensing operations, the dispensing station is positioned at 

one end of the construction base. 

2.1. 4. 3 - Antenna Deployment Platform - The antenna deployment platform, as defined 

by Boeing, is shown in Figure 38. 

This platform, the most prominent assembly of equipment on the antenna con

struction facility, is used to deploy the secondary structure, install phase control 

wiring, install power distribution wiring. and to install subarrays. 

2.2 GEO BASE LEVEL 'J' FACILITIES ARRANGEMENT 

The center of GEO base logistics activities occurs at level 'J', as shown in Fig

ure 39, which identifies the following activity areas. 

• Staging Area - This area is located over the vertical columns of the factory. 

Sorted and subassembled hardware are stored here until required in the 

lower construction areas. Loaded flatcars are moved onto vertical lift eleva

tors and then travel down to the appropriate lower construction i.evel work 

site. The staging area is duplicated in five locations, as noted. 

• Cargo Docking /Unloading /Sorting Center - The KTM modules and Cargo 

Pallets are landed here and unloaded onto railroad flatcars for delivery to 

their next station. 

• Subassembly Factory - The hardware in the Cargo Pallets is delivered to 

this area for subassembly work prior to its movement to '.he lower levels for 

installation. 

• Crew Quarters /Operations Center - This center includes the base habitats 

and areas for habitat growth. 

Satellite Service Habitat Growth Area - This are~ has been reserved for 

growth, when 40 satellites are being service:.;. This area will be identi

cal in con figuration to the habitat arc!1 ll'.>"d for servicing 20 satellites. 
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llase Construction Habitats & Satellite Service Habitats - This area con

tains two functionnl complexes. One area consists of four ( 4) habitats, 

one ( 1) interim habitat and one ( 1) control center. The other area con

tains faur ( 4) habitats and one ( 1) interim habitat. The first complex 

is used to house and control the base construction personnel and the 

other for .:>atellite service personnel. 

• SPS l\laintenance Support Facilities - This complex includes satellite refur-

bishment factories and component storage. 

Reconditioned Component Storage - Those components, which have been 

reconditioned and repaired in the KTM & Miscellaneous Component Refur

bishment Factories. are stored here until needed. 

KTl\I Refurbishment Factory - All defective klystrons from the outlying 

SPS stations are brought into this module for refurbishment. 

!\liscellaneous Component Refurbishment Factory - This module has facil

ities within it for refurbishment of electrical. electronic and mechanical 

devices. Components are disassembled and assembled. as well as tested, 

in this area. 

Defective Component Storage -- Those components, which have to be 

reconditioned and repaired. are stored here. When room and scheduling 

permits. they are transported from here to the Refurbishment Factories. 

• OTV /POTV Docking /Service Area - Sufficient docking pads are located here 

for the !anding of POT Vs and OTVs. Quantities of propellant for refueling 

the OTVs are also stored here. 

Figure 40 lists the total weight of material that has to be delivered to the GEO 

Base for construction of an SPS. It can be seen that over half of the material landed 

on the base has to be delivered to Level H for use in assembling the energy conver

sion system and solar blankets. Two lcveb were considered as docking areas for de

li very of personnel and rn:.iterial. Based on this chart, it is appa1·ent the logistics 

system is greatly simplified by using Level J for the docking area. 

Figure 41 shows the overall GEO base cargo handling and distribution flow. All 

material arriving from LEO is delivered by EOTV and transferred to the GEO base by 

a dedicated cargo tu~. The tug· lifts a car~·o or Kn.I pallet from the EOTV and flies it 

over to the bnse cargo <locking· area. Com;truction materials. base supplies. OTV sup

plies an<l SPS maintenance parts arc unloaded onto \'/aitin~ railroad flnt ~ars adjacent 
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to the docking m-ca. The loaded flat cars m-e moved onto mainline track to one of five 

(5) carhro staging areas. \When re<1uil·t.~. the flat car. loaded with construction mntc-

1·iab. is nK>Vl.~ out of the staging area onto either forward or aft facing vertical ele

v.ato1·s. The aft ch!vators move down to the intc. face and nntenna construction level, 

\whct"Cas the fot·wm"d elev<ttors move down to energy conversion assembly substations. 

Other supplies would be moved directly to the appropriate area on level J. 

The docked (!argo pallets arc nxrred (on its docking pad) to the unloading area. 

\Yhich is capable uf stm·ing 20 pallets. \lobilc 40 meter MH.\\'S c1·ancs are located bc

l\ween each t'O\Y ol parked pallets; they arc unloaded in the area onto the empty cargo 

pallets, arc 111ovcd back to the docking area. where a tug docks to the top of the pallet. 

The tug lifts the empty pallet off t!1c railroad docking pad and flies it back to the 

parked EOTV. 

Figure -1:? provides a detailed view of the level 'J' facilities and the logistic func

tional a1·cas discussed below. 

:?. :?. I Carhro Docking/Unloading/Sorting Center 

The cargo brought from LEO via the EOTV is delivered to this area for storage 

<ll'U processing. KTM pallets and cargo pallets arc flown from the EOTV by cargo 

tugs. Special railed flatcars with docking mechanism are loc>ated in the docking center 

as shown in Figure 43. A four-man control center is located between the six oocldng 

pa<ls. Two are (!()nfigured to dock KTM pallets two for cargo pallets. one for a spare 

tug ano the last one is a spare docking pad. After the KTM pallets are docked, they 

are •mloaded with the 75 meter crane onto waiting rnilroad flat ca!"s. From here they 

are moved to one of the three ( 3) staging areas for eventual delivery to antenna levels 

K n•1d L. The cargo pallets remain on the docking pad and are railed to the unloading 

arra. Five ( 5) rows ( 4 deep) provide stora!{e for twenty ( 20) cargo pallets. Forty ( 40} 

meter '.\IRWS cranes located between the rows of stored cat•go pallets are 11sed to unload 

the pallets onto waiting flatcai·s. These flatc<trs are moved either to one of the five ( 5) 

staging areas or to the sub-assembly factory. The loaded flatcars in the staging areas 

are eventually moved onto the vertical lift eievators for delivery to the lower construc

tion levels. 

The e1:1ptv cargo pallets arc illOVcd back to the docking area. An unused tug· 

docks to ~he carg·o pallet and lilts !t off level J base for return to the EOTV. station

keeping at least 1 Km away. 

'.!- :rn 
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:?. :?. 2 (.;ai·h.-u Slahring & Distribution System 

All material arriving from LEO is delivered to the cargo docking :area. From 

there it is moved in its pallet to the unloading area. Dedicated !\IRWS cranes unload 

the cargo onto waiting flatcar transporters. Those pieces of hardware requiring 

buildup are moved into the subassembly factory. The sorted hardware and subas

scmblcd hardware are then moved to appropriate staging areas ( 5) and stored tempo

rarily until required at the lower factory levels. The loaded flatcars are moved out 

onto one of the vertical lift elevators ( 16 shown) and lowered to the designated fac

tory level. Figure 44 shows a loaded flatcar being delivered to Level "H". In this ex

ample, the railroad tracks are 180° to the Level "J" tracks. For this reason. the ver

tical lift elevator is mounted on a large rotary bearing. The whole loaded flatcar and 

elevator rotates 180° to put this unit into proper position with the L~vel "H" tracks. 

The loaded flatcar can now be moved onto the properly indexed tracks and proceed 

to designated area at this fact ..... ry level. The same concept applies to the other lower 

levels of the factory. 

l\lovement of material can be accomplished either on a railed track system or by 

a Free Fly\!r, as shown in Figure 45. During the construction of the SPS, large quan

tities of material have to be moved to pre--designated are~.> at regular time intervals. 

This type of operation fairly well dictates a semi-automated transportation system. 

It appears that the railed system can meet these requirements more readily than the 

Free Flyer system. The rail system depicted can move the people and material on 

the 'J' level quickly and efficiently. Once the material is processed through the un

loading depot and subassembly factory, it then has to be moved down to the various 

construction levels. Three methods have been considered for interlevel transporta

tion. The first requires a vertical rail system at each vertical stanchion The mate

rial in the horizontal flatcar has to be transferred into a waiting flatcar on the verti-. 

cal track. This method is time--consuming and costly by virtue of additional track 

and flatcar requirements. The sec<Jnd method is a horizontal rail system on Level "J'' :~ 

supplemented with vertical elevators at each stanchion. In this scheme. the loaded 

flatcar is moved out to the waiting elevator platform. The elevator is lowered to tht 

appropriate sub level where the flatcar is either unloaded or side-railed. The third 

method is to provide an interconnected vertical and horizontal rail system. The 

two rail systems are connected by 'l curved track. In this manner ,me loaded flatcar 

can travel from point A to B. The second and third methods show promise for 

further study. 
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2. 2.1 GEO Base Personnel Distribution and Transfer Concepts 

Figure 46 illustrates the distribution of personnel during a typical work shift. 

Approximately five (5) people are located in cherry pickers at Level D, working on 

structure assembly. Another eleven ( 11) people are located in various assembly de

vices at Level "G", working on structure and solar array assembly. Thirty ( 30) people 

are working on the antenna on levels "'K" and "L" and are far away from the central home 

base. The remainder of the people are located throughout Level "J''. Five hundred 

sixty-five ( 565) people are located in the eight ( 8) Habitats, either off duty or at 

work. Seventy-three ( 73) people are \1'orking in the Control Center, from which all 

facets of the GEO Base and SPS are controlled. The Refurbishment Modules house 

one hundred forty-three ( 143) people. 

Personnel can move about the GEO Base in three different modes of transporta

tion. Quick and ciirect movement can be accomplished using a MRWS type of free 

flyer. This vehicle can carry two people and limited hardware to almost any location 

on the Base or Satellite. The crew can work at the site. while in shirt sleeve attire 

inside the l\IR\\'S. Some v.ork tasks will require that the crew get into dose areas 

that are ina~cessible by other means. In this EV A mode the crew member will don a 

GEO E!\IU and l\li\IU and trave1·se short distances to the work ~1·.,. For 1oovement of 

personnel, a railed bus is used. The railed crew bus operates (m the 12. 7 meter 

track system. provided for movement of people and supplies. The bus shown is sized 

to move large numbers of people • rom the POTV to the Habitats. while another is sized 

to move a small amount to the various work stations each day. The Bus Transporters 

can reach the berthing ports on all modules. while moving un spur tracks between 

mainline J 1 and J 2 tracks. 

2. 2. 4 Crew Quarters /Operations Center 

The crew quarters and operutions center. shown in Figure 47. contains all the 

pressurized modules for crew living and control of the base complex. Six large mod

ules are grouped together in a geometric pattern and interconnected with tunnels. 

Fr.ur of these modules are used for habitats for four hundred ( 400) persons. Two 

modules (identical in size) are situated between these habitats. one h:. used as a base 

operations control center and the other is used as <U1 interim habitat for one hundred 

(100) transients. Thirty (JO) berthing- points are located on these modules fo1· attach

ment of spacelab modules. such as airlock. resupply. wash: disposal. expendables. 

passenger delivery. and vehicle transfer. Since these mo<luies are ail interconnected. 
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transfc1· l>ct\Vcen modules can be accomplished in shirt sleeve attil-c. This g"l'OUping 

is used to house the llCrsonnel that m-c req uircd to work :md control the operations 

of the b:tse construction complex. 

Adj:t(..-Cnt to this aforementioned complex. but not connected to it. is another 

grouping of large modules. These five modules arc used lo house up lo foul' hundred 

( 400) p<..'Ople and one hundred ( 100) transients. required lo m:1intain <llld service 

twenty (~0) satdijtes. Again. the modules nre interconnected with tunnels and ruso 
have berthing ports for attachment of twenty-seven ( ~7) sp:acel:ab modules. 

An additional area has hcen established for the ir.stallation of five ( 5) more 

large modules. Th('y arc configured the same as the five (5) t>reviously mentioned. 

This complex is :1ddcd .at some futm-c date when forty ( 40) s.itellitcs m-e being ser

viced. When sixty (60) satcllilcs arc serviced. the first group of habitats is no longer 

needed for base construction :md can l>c used to house the adJitional personnel. 

There is ample room lo e\·cn add another new complex :Uld abandon the firs~ !!roup 

of habital'S. if desired. 

The habitat complexes arc all hordercd with spur line railroad tracks. In this 

manner oper<ttion buses with supplies :Uld people can be interchanged with the 40 

mete1· :\llH\"S crane on tllc bus transporter. 

2. 2. 5 OTV Doc kin!! and SPS :\laintcnance Support 

The OTV dock in~ /service arl~a has l>cen located ;at the end of the base. because 

of the high level of night activity. Numerous fli~hts to and from level ·J· dictate that 

its location be in one corner of the complex. so its operation will not affect normal 

movement for l>ase construction. Sixteen ( 16) spur line r:1ilroad tracks are placed 

between the mainline 'J'l and 'J':! tracks to enhance tr:tffic flow. 

A docking pad is pro\<;dcd for the flying cherry picker. as shown in Figure 48. 

A 40 meter :\IR\\·s crane located on a!l adja<'•'itl tr~1ck services this unit. Two ( :!) 

docking pads arc pl'O\•ided for the I~) fVs arriving from the LEO Base. Each POT\' 

is sized to deliver 8-1 people w~lh four ( 4) spacclal> modules attadl(."'(f. These vehicles 

are serviced with a 80 nictcr c1·anc. a 40 meter :\IR\\S cr;mc and a bus transporter. 

A four ( 4) man col'trol center is located between the complex of landing pads. 

The ot!".er half of this complex contains five more docking pad::;. two('.'!) for 

SPS OT\'s. two(:!) for K"L\I pallets and one ( l) spare. The SPS OT\'s contain a 

crew module for ei!-{hty (80) people. a two(:!) man control transfer vchic!e and ei~ht 
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( 8) long spacelab modules filled with supplies for the thirty ( 30) day mission to ser

vice the Ol>c1·ational satellites. The KTl\1 vehicles are sized to return defective kly

sh"On assemblies to the refurbishment module. Reworked as&emblies are loaded onto 

this vehicle l>y one of the railed cranes in the area. A second control center is 

located between this grouping of landing pads. Three ( 3) propellent storage 

t•mks arc providcJ at the corner of the Level 'J' complex. 

The SPS Maintcnm1ce Support Facility is adjacent to the OTV docking area and 

the Crew Quarters/Operations Center. The defective material. brought back from 

the operational satellites. is off loaded onto railroad flat cars and transported over 

to the defective component storage area. When scheduled. this material is moved 

into the KTM and component refurbishment modules. where they are reconditioned. 

The reworked hard\vare is placed in the reconditioned component stowage area. for 

eventual return to the OTV dc.x:king area. 

2.3 BASE ATTITUDE AND STATIONKEEPING CONTROL 

During the 6 month construction cycle. the GEO base will undergo a significant 

increase in mass and /or a significant shift in center of pressure ~nd center of gravity. 

as sho\vn in Figure 49. Hence. the llight attitude selected for the GEO base is im

pacted by SPS construction re<1uirements and the orbital mechanics environment. 

Figure 50 lists the nwjor requirements that must be considered when selecting 

the GEO base/satcilite construction attitude. Only two of the nine re<1uirements 

listed appear to be significant when selecting the most desirable orbital attitude for 

the GEO Base. These t:.re sun m1gle and EOTV unloading locations. which are dis

cussed further below. 

Previous SPS studies by Grumman for ECON have shown that the propulsion 

system penalty for attitude control in GEO is small. The structural loading due to 

muss offset during construction appears lower than baseline design limits. Since 

maneuver capability is required for the base. SPS operational attitude and orbit

keeping do not affect construction attitude. Base stability for docking presents 

no problem .since the GEO orbital rate is low. Locatic.ra of communication antennas 

does not constrain attitude. as they can easily be located on the base open structure 

once other attitude requirements arc impose<!. 
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2. 3.1 Candidate GEO Construction Attitudes 

If the SPS solar arrays are deployed in sunlight, high voltage is generated as 

the solar arrays are exposed to sunlight. Shorting cables could be used to terminate 

the solar array output, however, the method of handling these and the safety issues 

involved require study. Another approach to solving the problem is to orient the 

active side of the solar array away from the sun. This issue also affects maintenance 

on an operational SPS. 

Two GEO base construction attitudes. shown in Figure 51. can provide the off

sun attitude during construction and then revert to on-sun attitude for final checkout 

and separation. The SPS solar arrays can be positioned with its longitudinal axis 

perpendicular to the orbit plane (POP), as the operational SPS, or be positioned in an 

earth pointed mode. Both attitudes minimize light impingement during construction 

and rely on longitudinal roll maneuvers to acquire on-sun conditions. Other variations 

of the two attitudes shown do not appear to offer any advantage. 

2. 3.2 Sun Illumination on Base/SPS 

The direction of sun illumination affects crew visibility during daily O!lP::ations 

and placement of solar arrays on the Base. 

The crew should not face the sun during construction or docking operations. 

Over-the-shoulder illumination is best. Construction operatior.s require at least 2 l\IW 

of electrical power. Fixed solar arrays are Jess complicated than gimbal type. 

The left-hand illustration in Figure 52 shows the Base/SPS inertial reference to 

sun, simplifying the selected location of fixed solar arrays. docking approach and 

construction illumination constraints. The right-hand illustration shows a more com

plex illumination situation as the sunlight direction varies on the gravity-reference 

Base/SPS. These factors are pertinent to the selection of the GEO Base construction 

attitude. 

2. 3. 3 EOTV Cargo Unloading Considerations 

EOTV cargo unloading and transfer to the GEO base occurs while the 1. 5 Krr. X 

1 Km inertially oriented EOTV station keeps 1 Km away. 

The EOTV location as it stationkeeps with the Base affects the flight path of 

Cargo Tugs (CT) as they unload the EOTV. the distance the CTs must travel to <lock

ing ports. and EOTV station keeping propulsion requirements. If the EOTV b not in 

the same orbital path as the GEO base then propulsion requirements arc increased. 
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Ideally. the EOTV should be located along-side of the dock ports at minimum dist:mcc 

<..""Onsistcnl with safety requirements. Attitude requirements of the Uasc and EOTV 

and orbital mechanics may dictate a changing relationship between these two vehicles 

in GEO orbit and separation distances gt"Catcr than I km (baseline). 

The baseline operational attitude for the SPS is a candidate for construction op

erations. The illustr:ition in Figure 53 shows this attitude with the EOTV stationkccp

ing du1·ing a :!4 ho~· period. Uoth spacecraft. are in the same orbital path with their 

solar arrays perpendicular to the sun. Note that the change in relative attitudes of 

the two vehicles during an orbit makes it appear that the EOTV is circling the Uase/ 

SPS. If this is the operating condition. then the two vehicl<'s arc scp:1rntcd IJy ap

proximately 4 km at times and the CT flight paths a1·c continually changing - an ob

vious impact on CT p1-opulsio11 and control requirements. One solution is to maneuver 

between the two vehicles only when they arc in the most favorable geometric location. 

If the Bu::....: i:,. earth gravity stabilized as shown. then the relative location of the 

Base and the EOT\' .·emains fixed. The EOTV. however. rotates 360° every 24 hours 

with respect to the Base. Hence. CT flight paths will also be constrained to the most 

favorable geometi·ic arr:mgement. 

2.3.4 GEO Base Flight Control Requirements 

Figure 54 lists the basic requirements fo .. •he GEO base flight control system. 

The POP mode was emphasized for the SPS off-sun solar array construction require

ments during the Phase :! effort. since previous SPS feasibility studies show low pro

pellant requirements for all GEO flight attitudes. The POP attitude permits base solar 

arrays to be fixed on the structure and also allows construction operations to be con

ducted under constJnt lip;hting and solar heating conditions. Further study is recom

mended on other flight attitudes. including the impact on base logistic operations, 

satellite construction constraints and base power design penalties. 

The major environmental disturbances considered in the Phase 2 analysis of atti

tude control 1md stationkeeping functions are also listed in Figure 54. 

2. 3. 5 SPS Construction-Attitude Control and Station keeping ."inalysis 

A preliminary analysis was performed to establish the attitude control and station

keeping systems required during SPS construction in geostationary orbit. The pro

cedure used to develop a control system concept 1.mtailed the followin~: 
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• TRANSFER 8.<\S( TO NEXT ORBIT Al CONSTRUCTION SITE I - 10 ) 

• PROVIDE BASE ONLY THRUSTER CONTROL 

ENVIRONMENT AL DISTURBANCES 

• ATTITUDE CONTROL FORCES 

-- GRAVITY GRADIENT 
- SOLAR PRESSURE 

• ST A TIONKEEPING FORCES 

-- SUN & MOON GRAVITATIONAL INFLUENCE 
- SOLAR PRES.SURE 

l 775·219W ·- ELLIPTICITY OF EARTH tQUATORIAL PLANE 

Figure 54 GEO Base Flight Control Requirements & Environmental Dis1urbences 
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• Estimate effects of environmental disturbances during SPS construction 

• Select control actuators and recommend configuration 

• Estimate propellant consumption. 

2.3.5.1 Control System Analysis - Figure 51 identifies the spacecraft body axis sys

tem and the orbital orientation, which was studied. The vehicle is assumed to be in 

a Perpendicular-to-Orbit-Plane (POP) mode with the X axis perpendicular to the orbit 

plane, the Y axis in the orbit plane, and the Z axis oriented to face in the general 

direction of the sun at all times. 

The major groundrules and assumptions for the purposes of performing the anal

ysis are summarized in Figure 55. 

Seven significant construction phases in the build-up scenario for the SPS have 

been identified and were previously shown in Figure 49. Each configuration has been 

chosen to represent a significant increase in mass and /or a significant shift between 

the center of pressure and center of gravity of the configurations. The assumed boGy 

axis system is also identified on the first configuration. 

The mass properties of the end builder combined with the SPS durir.g each of the 

construction phases are summarized in Figure 56. A seven fold increase in weight with 

wide variations in center of gravity and moments cf inertia characterizes the construc

tion cycle. 

Figure 57 presents a plot of the weight growth in terms of five mission phases. 

The duration of each mission phase is identified along with the configurations pre

viously identified which apply during each phase. Phase C is conservatively described 

by configuration #4, (or C2). which occurs prior to factory transiation and (approximate

ly) after translation as fabrication of the second half begins. Configuration #3 is similar 

to #4 but with less severe requirements and #5 is a short-term transition configuration. 

The gravity gradient torque disturbances acting on the spacecraft are basically 

cyclic with a zero bias level. Disturbr .ces about the X axis act at twice orbital rate 

with the peak value being a function of the difference betwi:.?en the lyy and Izz iner

tias. Disturbances about the Y and Z axes act at orbital rate and are a function of the 

lxz and lXY cross product terms. The peak values of the torque disturbance levels, 

and the corresponding momentum developed during each orbit to counter the gravity 

gradient torque disturbances for each of the configurations previously identified are 

presented in Figure 58. 
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e GEO CONSTRUCTION OF ONE SPS IN 6 MOS. 

e POP ORIENTATION/SPS ARRAYS FACED AWAY FROM 
SUN DURING CONSTRllCTION 

e CONSTRUCTION CYCLE WILL ENO WITH SPS AT 
DESIRED ORBITAL POSITION 

e 6V TO REPOSITION FACTORY ONLY AT BEGINNING 
OF CONSTRUCTION CYCLE 

e RESUPf>L V EOTV VVILL PROVIDE RENDEZVOUS 

e COMMONALITY WITH SPS AND/OR EOTV DESIRED 

l 775-220W 

Figure 55 Ground Rules a Assumptions 
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Figure 57 Mission Phase Development 

l 140 I.I 11.3 2.7 .2 3.1 .7 

2 5235 41.6 77.3 4.3 5.7 21.2 1.2 

3 10580 84.1 186. 12.9 11.6 51.2 3.5 

4 5/zl5 455. 186. 2100. 62.5 51.2 576. 

5 55105 438. 12.8 29.4 60.2 3.5 10.8 

fi 76105 605, 46.8 83.9 83.1 12.9 23. 

_7_J_90520 
720. 215. 1760. 98.8 c;g. 482. 

l 775-223W 

Figure 58 Peak Gravity Gradient Torque Disturbances & ~.1omentum Storage Requirements 
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Disturbnncc torques that result from solar pressure acting on the satellite are 

hmiically steady state disturbances during any given orbit. The level of this distur

bn:i<.'C is a funciton of the surface characteristic. its cross-sectional area. and the 

distance between the center of pressure and the center of gravity. The level of 

these torques and the momentum build-up during each orbit caiculated for each as

swned configuration are presented in Figure 59. The corresponding configuration 

Kt_.'OllJCtry changes during t·tl!ch mission phase along with location of the center of grav

ity. which was used to calcu!ate solar pressure torques are shown in Figure 60. 

Figure 61 presents the combined effect of the gravity and solar disturbances. 

It shows the peak torque distu1·bance levels and identifies the dominant source(s). It 

;1lso identifies the accumulated momentum ;>er orbit (or per day) for both disturhances. 

Two sets of thruster locations wer.; considered for this study, as illustrated in 

figure 62. The "factory-only thrusters" are assumed to be in six fixed locations 

through-out the mission. They provide the primary three-axis attitude control during 

the entire build-up phase of the SPS. These thrusters never change position on the 

<."Onstruction base. The "optimized thrusters" on the other hand will be relocated in 

fou_r different locations depending on the configuration. The assumed location of the 

optitnized thrusters during the build-up are shown as circles in the figure. 

Two thruster concepts were considered: the doub!e-gimbal SPS thruster panel, 

which operates with an ISP of 20,000 seconds and the similar but iarger EOTV thrust

er panel with an ISP of 8,000 seconds. Attitude control propellant requirements are 

shcwvn in Figures 63 and 64 for the optimized and factory-oniy thrusters locations, 

respectively, and two different ISP levels. The factory-only thruster concept results 

in an increase of approximately 76% over the optimized thruster concept. 

Figure 65 and 66 present the thruster characteristics of the SPS and EOTV gim

bailed thruster panels, respectively. The available contra! torques for each axis, as 

a function of mission phase. are also presented. Comparison of these torque levels with 

the requirements of Figure 61 indicate that the lower thrust SPS panels do not provide 

sufficient control torque in certain cases (circled). The EOTV thruster, however, 

provides satisfacto1·y control torque for all mission phases for both the optimized and 

factory-only thrust~r configurations. 

The EOTV thrusters in the factory-only configuration are the recommended con

cept for SPS construction. They provide satisfactory control authority and lower in

put power levels. The selection process also considered difficult logistic problems 
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PEAK ~?.~ TORCIE IODl~JlORAGE PER ORBIT 
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Figure 60 Configuration Changes During Construction 
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~ GRAY GRAD PRHNY SOORCE 

_ill SOLAR PRESSURE PP.UNY SOORCE 

_G§2il CIW'ARABLE GRAV GRAD & SOCAll 

LEr.Em: 
_. ~ACTORY-Cll..Y 

TlllUSTEIS 

0 OPTllllZEJI 
llllUSJEllS 

1775·227W 

21 DAYS 

'2 DAYS 

112 DAYS 

21 DAYS 

168 DAYS 
TOTAL 

•aw16lltATUll ' llECUIRBDTS A11E USED TO 
:OllSEflYATJ\RY CllARAClERIZE ftlSSlml 
PHASE C FOR PUELlMT 
CAl..OUH«MIS. 

Figure 62 -...runer Arrangement Options 
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lllDT 

A 3600 3600 JliOO O.'I ll.6 2. llf. 35. 

I 2680 7800 7800 288. 330. 22. 6'0. 1600. 

c 2680 10710 10710 llfJO. 735. 1185. nso. 8380. 

0 5380 10710 10710 191. 1358. 290. 2'1f2. 6105. 

[ 5380 10110 10710 IO'I. 6'1. 519. 1961f. 11910. 

TOTAL 8'10. 21030. 
• (sp • 20.()(D SEC 

111S-229W 

IDDT 
"ISSIOI AlltS (ft) PIUffll.AllJ-PER -..XI~ <KG> TOTAL PROPEll.Mi PER PHASE <KG> 

__ PllASf I w IY I* x y z f -.P..711 .000 SEt I c;ir-.=R IVVl c:cr 

A 3600 3tOO 3600 O.'I ll.6 2. llt. :SS. 

-
B 30. 71'1. lf6. 790. 1975. 

( 1067. 21811. 352'1. 6775. 169il0. 

D 11811. 966. 857. 3007. 7520. 

E 3600 3600 3600 1197- 1907. 1121. '1225. 10560. 

TOTAL JfiRl 1 ~7MO 

• ISP = 20,000 SEC 
177S-229W 

Fiture 64 Propellant Requirements (Factory-Only Thruster Loc.tions) 
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Figure 65 Control Torque CllZ'rlility With SPS ThNsw Plnlls 
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Figure 66 Control Torque Capebility With EOTV Thrusur Panels 
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:1ssol"i:1h-..l with providing operable thrusters on the: SPS structure for the optimized 

,•011fit!Ur:1lion which requires thrusters in temporury locations without available SPS 

sol:n· :1rr:1y power. The corresponding propellant requirement for this recommended 

'-'ont..-cp! h; 37 .030 Kilograms, as seen in Figure 64. The system block diagram is illus

t r:•h~l in 1:igu1-e ~7. 

:?. 3. 5. 2 Stationkeepi•if!' Amalysis - During the satellite construction phase. a series of 

t..•omplcx flight oper:itions arc being performed, which may require the construction base 

to maintain a dcgt"l.."C of stalionkt..-cping with respect to a specific loc:ation over earth. 

Included in these opcr:1tions arc EOTV cargo delivery flights. originating from a depot 

in LEO und brin~ring r:nv materials used for satellite c.'Onstruction. lo an orbiting posi

tion ncou· the lXmstruction base in GEO. A nectr continuous flow of m~mncd tug flights 

are then USt..>tt to shuttle cargo from the co-orbiting SOTV to the construction base. 

The operations may dictate that the free flying EOTV and construction base main

tain position control with respect to each other. They may also require that the com

bined GEO complex maintain control with respect to a specified region over earth to 

simplify operations with the LEO Depot. In addition. operations performed in placing 

the constructed satellite in it's operational orbit slot may pose similar requirements 

on construction base location. Consequently. an analysis was performed to determine 

the extent of orbital drift occurring on the construction base during the construction 

phase. The orbital perturbations considered to be a significant influence on GEO base 

station keeping requirements are discussed below 

• Sun and Moon Gravitational Effects - The ~ravitation influence of the sun and 

moon cause a gradual plane change to a geosynchronous orbit relative to the 

ecliptic. Because the desired orbit's equatorial plane is fixed relative to the 

ecliptic. the regression of this orbit takes on the form of an inclination drift 

relative to earth-centered coordinates. The total period of the regression from 

nominal to the ma""<imum inclination of 15° is 53 years. 

Figure 68 shows the magnitude of the plane change which occurs and the 4V 

requirements needed to restore the orbit to nominal. The out-oi-pfane motion 

is undesirable to both the construction base and the constructed satellite since 

this motion is to be nulled, when moving the satellite to its geosychronous 

orbit slot. 
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SUN & MOON GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 

t CAUSES ORBITAL PLANE CHAMiE Of ~O .86· PER YEAR 

• REQUIRES A tJ.V-::. 150 FT/sec PER YEAR TO NEGATE OUT-oF-PlME DRIFT. 
<72 FT/SEC PER 170 DAY COHSTRUCTIOll PERIOD> 

R[UllfNDED PROCEDURES 

• PRE-SET ORBIT PLANE TO -.4• AT START OF COHSTRUCTIOfl. ALLOW SUN & tOJN 
PERlURBATIOHS TO DRIFT CONSTRUCTION BASE BACK IN.TO OINAL ORBIT PLANE 
AT Cot'.PLETION Of CONSTRUCTION. 

.JfI/SEO 

72 

IHROST 
{ff) 

1680 

MSs OF 
CQftSTRUCIION RASE 

8.36 X 106 KG 

IHRUSI 
DURATION 

30 HRS 

PROPELLANl 
MSS 

2.3 X 103 KG 

THIS COl1PARES WITH 10.ff x 103 KG PROPELLANT FOR PERIODIC CORRECTIONS 
DURING CONSTRUCTION CYCLE. 

177S-2llW 

Figure 68 SPS GEO Construction - Sun & Moon Gravitational Effects 
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Two options for nulling this motion have been considered. The first op

tion. which minimizes propellant requirements to both the construction base 

and the satellite, is to pre-set the orbit inclination of the construction base 

orbit to approximately - O. 4° and allow the perturbing gravitational forces to 

drift tilt! orbit to the o~rational inclination. At the time construction of the 

satellite is completed, the satellite is not required to expend propellant to 

null-out this motion. Moreover, the construction base can perform the pre-set 

maneuver prior to the start of the construction cycle when its mass is lowest. 

Total propellant requirements have been estimated at 2. 3 x 103 Kg. for each . 
construction cycle. 

The second option is for the construction base to periodically null out the 

out-of-plane motion during the construction operations. Translational maneu

vers would be performed by the construction base at designated times in the 

construction cycle corresponding with the time the construction base is near 

the center of mass of the combined construction base/satellite. They occur at 

about 80 and 150 days of the construction cycle. Because the mass of the con

struction base and partially completed satellite at these times are relatively 

high. the propellant requirements as shown are somewhat higher. 

• Solar Pressure Effects - Solar pressure has an effect on the 3PS construction 

orbit (Figure 69) because of the larger area that is evolved during construc

tion. Over a period of about 6 months the circular orbit distorts to an ellipse 

with an eccentricity of about 0. 037. In addition the orbit period increases 

from 24 hrs to about 24 hrs. 5 minutes. Both the orbit shape and period re

turn to nominal after about I year. 

As the projected area of the construction base/satellite is increased over 

the construction cycle, the solar pressure acts to increase the overall altitude 

and consequently the 0rbit period. If this perturbation is left unchecked, the 

construction base will drift from a given longitudinal location at maximum rate 

of about 1. 4° per day, resulting in a significant displacement from the starting 

construction location. This can be corrected by applying small periodic thrusting 

maneuvers. Corrective requirements have been estimated at about 30 ft/sec 

for each construction cycle. 

The effects of orbit eccentricity however is not significant, providing the 

24 hr orbit period is maintained. Ellipticity causes an apparent longitudinal 

cyclical drift over a 24-hr period. This drift is estimated to reach a maximum 
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SOlM PRESSURE EFFECTS 

1 CAUSES SMlL CHMGE II ECCOORICIIY C~0.037 MX> All) ORBIW.. PERIOO 
< ~ 5.'I ftlN. MX> WICH IS SUBSEWEftILY RESTORED, OVER A PERIOO Of 
1 YEAR 

1 ECCENTRICITY CHAftGE, IF UNCORRECTED, RESULTS IN A MXllllt LONGIJUDlllAL 
DRIFT Of ~ ! it• EACH DAY AFTER 170 DAYS 

1 REQUIRES A AVr:; 180 ff/sec <22,000 KG) TO llftlT DRIFT TO! r 

BWlftNDiD PROCEDURES 

1 CORRECT ORBITAL PERIOO VARIATIONS TO PREVENT COOlllJOUS DRIFT. REQUIRES 
~ 30 FT /sec <3,800 KG ) OVER EACH CONSTRUCTIOR PERIOO . 

1 ALLOW CONSTRUCTION BASE/SATELLITE Ta DRIFT CYCLICALLY DUE ORBIT ECCEN
TRICITY VARIATIONS. 

1775-234W 

Figure 69 SPS GEO Construction - Solar Pressure Effects 
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of :!:4 degrees per day after about 6 months. It is assumed thut this variation 

is acceptable during construction operation~ and consequently not accounted for 

in estimating stationkeeping requirements. To limit this cyclical drift to :!:1° 

per day maximum would require a~V of about 180 ft/sec per satellite con

struction period, or approximately 22,000 Kg of propellunt. 

• Ellipticity of Earth's Equatorial Plane - The effect of earth's ellipticity (Figure 

70) causes a geosynchronous satellite to drift toward the minor axes of the 

earth's ellipsoid. These stable points are located at approximately 120° W and 

60° E longitude. If uncontrolled. a satellite will drift as far past these stable 

nodes at its original longitudinal displacement, return, and then repeat the 

cycle. A construction base, for example, placed at 75° W longitude would drift 

past the western hemisphere stable point to a longitude of 165° W, or to a 90° 

longitude difference. It would return to the original position after approxi

mately 18 weeks. 

This perturbation can be controlled by applying periodic corrections during 

the construction period. Propellant requirements have been estim:lted at about 

750 Kg per construction cycle or 1500 Kg per year. 

2. J. 6 GEO Base Flight Control System 

The GEO Base flight control system uses six electric ion propulsion modules. 

which are common with the EOTV attitude control system, to maintain the emerging satellite 

in an off-sun POP orientation. EOTV ion thruster panels provide ample control author

ity for peak torque conditions, as shown in Figure 71, whereas the SPS panels do not 

provide sufficient base control unless resized. The electric ion propulsion modules are 

located at the outer corners of the antenna plat form (level C), solar--collector facility 

legs (level B) and the top decks (level J). Each module consists of a gimbal, yoke, 

thruster panel, propellant tanks, and thermal control. The gimballed modules are in

hibited from firing either toward the base or any part of the constructed satellite. 

Chemical propulsion is also provided on each module to control the satellite /base atti

tude during occultation periods. during the on-sun roll maneuver, and subsequent op

erations for satellite test and checkout. 

The propellant requirements for operating the GEO base in the SPS off sun POP 

flight mode are summarized in Figure 72. Almost 100l\1T of propellant is required each 

year for GEO bpse attitude control. station keeping. and base tran:..•fer functions. 
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• CAUSES CONSTRUCTION BASE/SATELLITE TO DRIFT SLOWLY TOWARD MINOR AXES OF 
EARTM ELLIPSOID IMINOR AXES LOCATED AT LONG OF 1209 WANO f/JI' E 

• CONSTRUCTION LOCATIONS OVER COMUSMAY EXPERIENCE A LONGITUDE DRIFT OF UPTO 
f/tl' OVER A PERIOD OF 9 WEEKS 

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES 

• APPLY PERIODIC CORRECTIONS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION CYCLE TO MAINTAIN DRIFT 
WITHIN ACCEPTAllLE BOUNDS. REQUIRES A MAXIMUM YEARLY PROPELLANT OF • 1500 kt 
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Figure 71 GEO a.. Flight Control Th.,....,, 

6 MO. CONSTRUCT CYCLE REOMT MASSIKGI 

ATTITUDE CONTROL 37030 

STATION KEEPING 6850 
• SUN Ii MOON PLANE CHANGE 123001 
• SOLAR PRESSURE 138001 
• EARTH ELLIPTICITY (1750! 

BASE TRANSFER 1(JOO 

CONTINGENCY ( 10%) 4488 

TOTAL 49370 KG 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

• ANALYZE Ii COMPARE CHEMICAL VS ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS 

• EVALUATE ATTITUDE STEERING TECHNIQUES Ii ALTERNATE FLIGH1 ATTITUDES 

• EXAMINE ATTITUDE CONTROL EFFECTS DUE TO BASE/SPS STRUCTURAL 
FLEXIBILITY 8o MOMENTUM TRANSFER INTERACTIONS 

1775-237W 

Figure 72 GEO Base flight Control Propellant Requirements II 
Area for Future Study 
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Recommended areas for future study are also listed in Figure 72 and identified 

below. 

• Conduct a comparison of chemical thruster systems versus electric propubion 

systems for the attitude control and stationkeeping functions in terms of pro:. 

pellant consumption, electrical power requirements and reliability. 

• Evaluation of "attitude steering" techniques and alternate flight attitudes to 

reduce propellant consumption during the construction phase. 

• Consideration of factory /SPS structural flexibility during construction and 

momentum transfer during factory transfer relative to attitude control. 

• Selection of attitude ser.sor concepts required during construction. 

2. 4 BASE ELECTRICAL POWER 

The GEO Base electrical power requirements shown in Figure 73, are mainly de

rived from the previous Boeing study, which defined SPS LEO construction methods 

(Report DlS0-24071-1). Power requirements for crew modules have been revised to 

reflect more operative modules ( 15 vs 10) and also adjusted commensurate with the 

updated ECLS weight estimate. The 14, 400 KW requirement for ion propulsion assumes 

that no more than four thruster panels would be fired simultaneously. Base electrical 

power requirements are further defined in Table 3. 

The base electrical power system provides 1500KW for operative crew modules, 

construction equipment and external lighting. This sytem also proVIdes 14, 400KW 

to operate the low thrust i._ . propulsion flight control system. Fixed body mounted 

solar array blankets, which are similar to t '1ose on the satellite, are used for electrical 

powe1~ generation. To accommodate SPS off-sun /on-sun construction attitudes, base 

solar arrays are located undernaath the antenna construction platform and also on the 

top and outer side of the antenna assembly facility, as depicted in Figure 73. It also 

has a nickel hydrogen battery energy storage system, which is used fer brief periods 

during equinoctial occultation. Electrical power system sizing parar.1eters are provided 

in Figure 73 and Table 4. 

2.5 GEO BASE MASS AND COST ESTIMATE 

The GEO Base work support facilities and crew support facilities are also de

scribed under WBS Element 1. 2. 1 in the Phase 2 Reference System Description Report, 

Volume 2 (D 180-25461-2). The major elements of the GEO base are identified therein 

and described in terms of the related WBS dictionary. system description, design basi~, 
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POWER REOMlS KW BASIS 

UPDATE 
15 CREW MODULES 1030 15 vs 10 

ION PROP FLIGHT CTl 14«10 4THRUSTERS 

CHEM PROP FLIGHT CTL ,; } CONSTRUCTION EQUIP 0180-24071-1 

EXTERNAL LIGHTING 320 

TOT AL 15905 TO 1505 KW (W & W/O IONt 

SUBSVS ELEMENT MASS BASIS 

SOLAR ARRAYS 102.2 0.426 Kg/m2 

NiHz BATTERIES 34.6 52WH/Kg 

POWER CONDITIONING 4 
SCALED 

POWER DISTRIBUTION 53.6 TOSPS 

TOTAL 134.4 MT 

1775·251W 

Figure 73 B.se Electricll Power Definition 

• . (2) 20.000m2 
·;TOP.SIDE 

SOLAR ARRA VS 

mass and mass basis, cost and cost basis, and required facilities for manufacture. 

A breakdown of the GEO base mass and cost data is provided in Figure 74 for the 

construction base faciJities. Phase 1 information (D 180-25037-3) was used for costing 

the GEO facility structure, construction equipment, cargo handling and distribution 

system, subassembly factories and work support modules. Equipment quantities were 

updated as needed and all production cost data were escalated to 1979 dollars. Phase 

2 information includes the areas of base subsystems (flight control and electrical power), 

crew quarters and full scale development costs for the elements listed. Limited study 

resources have precluded a final design iteration and updating across the board. 
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TABLE 3 BASE OPERATING POWER REQUIREMENTS 

.JPERATING POWER KW 

CRl:W MODULES (1030) 

ENVIRONMENT CONT/LIFE SUPPORT 430 

INTERNAL LIGHTING/CREW ACCOMMOOA TION S30 

INFORMA"! ION SYSTEM 70 

FLIGHT t;ONTROL (14405) 

GUID & CONT & CHEM PROP s 
ION PROPULSION 14400 

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT (15()) 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 50 

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT 50 

SUBASSEMBLY 50 

EXTERNAL LIGHTING 1320) 

S/\ TEL LITE CONST. 120 

ANTENNA CONST. 120 

SUBASSY /WAREHOUSE 80 

-
TOTAL 15305 KW 

l 775-244W 

TABLE 4 SOLAR ARRAY SIZING 

CONTROL MODE 

PARAMETER ION FLTCTL CHEM. FLT CTL 

• TOTAL POWER REQUIREMENTS (KW) (24820) (2440) 

• OPERATING LOAD 15905 1505 

• SECONDARY POWER 80 80 
SUPPLY RECHARGING 

• POWER CONDITIONING (20%1 3180 300 

• POWER DISTRIBUTION ('30%) 4470 450 

• RADIATION DEGRADATION (5%l 1185 115 

• SOLAR ARRAY SIZING 

• CONTINUOUSLY SUN ORIENTED ARRAY . 111000m2 -. 7400m2 
!SATELLITE TYPE CELLS, 142" /m2) 

• FIXED BODY MOUNTED ARRAY WITH 
POP ORIENTED CONST. BASE 

I • MAX SUN INC1DENCE ANGLE OF 23.5 DEG 

• ARRAY Sl2E/LOCATION 193000 18700m2 
x 200000r"2 OR 20000m2 

UNDER ANTENNA OL'TER SIDE & 
PLATFORM TOP ANTEN!V'. 

l 775-245W 

fAC':J 
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The GEO Base annual resupply requirements are defined in Figure 75 for the 

baseline construction facilities. 1'he resupply requirements for SPS add-on maintenance 

facilities are also defined in the figure for supporting 20 to 60 satellites. 

Future studies on the GEO Bat>e should focus on t'lose issues which will lead 

toward updating and expanding the base system mass and cost data. 5pecifically the 

base struct'..ll'al design needs to be updated and sized for dynamic effects due to con

struction, intra base logistics, and resupply. Methods for building the construction 

base in orbit also need to be addressed and defined for implementing GEO base full 

scale development. Further \\Ork is also required on defining the features of the beam 

builder substations, cherry pickers, power bus dispensers etc. The base cargo 

handling system and subassembly factories also require fu!'ther analysis and updating. 

Other elements of the GEO bas~ should also be addressed. These areas include facili

ties for test and check out, OTV servicing, base maintenance and base command and 

control systems. In addition the base flight cont!'Ol jffid electrical power subsystems 

should be reexamined. 

MASS. COST - 1979 SM DATA 
WBSELEMENT ~T DELTA DEV. PROO BASE 

1.2.1.1 WORK SUPPORT FACILITiES 4762 >767 3212 --
.1 STiUJCTliriE 2927 107 •• 337 01 
.2 CONSTRUCTION EQUIP 460 660 1800 ¢1 ADJ 
.3 CARGO HOLG/OISTRIBUTION 399 NO 430 ol ADJ 
.4 SUBASSEMBLY FACTORIES 38 

I 
323 01 

I 
.5 TEST/CHECKOUT FACILITIES NO• NO 
.6 TRANSPORT VEH. MAINTENANCE NO ND 

I .1 SPS MAINT. SUPT FACILITIES NO 

1 
ND 

.8 BASE SUBSYSTEMS 938 322 o2 

.9 BASE FACILITEIS 8i EQUIP. MAINT. NO ND 
.10 COMMAND & CONTROL SYS NO ND ND 

1.2.1.2 CREW SUPPORT FACILITIES (CONSTRI 1628 > 2271 2554 
. 1 CREW QUARTERS 1215 2271 ••• 1923 I o2 
.2 WORK MODULES 413 ND 631 

1 

ol AD.' 

WRAPAROUND COSTS 147%1 1428 2710 
PROJ MAT. SE 8i I. SYS TEST -- --
INST ASSY 8i C/0. GSE & SPARES 

1.2.1 GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE FACILITIES 6390 > 4466 8476 

. NO - NOT DETERMINED .. EXCLUDES MINI FACILITY TO BUILD St.SE 
• • • INCLUDES NEW 8 STORY MANUFACTURING PLANT 

I 

1775-252W 

Figure 74 GEO Bese Mass & Cost Breakdown 
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~-
. I 

CONSTROPS SPS MAINTOPS 
R 44'CREW 313 TO 11"9 CREW BASIS 

CREW SUPPl.IES '11 311T01•1 DET EST a PRIOR STUDIES 
IFOOO. HOUSEKPG. 

ETC) 
CREW lllOOOlE SUPllL!ES 190 151 TO 454 EST EClS a GUESS ETC 

102. N2. H20. ECLS 
PARTS ETC) 

WORK MODULE ~IES 12& 1•To 323 SCALED TO HAS. UNITS 

WORK FACILITY~- - (ND) INDI I 
,PLIES -

i 
COfllSTR EQUIP PARTS 37 - - GUESSn/OTR 
CARGO lfllLGIOIST 32 - - GUESS~QTA 

I PAr•TS 

! f,'t•EW8USI02. N21 1 - - SHUTTLE LEAKAGE 
li'J8 ASSY FACTORY 3 - - GUESS~QTR 
P.\RTS 
f!EMOTE WORK STA ?45 ND NO MRWSEST 
f1J2 Nza PARTS) 
BASE SU8SYS PARTS 75 - - GUESS~TR 
FLTCTLPROl'ELLANTS 99 - - ESTIMATE 
BASE MAiNT a TEST ND• -- - -
PARTS 
TRANSPORT VEH NO - - -
MAINTPARTS 
SPS MAINT SUPT - ND ND -
PARTS 

TOTAL 112SMT 620 TO 2411 MT 

• NO - NOT OETERMINEO 

177S-2SlW 
Figure 75 GEO a.. Remppty RequiNIMfttl (W/1• Contiftglncy) 
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ORlGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAI.Jfi 

3 - CREW MODUU~ UPDATE 

The crew support facilities for the SPS GEO base are required to house several 

hundred people. Support multiple work schedules. and support essential base func 

tions such as the typical controi <.-enter depicted in Figure 76. Pre:.surized crew 

modules are required for daily crew habitation. transient crew ac<."!>mmodations. com

mand and control facilities. base maintenance and other work sup port functions. AH 

GEO base crew quarter modules and work modules are to be compatible i~ith the HLLV 

payload bay (23m x 17m dia). The 100 man habitat. dc .... cribed in Boeing's earli<?r SPS 

document (DlS0-24071-lL had been scaled from a prior Rock~vell study on 12 m:m 

unitary space stations in LEO. 

Grumman was re<iuested to review and update .he 100 man crew module concept 

during Phase 2. since it is a major element of GEO base cost. As H consequern::e. the 

habitat design re{1uirerncnts were reexamined fo:r intet'nal crew arrangement, radfation 

protection and environmental control /life support functions. 

•BASE: CREW 450TO 1600{30YRI 

• 2 SHIFT WORK SCHEOULE 

• NOMINAL 10 HRIOA Y ,, 6 OAYSiWEE K 

• 9Q DAV TOUR Of DUTY 

•COMPREHENSIVE GROU:-40 TRAINING 

•LEO SPACE ACCLIMATION& 

._1_n_s_.-2 ..... s.i,_w _ __ T_R_A_•N_•_N_G_veR_1F_1_cATf~~,--, 

Figure 76 GEO Base Crew Operation' 
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Some of the more important requirements used to design the crew module arc 

li~ted in Figure 77. The first four requirements establish the size and interfaces of 

the crew modul~s. Interior accommodations obviously must be designed for zero g 

operation. However. to p?<event crew disorientathn, they should all be designed to 

a common reference. One-g was selected, as this facilitates ground operations and is 

satisfactory for space· activities. Based on the Navy projection for sup:iort ships, 

GEO base crew a~llKY~tions should plan for 75\ male and 25~ female. In addition, 

meteroid and solar storm radiation protection must also be provided. 

Each crew module is also required t'l operate almost independently. except for 

primary electrical power and orbital attitude, which is provided by the base. Crew 

module subsystem req11irements are summarized in Figure 78. Emergency power. en

vironmental control, life support and informat:on subsystems are to be self-contained 

within each module. Accommodation requirements are based on government and industry 

studies. Hatches are sized to permit transfer of equipment and are generous for IVA. 

The environmental control subsystem operating pressure is stated as nominal earth 

value. However. it could be operated at a lower value (Le. 10 PSIA. maintaining 0 2 

• SIZE (17m DIA X23m LONG) COMPATIBLE WITH HLLV 

• ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 100 PEOPLE 

• DESIGN LIFE: 30 +YEARS 
• BERTHING/DOCKING/AIR LOCK COMPATIBLE 

WITH CREW BUS & LOGISTICS & MODULE 

• STRUCTURAL ATTACHMENT TO BASE 
e DESIGN FOR ZERO G OPERATIONS 

• INTERIOR LAYOUT ONE G 

• CREW 75% MALE. 25% FEMALE 
• METEOROID & SOLAR STORM RADIATION PROTECTION 

I 77S-255W 

Fipe 77 Crew Module Genenl Requirements 
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partial pressure) thereby possibly reducing structural design requirements. and 

eliminating prebreathing requirements, should emergency EVA be required. 

3.1 100 MAN HABITAT ARRANGEMENT 

Area allocations were examined for the baselined crew module size. Figure 79 

depicts a domed end eylinder housing 100 crew members with dedicated work stations. 

The pressure shell diameter is 16. 5 m and the external diameter is 17. 0 m. A nominal 

0. 25 m has been tentatively allotted for thermal insulation, radiation protection and 

radiator wraparound functions. The pressure vessel is 23.0 m long. Seven decks have 

been provided, each having a 2. 2 m floor to ceiling height. The structure between 

each deck is 0. 3 m thick, providing volume for installation of wiring, ducting. lighting, 

insulation. etc. Decks 2 and 6 have two ( 2) berthing ports located 90° to each other, 

while Deck 4 has only one (I) port. These berthing rings are configured to mate with 

berthing ports on Spacelab-type modules. The attached Spacelab modules provide the 

services and re-supplies to keep the modules operational. Larger diameter berthing or 

docking rings are located at each dome end for mating with the base structure, another 

module or the transportation delivery vehicles ( HLL V or EOTV). Each deck contains .L6 

to 18 viewing windows around its periphery. 
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BERTHING PORTS 111) ~ '-
11.0m DIA HATCH \. · '"'-
OPENING} '\ ~ 

\ ~ 
\ ---...... ..-~ 

1.5m 159.0"'I DIA 
HATC'H OPENING 

2.0m 178.7'"1 DIA 

16.5m 1649.6"'1 DIA 
154.13"1 

17.0m (669.3"') DIA 
(55.78'1 

\~~~=============r--1 

DECK 

DECK 

DECK 

17.Sm 
1700.8"' - 58.4") DECK 

DECK 

DECK 

DECK 

L 0.3m 111.8 .. I FLOOR/CEILING THICKNESS (TYPI 

2.2m (86.61"1 FLOOR TO CEILING HGT (TYPI 

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4 

'"5 

#6 

t;7 

1775-257W 
figure 79 Crew Module Sized for 100 Man Habitat 
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Preliminary section cuts of the 7 deck module are shown in Figures 80 and 81. 

l>ccks l. 3 and 7 have been allotted for the living quarters for 100 crew members, both 

maic and female. Deck l is configured to house the management-type personnel in 16 

various sized one and two men staterooms for a total of 24 people. A large waste manage

ment compartment and personal hygiene compartment are provided to handle the oc

cupants on this deck. Deck 3 has iOur staterooms and 18 crew quarters to house 36 

persons. It also contains a W /Mand personal hygiene compartment. Deck 7 has 24 

crew quarters, a W/M and personal hygiene compartment to accommodate 40 people. 

The density factor of each deck is varied according to job title on board the space base. 

Providing for more than 100 people in this size module is not recommended. 

Deck 2 contains a control center. A total of 25.44 square meters of displays and 

controls has been provided to monitor space base and module parameters. The controls 

need not be duplicated in each of the four modules, but should be overlapped. In the 

event of a module shutdown, control of the base should still be possible by virtue of 

the instrumentation remaining in the other three modules. A large room is provided for 

all facets of EVA hardware. 

CREW MODULE 

BERTHING PORTS 151 
TUNNEL CONNECT PORTS (61 

DECK 1 
CREW QUARTERS 

1775·258W 

DECK 7 
CREW QUARTERS 

HABITAT AREAS: 

A. ONE~ERSONSTATEROOM 

B. TWO~ERSONSTATEROOM 

C. ONE-PERSON CREW QUARTER 

D. TWO-PERSON CREW QUARTER 

E. WASTE MANAGEMENT 

F. PERSONAL HYGIENE 

G. CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY 

H. TORUS AISLEWAY 

I. THRU-DECK ACCESS 

J. INTERDECK ACCESS 

K. CABIN V'llNDOWS 

L. VIEW WINDOWS 

Figure 80 GEO Construction Base - 100 Man Habitat - Update 
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D~CK2 DECK4 
CONTROL CENTER/SUBSYSTEMS GALLEY/DINING AREA/STORM SHELTER 

DECK5 
RECREATION/PHYSICAL 

FITNESS/SERVICES 
1775·259W 

DECK& 
EXPENDABLES/SUBSYSTEMS 

M. 

N. 

0. 
P. 
0. 
R. 

s. 
T. 

u. 
v. 
w. 
)(, 

Y. 

z. 
Z1. 
Z2. 
Z3. 

HABITAT AREAS: 

EMU/EVA PREP ROOM 

COMPUTER RACKS 

CONTROL CENTER 

CONFERENCE ROOM 

DINING AREA C68 PERSONS) 

FOOD STORAGE 

LOUNGE 

LAUNDRY/SUPPLIES 

RECREATION/GVMN 

BARBER SHOP/POST OFFICE 

LIBRARY /STUDY 

THEATER/CHAPEL 

SICK BAY /DENTIST 

EXPENDABLES 

SUBSYSTEMS 

AGRICULTURAL STUDY 

COMPACTED WASTE 

Fi1un1 81 GEO Construction BtM - 100 Min Hlbltlt - Updtte CCont'dt 
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Deck 4 has been arranged to accommodate dining facilities for 56 people at one 

setting. The food serving center contains combination hot air/convection/resistance 

ovens for he11ting food. and is the area where the food is dispensed to the diners. 

cafeteria style. The return rack is the area where used dishes and food are placed. 

Compactors and dishwashers are located here. Up to 100 people can also be accom

modated in Deck 4, w.hen used as a radiation shelter. 

Deck 5 is recreational/physical fitness/services area. The central area is 6 m in 

diameter and serves as a lounge area. From this lounge, access can be obtained to 

the snack bar, barber shop. post office, chapel, theatre, library, gym and recreation 

area, and sick bay /dentist areas. 

Deck 6 contains tanks for storage of expendables and three large rooms for sub

system equipment and hardware. The fourth quadrant contains storage for waste 

bales and an area for agricultural study. 

Each deck is accessible to the adj-lcent deck via three ( 3) 1. 5 m diameter open

ings. In general, the decks have a 1. 5 m wide central aisle passageway and a torus 

aisleway 1.0 m wide. 

3.1.1 Allocation for Crew Habitat Floor Area 

The Habitat l\lodule. as shown in Figures 80 and 81, provides for 100 crew mem-
2 2 bers on seven (7) decks. The total floor area for all decks is 16,000 ft. (1497m ) , 

or 160 square feet per person. Assuming half the floor area is occupied with walls, 

furniture, equipment, sub-systems, etc., 80 square feet of !labitable area ~5 avail

able for each person. 

Celentano's recommended free volume per man for acceptable crew performance 

is included in the GEO Base crew module subsystem requirements. As previously 

shown in Figure 78 Celentano's free volume curve indicates that 250 ft. 3 is required 

for each person on a 90 day mission. Assuming a 7. 2 ft. ceiling height. 34. 7 ft. 2 

( 3. 22m
2

) of floor area is required for each crew member. This allocation of crew floor 

area compares favorably with current Navy ship design practice. For example, NAV 

Spec OPNA V9930. SA, "Environmental Control Standards for Ships of the U.S. Navy," 

lists the crew quarters requirements for each type of crew member. It does not how

ever, list the total floor area requirements on various ships for each person. Table 

5 compares the Navy requirements listed on the left with equivalent areas provided in 

the 100 man SPS Habitat (Figures 80 and 81). The first number shown in the Habitat 
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TABLE 5 CREW FLOOR AREA COMPARISON 

NET FLOOR AREA PER 
CREW MEMBER IFT21 

NAVY CLASSIFICATION 
SURFACE SPS 

HABITAT CREW 

SUBS VESSELS HABITAT• 

CREW: 

• SINGLE ICPOI 3 9-13 142-601 21-30 CREW QUARTERS 

• DOUBLE ICPOI 3 9-13 130-361 15-18 CREW QUARTERS 

• ENLISTED PEAS 2.5 6-7 - CNO EQUIVALENTI 

OFFICERS STATEROOMS: 

• SINGLE 12 50 I 70-761 35-38 OFFICERS STATEROOM 

• SINGLE IEXEC.1 40-70 40·70 1821 41 EXEC. STATEROOM 

• DOUBLE 6 20-35 (41-531 21-27 OFFICERS STATEROOM 

• CMDING OFFICER 50-80 50-80 11401 70 MASTER STATEROOM 

• BUNK ROOM 12 OR MORE) 5 20 - INO EQUIVALENT) 

•TOTAL FLOOR AREA' l - 50% ASSUMED USABLE 

1775-246W 
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\..'Olumn is the total floor area in each room; the second number is 5'.J% of total. It is 

assumed 50% of the floor area is taken by furniture, sleeping bags. lockers, etc. 

It can be seen that the crew quarters floor areas in the SPS Habitat exceed the 

Naval specs and compare favorably with officers quarters. The Habitat has a maximum 

of 2 persons in a room, whde the Navy uses up to 6. It appear~, the quarters provided 

in the Habitat are more spacious and afford more privacy than those provided aboard 

ships. 

A detailed analysis of the 100 person Habitat is provided in Table 6. Each area 

is listed on each deck with the total floor area noted. An estimated percentage factor 

is listed after each number, representing the net area in a space, which can be walked 

upon or occupied by a crew member. The last column on each line therefore represents 

the nseable floor area for the crew. 

The total floor area of 8210 sq. ft. ( 763m 2) represents the net floor area in the 

Habitat that is available to the crew for free movement. This net area divided by 100 

represents 82. 1 sq. ft. ( 7. 63m 2) of free floor area for each crew man. This is more 

than twice the area derived from Celentano';:; free volume design performance criteria. 

The 16. 5m diameter x 17. 8 m. long 100 man-habitat is estimated to weight 243.100 

kg. Therefore the impact of allocating added crew floor area is 3.19 kg/m2 per person 

for habitats of this size. 

3.1. 2 Crew Accommodations 

In addition. the major areas of the crew accommodations subsystem were identified 

and the requirements for feeding 100 people for 90 day periods were analyzed to estab

lish weight and volume data for determining logistic support and onboard storage re

quirements. 

SPS Crew Accommodations subsystem includes ten general areas as listed below: 

1. 0) Food, Food Storage, Preparation and Disposal 

2. 0) Dining Area & Implements 

3.0) Crew Quarters 

4. 0) Crew Provisions /Personal Gear 

5.0) Housekeeping Equipment/Supplies 

6.0) Housekeeping Waste 
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TABLE 6 HABIT AT USABLE CREW AREA 

ELE'- ->IT "FACTOR 
NET AREA CFT2, FLOOR AREA CFT2t FOR NET AREA 

DECK NO. 1 

1. STATEROOMS 1392 50 696 
2. TORUS AISLEWAY 347 80 278 
3. CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY 268 80 214 
4. INTEADECK ACCESS 59 100 59 
5. W/M & PEAS. HYG. 180 25 45 

SUBTOTAL 1292 

DECK NO. 2 

1. EMU/EVA PREP & REPAIR 133 30 40 
2. CONFERENCE ROOM 141 50 70 
3. W/M & PEAS. HYG. 75 25 19 
4. OFFICE 63 40 25 
5. SHOP 72 40 29 
6. PHOTOGRAPHY ROOM 72 4'I 29 
7. EQUIPMENT ROOM 40 20 8 
8. INTERDECK ACCESS 59 100 59 
9. OPEN AREAS/AISLES 1101 75 826 

SUBTOTAL 1105 

DECK NO. 3 

1. CREW QUARTERS 1008 50 504 
2. STATEROOMS 374 50 187 
3. W/M & PERS. HYG. 180 25 45 
4. CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY 268 80 214 
5. TOCIUS AISLE 347 80 278 
6. IN~-ERDECK ACCESS 59 100 59 

SUBTOTAL 1287 -DECK 1-lu. "':VISED LAYOUT) 

1. DININ, ClEA 750 70 525 
2. W/M & f'._ 'S. HYG. 60 25 15 
3. INTERDECI< ACCESS 59 100 59 
4. AISLEWAYS 175 80 140 

SUBTOTAL 739 

DECK NO. 5 

1. LOUNGE 295 90 266 
2. SNACK BAR 65 25 16 
3. LAUNDRY/SUPPLIES 205 30 62 
4. RECREATION/GYM 637 70 446 
5. BARBER/POST OFFICE 132 40 53 
6. LIBRARY /STUDY ~60 50 80 
7. THEATRE/CHAPEL 332 70 232 
8. SICK BAY /DENTIST 292 40 117 
9. INTERDECK ACCESS 59 100 59 

10. CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY 127 80 102 

SUBTOTAL 1433 

DECK NO. 6 

1. TORUS AISLE 626 80 501 
2. CENTRAL AISLE 444 80 355 
3. INTERDECK ACCESS 59 100 59 
4. SUB-SYSTEMS ROOM 484 20 97 
5. ST AB & CONTROL ROOM 242 20 48 
6. AGRICULTURE STUDY 108 20 22 

SUBTOTAL 1082 

DECK NO. 7 

1. CREW QUARTERS 1352 50 676 
2. W/M & PERS. HYG. 180 25 45 
3. CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY 26(> 80 214 
4. TORUS AISLEWAY 347 80 278 
5. INTEADECK ACCESS 59 100 59 

SUBTOTAL 1272 

TOTAL 8210 -
I 775·24 7W 
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7 .0) Furnishings 

8. 0) Crew Support Facilities - Off Duty 

9.0) Crew Support Facilities - On Duty 

10.0) Passageways/Aisles/Mobility Aids 

Using data supplied by NASA (MSC-03909 "Habitability Data Handbook-VolumP. 

4 - Food l\lanagemel'lt"), a deeper cut was made into the first element listed nbove. 

The food requirement for one Habitat •.vas determined in terms of food types, weight, 

packaging and volumes. Modular packages were established for the shelf stGble. re-

frigerated and frozen foods. In turn, modular lockers were configured to house these 

food packages, so that they could be stored in minimum volume containers in the 

Habitat. 

This study indicates that feeding 100 peop!e for 90-day time per10ds requires 

17 .618 kg of food (71 m3) to be delivered to each Habitat. i\Iultiply this by eight ( 800 

people) and it can be seen the logistics for this element alone is huge. It is apparent 

that further study in this area is warranted to see how this can be improved. Growing 

food on board the Habitat could be a possible solution. 

Having established the food requirements, another layout was prepared of Deck 

No. 4 "Galey/Dining Area & Storm Shelter'' to include improved radiation protection 

'"··atures. As shown in Figure 82 all food lockers are ringed around the outside pres

sure shell. This mass of hardware adds to the effective shielding during high radiation 

periods. The increased volume for food st0rage, the peripheral arrangement of the 

lockers and further definition of ovens, compactors. etc. , resulted in a smaller area 

available for diners. This new arrangement can seat only 56 people, as compared to 

60 in the previous study. It is ass urned that further studies on food and dining re

quirements will reduce this number some more. 

By moving the tables to one area. the open area can serve as a storm shelter for 

100 people for short time durations. 

3 .1. 3 100 Man Habitat -- Typical Interiors 

The Phase 2 crew module design effort consisted of a superficial investigation 

of compartmental partitioning of the habitat using estimated volumetric data for the 

equipments and its arrangement. The habitat galley arrangement and sizing was the 

only detail design effort afforded in the habitat preliminary design. Here the weight 
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DESCRIPTION 

A DINING TABLE - 4 

B DINING TABLE - 6 

c DINING TABLE - 8 

D ZERO "G" SEATS 

E OVENS 

F TtiASH COMPACTOR 

G FOOD PREPARATION 

H DISHES STOW. 

I FOOD SERVING 

J CONDIMENTS STOW. 

K DISHWASHER 

L OISH/FOOD RETURN 

·M STOWAGE CABINET 

N WATER TANK - COLO 

a WATER TANK - HOT 
p WATER TANK - H/C 

a FREEZER 

R REFRIGERATOR 

s AMBIENT FOOD 

r W/M & HYGIENE 

u BERTHING PORT 

v RESUPPLY MOD. 

w THAU DECK ACCESS 
>--· 

x INTEROECK ACCESS 
J775<'60W 

180-25461-4 

FLOOR AREA UNIT VOL. TOTAL VOL. 
:;IZE (It.I.) 

n2 M2 nl Ml nl Ml QTY (Wx Lx H) 

2 3.i x 64 x 36 

4 34 x 96 x 36 751) 69_68 

3 34X 120X36 

56 --------
3 21x24x24 4.0 0.37 7.0 0.20 21.0 0.53 

2 48 x 48 x 48 32.0 2.97 64.0 1.81 128.0 3.62 

1 36 x 66 x 48 16.5 1.53 66.0 1.87 66.0 1.87 

1 :iti X 66 X 24 - 33.0 0.£3 33.0 0.93 

2 36 x 66 x 48 31.0 2.88 66.0 1.87 132.0 3.74 

2 36 x 66 x 24 - 3J.0 0.93 66.0 1.87 

2 24 x 36 x 24 12.0 1.11 8.0 0.23 16.0 0.45 

2 36 x 30 x 48 15.0 I 39 30.0 0.85 60.0 1.70 

2 36 x 96 x 24 - 60.0 1.70 120.0 3.40 

1 36 DX 72 7.1 0.66 42.0 1.19 42.0 1.19 

1 36 DX 72 7.1 0.66 42.0 1.19 42.0 1.19 

6 24 DX 72 18.8 1.75 18.5 0.52 111.0 3.14 

6 75 x 71 x 87 221 20.52 254 7.182 1522 43 092 

3 75 x 71 x 87 110 10.26 254 7.182 761 21.546 

33 17 x 64 x 87 256 23.81 254 1 587 1850 52.388 

1 72 x 120 )(87 60 5.57 432 12.23 432 12.23 

3 60 DIA. --
1 LCNG MOO. - 2,300 65.0 2,300 65.0 

1 - lt 139 U2 - - - -
----·-~---· 

2 - I 39.31i j 3.64 - - - -
Figure 82 Deck No. 4 - Galley/Dining Area & Storm Shelter 
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and volume of the food and its storage arrangement was looked at in some detail. since 

the galley provides crew dining and 100 man storm shelter accommodations. 

Figure 83 illustrates some typical interiors which were established in an earlier 

Grumman study and may be used as examples of 1vhat a future SPS habitat interior 

might resembl~. 

3. 1. 4 .!3a8e Habitat Complex 

One possible arrangement for accommodating the SPS GEO Ba~ ~00-man con

struction crew is shown by the crew habitat complex illustrated in Figure 84. Four 

(4) habitat modules. 17.0 meters in diameter. are grouped together in a geometric 

pattern. Initially each module is transported to this site by the Jarge crane on the 

railroad system. The bottom of each module has a large berthing ring. which mates 

with one on the previously installed mounting platform. Guy wires tnot shown) run

ning to the Factory structure will provide stability t~ the instalied module. The fifth 

module nestled between two of the habitat modules serves as an interim quarters mod

ule for 100 crew members. When all five modules are firmly installed. 12 interconnect

ors are installed. These connectors provide traffic flow bet ween all the modules. 

Each habitat h&s five (5) radially located berthing ports to which the following Space

lab-type modules can be affixed: 

• Short Spacelnb ( 1) to serve a& a 4-6 man E\-A airlock 

• Short Spacelab ( 1) to serve a~ an interface module for shirt sleeve 

transfer to another pres~uriz..!d moduie. such as l.\lRWS closed cabin 

cherry picker & MR WS free flyer 

• Long Spacelab ( 1) to provide for a 90 day re-supply of food for 100 

people 

• Short ~pacelab ( 1) to pro\·ide re-supply of expendables 

• Short Spacelab ( 1) to provide storage for all waste which will be 

returned to earth. 

The interim module has three ( 3) radially located berthing ports to which Space

lab type modules can be affixed. 

3. 2 RADIA'.1. ION EXPOSURE & PROTEC~'hJ_-: 

Figure 85 shows the earth magnetosphere :u.d the radiation sources to which 

SPS systems and the GEO assembly and maintenance crew will be subjected. The 
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major sources of radiation at GEO are the geomagnetically trapped electrons and 

protons. galactic cosmic rays and solar flare event particles. At geostationary or

bital altitudes the trapped radiation particles undergo large t~mporal fluctuations 

(diurnal and dur~ng magnetic storm activity). The types of ionizing radiation impor

tant to SPS operations include: 

• Electrons and secondary radiation: bremsstrahlung (with variation cf factor 

of two due to parking longitude location) 

• Protons (flux from solar flare protons dominates) and S!COndary radiation 

protons. neutrons 

• Heavy ions ( HZE). secondary radiation: protons. neutrons and lighter 

nuclei. 

Other sources of induced radiation environment should also be considered. For ex

ample, ionizing radiation due to onboard nuclear powered p&}"loads and equipment. 

X-ray equipment. and possible nuclear weapon detonations. 

Allowable crew radiation exposure criteria and radiation protection techniques 

for the GEO base are discussed below. 

3. 2. 1 Radiation Exposure Limits 

Figure 86 lists the current astronaut radiation exposure limits. as defined by the 

National Academy of Science/Radiobiological Advisory Panel/Committee on Space 

Medicine in 1970. These astronaut radiation exposure limits are based upon a 5-year 

career and are presently included in the STS Payload Safety Guidelines Handbook. 

These limits are, of course. intended to cover all forms of ionizing radiation (natural 

and induced). Comparable radiation exposure limits are also sho~n for industrial 

workers. as defined by the Department of Labor OSHA regulations. The low OSHA 

limits are also contrasted with the maximum radiation limit allowed for eaC"h Apollo 

mission. 

It is intel"':!sting to note that the averag~ skin dose experienced by the Apollo 

astronauts was very low (about 1 rem). since no solar event occurred. Nevertheless 

the maximum limit for Apollo was established for a program of 11ational importance that 

included less than one hundred volunt~r astronauts. The OSHA standards. of course. 

apply to millions of industrial workers. The SPS construction base is presently esti

mated to have approximately 800 workers on board. which equates to a 10. 000 man 
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wurk force over n 30-ycar period. Hcnt..-c. allowable SPS ru<linlion limits may have lo 

be cstnblishL'<i with respect to soci~tnl t..aonsidcrations. 

3. 2. 2 Shielding for GEO 'frnppcd Electrons 

1'hc aventgc REMs that n crew member will experient..-e ench duy in gco:-;ynchronous 

orbit is plotted us a function of e<1uivulcnt aluminum cabin wull thickness. as shown in 

Figure 87. In order to reduce the skin dose to I . 11 REMs per dny for the nuaximum 

quarterly exposure! limit (i.e •. 105 REM." less 5 REMs for OTV l.HO/Gt::O transit) nl 

least 10 mm or nluminum should be provided. Aluminum is not :a very effective shield 

for this level or r:adfation due to Urcmssll~thlung ( st.'<.aondary radiation) effocts. How -

ever. by adding n thin inner l:aycr of hmlltlum. the cabin r.tdi;ltion level can l>e 

lowered to provide•• mm·gin for other un:schcdule<l !."adi<ttion conditions (e.g .. x-ruy 

inspection. etc.). The use of t..-on1pound W<lll design tcchni<1ucs is <lf1 effective w:ay 

of coping with Hrcmsstr.ahlung which provides increnscd radiatior. protection for mini

mum shield thickness and weight. Pr;actical shielding designs that can reduce the 

daily dose rate to OSHA levels re<1uire further study and rcm:ain cas :1 technology issue. 

3. 2.:; Sol.ar Flare R;adintion Protection 

The GEO base sobar flare radiution protection system must be able to provide 

timely warning of a high energy solur event. so th:at the crew can safely reach a 

radiation shelter to ride out the sto1·m. The ch:u-actcristics of a typical solar event 

are shown in Figu1-e s~. together with related data on the severity and duration of 

prior solar events. Minimum aluminum shielding thickness requirements are provided. 

Once a solar flare is obse1·ved. a 20 to 30 minute delay occurs in particle propa

gcttion before an increase in the background energy level is detected. from the onset 

of increased radiation. the maximum flux level may be attained within 15 minutes to a 

few hours according to J. Wilson '!t al (NASA TND 8290. 1976). However. recent com

mu lication with G. Heckman at the Boulder NOAA. Space Environment Laboratory in

dicates that maximum flux rise time occurs less rapidly. from 2 to 100 hours. The 

corresponding time delay for the first particle to arrive is about 1/3 to 1/2 of the time 

to reach peak intensity. The peak intensity. in turn. may last only intermittently or 

for a few hours and the subsequent decay period may be over in a matter of hours or 

days. Data from the 20th solar cycle shows that the highest event recorded lasted for 

five days and that a few lower energy events lasted 20 days. Hence. the radiation 

storm shelter must be able to support the crew life support functions for several days. 
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In the upper right pnrt or figure 88. the frequency of tiObtr event!> i!ii 1>lollcd 

:h> ot runcliott of the severity of the event (protons/cm2>. Smoothed historical dnta nrc 

shown for the twu ntost rcc..-cnt solar cycles. Cycle 21 i!i now underway und rc8Cmblcs 

l•yl~lc 19 r;•thcr thnn cycle 20. The lower right-hand part of the figure shows the 

C<lhin w;aU lhicknesti necessary to protect against this range of event sizes. A typicul 

.. ~abin w:tll thickness needed for shielding trapped electrons in GEO is also shown :tt 
~ 2 

:?.& lo -I gn1/cm· (i.c, 1.0 to 1.5 cm of nluminum). A 4 gm/cm shield gives protection 

ror ;my CVl.'lll up to ·1 x io9 p/cm2 Dux. however. n minimum thickness or 10 gm/cm
2 

is llL"'-'<ic..'tl for a major solar event (Aug 1972) provided the crew is al~ ... equipped with 

pcrsonnl shielding for the eyes and testes during peak exposure. Development of a 

l"C•ll time 80lar flare alert system with Dux forecast is needed. If the alert system can 

be triggered at predetermined energy levels below the nominal wall radiation protection 

lcvc..~. then a built-in margin for error in forccusting accuracy could be achieved. 

3.2.4 SPS GEO Base Radiation Design Considerations 

The allowable crew dose for the SPS GEO construction base remains to be estab

lished. Total accumulated dose limits are required for the entire mission profile. 

that is, time in LEO, LEO/GEO transit and the GEO base. How much margin should be 

provided for unscheduled exposure and whether the astronaut allowed radiation levels 

are applicable to SPS are areas for further study, as indicated in Figure 89. 

Protection against trapped electron Dux in geosynchronous orbit must be factored 

in all aspects of GEO base operations and design, which include IVA assignments in 

remote work stations, free fliers. crew buses and crew habitation modules. A multi

layered cabin wall of 2.6 gm/cm
2 

aluminum equivalent is recommended for the crew 

module as shown in the figure. The other IV A crew stations could be designed with 

lighter shielding provided that the total allowable dose is not exceeded. In addition. 

if EV A operations are needed, they should be conducted near local midnight to minimize 

normal belt radiation exposure. However. EVA should be avoided during large scale 

fluctuations due to geomagnetic disturbances. The present SPS suit mu~t be upgraded 

to provide added prctection for GEO EVA (i.e., between 1.5 and 4 '"'fl "=qu:valent 

aluminum.) 

Protection against solar flares requires an adequate flar\. el'"'.1.·t WB"'ling system 

that will allow all GEO base workers on remote IV A or EV A assigr.•11e:1ts tl.' retreat to 

the nearest storm shelter. Means for protecting stranded workers a-:. t!1ese remol~ 

locations need to be considered together with the systems required tl implement their 
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n-st•&tt•. 'l'he storm shelter is provided with 20 gm/cm 2 or multilayered aluminum 

t"ltnivukml thickness. Additional shielding benefits can be attained by placing internal 

t.."l1uipnM?nl urrnngements ugninst the outer wall. 

Protection against high energy hcnvy ions CHZE) requires further study. Al

though the dose from these HZE particles is small, it is important because ot pGSSlble 

biological effects. 

3.3 ENVIRONMENTAi. CONTROl./MFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM - 100 MAN HABITAT 

The ECLS subsystem bm;elined for the SPS modules is a regenerable system with 

closed water and oxygen loops designed to require a minimum of expendibles. As 

shown in Figure 90. the atmosphere revitalization section controls cabin humidity, 

removes co2. genen1tes o2 from water and removes tra .. -e contaminants from the at

mosphere. Two water reclamation systems are included to purify wash water and dis

till clean water from urine. The thermal control section removes waste heat from the 

cabin nnd electronics and then rejects it to space. 

It should be noted that the system described is for a typical 100 man module using 

regenerable type systems. No attempt was made to perfonn detail trades of various con

cepts to perform a specific function, because this effort is more appropriately done in a 

later design phase and not in a systems study. The concepts described further below, 

therefore. are not necessarily optimum but are typical and form a baseline to detennine 

realistic weight and costs. 

3.3.1 ECLS Requirements 

The system requirements are shown in Figure 91. The specific quantitative re

quirements (e.g., o2 required per man hour, co2 production, etc.) are baselined to be 

the same as those specified for the Shuttle and are not repeated in the chart. 

Figure 92 shows the functional breakdown of the subsystem and the specific areas 

CO\•ered by each section. The subsystem is divided into two general areas; Life Support 

and Thermal Control. Life Support covers all functions necessary to support the crew 

with the exception of the food supply. Thermal Control provides active temperature 

control and waste heat rejection for the cabin and electronics. 

Figure 93 lists the hardware concepts chosen to satisfy the requirements and func

tional breakdown shown above. The equipment weight data presented reflects actual 

component manufacturers data, where it was possible tu obtain. (Reference Hamilton 
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e AllOWA8lE CREW DOSE 6Ct'. ASIHONAlJT U VI l ' ---- - --·- -- --·- - -e PROTECTION AGAINST MUl Tl LAVI HI l>CAUIN 
TRAPPED ELECTRON FLUX WAll t'/l"i ,.,,7 AL! OUIVt 

• PROTECTION AGAINST 
SOLAR FLARES (20glcm2 Al EOUIVI 

FREE FLYERS EVA 

REMOTE WOHK STATION CREW BUS 

ALERT FLUX FORECAST 

EPOXY 

Sf ORM 
SHELTER 

CREW MODULE 

SHELTER 

ALUM 
SHELL 

e HZE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS/PROTECTION, 

1775-267W 

Figure 89 SPS GEO e.se IWinion Design Considedtions 

. 
ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION 

MASS CHARACTERISTICS 

02TOMODULE ECLSELEMEHTSIMASS RATIONALE 

~ ATMOSREVITAL 9.8 DETAIL EST 

TRACE WATERMGT 2.6 DETAIL EST 
CONTAMINANT WASTEMGT 4.3 DETAIL EST 
CONTROL 

WATER ' ~ 

THERMAL CTL 6.1 PART EST Bi GUESSj 

TOTAL MASS 22.8 UT 

ELECTROL VStS 
HUMIDITY - -AIR FROM ... 

02 CONTROL ~MODULE 

GENERATOR 

:JJI ~ 
MAKEUP 

rWATEAFROM , H2 URINE 
PROCESSING 

SABATIER l JJ ELECTRO· REACTOR 
CHEMICAL C02 

""' DEPOLARIZED 
CONCENTRATOR 

REDUCT.ON 

- I 

CONSUMABLES W 10% CONTINGENCY 

• 90 DAY RESUPPLY 6.9MT 
- 02& H2 MAKE UP (3.4) I PAEL EST - HiOMAKE UP (0.4) 
- REPLACMT. PARTS (3.11 

• 6 WEEK EMER. SUPPLY 13.8 

1 

• H2,; C02 OVBD 
- 02GAS (3.41 I METABOLIC 

f AIR t DUMP (OR STORAGE) ·- H20 (10.41 I REO 

IN OUT CH4 + C02 

1715·26SW 

Figure 90 Environmental Control/Life Support - 100 Man Habitat 
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LIFE SUPPORT 

• REMOVAL OF METABOLIC co2 FROM ATMOSPHERE 1100 MENI 
• RECLAMATION OF 0 FROM CO 
• GENERATION OF 0 2 1 CONTRol OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE a COMPOSITION CNf0

2
1 

• REMOVAL OF TRACE CONTAMINANTS 
• COLLECTION a RECLAMATION OF POTABLE WATER FROM URINE 
• STEi11LE STORAGE a MONITORING OF QUANTITY a <ll 'ALITY OF POTABLE WATER 
• COLLECTION, RECLAMATION AND STORAGE OF WASk WATER 

THERMAL CONTROL 

• PROVIDE ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL FOR: 
- CABIN ATMOSPHERE 
- AIR COOLED ELECTRONICS 
- COLD PLATE COOLED ELECTRONICS 
- EXPERIMENTS/PROCESSING EQUIPMENT/MANUFACTURING. ETC. 

• PROVIDE FOR REJECTION OF ALL WASTE HEAT BY use OF ACTIVE SYSTEMS 
IE.G. SPACE RADIATOR) 

1775-269W 

Figure 91 ECLS System Requirements 

ECLS 
SIITTSYSTEM 

1 
LIFE SUPPORl THERf'1AL COHTROL 

ATMOSPHERE 
REVITALIZAT ~!ATER MGMT 

C!Ji REMOVAL 

C02 REDUCTION 

02 GEHERATI ON 

flUMIDITY CONTROL 

AT~SPfl~RE 
~~s~5t ~:9~o~ 
GAS STORAGE 

TRACE CONTA11INANT 
'REr10VAL 

1775-270W 

Ft2 f~~LE 
Sl' Y 

~'AS~ HAfYR 
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-nlr~~~v& 
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PEAT lrNSP~T H'AT LOO 
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Figure 92 ECLS Subsystem - Functional Brukdown 
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SECTION a FUNCTION CONCEPT WT. (LBI 

• ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION 

- C02 REMOVAL ELECTROCHEMICAL DEPOLARIZE 6000R Sl1'11GLE SYSTEM IN USE 
CONCENTRATOR 

- C02 REDUCTION SABATIER REACTOR 1000R SINGLE SYSTEM IN USE 

- 02 GENERATION SOLID POLYMER WATER ELECTROYSIS 3400R SINGLE SYSTEM IN USE 

- HUMIDITY CONTROL CONDENSING LIQ/AIR HEAT EX· 1500 SINGLE SYSTEM 
ISUPPLEMENTI CHANGER W/WATER SEPARATO:l 

- ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION N2/C2 TWO GAS CONTROL SYSTEM 400R SINGLE SYSTEM IN USE 
& PRESSURE CONTROL 

- GAS STORAGE IN2 TNK) HIGH PRESSURE TANKS 7600 AS MANY TANKS AS 
REQ'D TO FIT IN 

- TRACE CONTAMINANT CATALYTIC CONVERTER, ABSORBANTS. 1800 SINGLE SYSTEM IN USE 
REMOVAL FILTRATION 

• WATER MGMT 

- WATER TANK ACCUMULATOR 500 AS MANY AS REC'D TO 
FIT IN 

- WASH WATER RECLAMA- HYPERFIL TRATION (REVERSE OSMOSIS) SOOOR SINGLE SYSTEM IN USE 
TION & PROCESSING 

- STERILIZATION IODINE INJECTION 100 4 SYSTF.MS 

- QUALITY MONITORING PH MONITORING, TOC. ETC. 200 4 SYSTEMS 

• WASTE MGMT 

- SOLID WASTE COLLECT & VACUUM DRY (SHUTTLE TYPE) 3000 4 "BATHROOMS" 
PROCESSING 

- URINE PROCESSING & VAPOR COMPRESSION DISTILLATION 6500R SINGLE SYSTEM IN USE 
RECLAMATION 

• HEAT TRANSPORTS SECTION 
!WATER LOOP) WATER LOOP & PUMPS, ACCUM, ETC. 

- CABIN/MODULE COOLING LIQUID/AIR HEAT EXCHANGER/FAN 2000 EACH DECK HAS HEAT 
X CHANGER & FANS TO 

- AVIONICS COOLING - AIR AIR/LIOU ID HXfFAN CLOSED LOOP CONTROL TEMPERA-
COOLING - COLD PLATE LIOUID COOLED COLD PLATES/RAILS TBD TURES 

• HEAT REJECTION 
(FREON LOOP) PUMPED FREON LOOP SERVICING 

- RADIATOR HX'S IN EACH MODULE TBD 

1775·271W 39,000 LB (17,700 KG) 

Figure 93 Typical ECLS System Equipment - 100 Man Module 
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Std .• "Parametric Du ta for Space Stttt.ion. "} Where data was not currently available. 

estimates were based on Grumman experience and judgment. 

Items marked ( R) in the table indicate complete built-in redundancy and are 

approximately double the weight of a single :iystem. These items are considered criti

cal to life support and a back-·up must be provided, while repairs are in progress on 

the failed unit. All other equipments have selected built-in redundancy for historically 

failure prone items such as fans, pumps, controllers, etc. However, due to the ex

tended mission times and complexity of the System, a more detailed reliability analysis 

should be done as the program develops. 

Simplified schematics of the major sections of the ECLS subsystem are provided in 

Figures 94, 95, and 96. A brief description of each section follows. 

3. 3. 2 Atmosphere Revitalization Section (Figure 94) 

TMs section controls cabin humidity, removes CO 
2

, generates o
2 

from water, and 

removes trace contaminants from the atmosphere. 

• Humidity Ccatrol: Cabin air is drawn into the Humidity Control heat 

exchanger, where excess moisture is condensed out 

• CO 2 Removal: 

• CO 2 Rer~ uction : 

and removed by the water separator. The condensate 

is delivered to the o2 generator, where it is electrolysed 

into o2 and H 2. The o2 is delivered back to the cabin 

atmosphere and the H 2 is pumped to the CO 2 Removal 

Section. 

The EDC concentrates the co2 in the cabin air and 

delivers a mixture of H2 and co2 to the C0 2 Reduction 

Unit ( Sabatier Reactor) 

This unit combines the tt 2 and co2 to produce water 

and methane (CH 4) . The methane is dumped a'1d the 

water is delivere.-i to the o2 generator to be brc;~en 

down intu o2 and H2. 

• Trace Contaminant Cabin air is cleaned by a combination of sorbants 

Control: and catalytic oxidation. 
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Figure 94 Typical Atmosphere Revitaliz-ion Section 
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:1. 3. 3 Thermal Control Section (Figure 95) 

. The function of the TCS is to l-emovc waste heat from the cabin and ~lc\.:tronics 

and reject it to space. 

The system consists of U.ual water loops in the cabin and dual freon loops in the 

ex'temal radiatoL" system. The water loop removes heat from the cabin air by an air 

to water heat exchanger in each deck. The electronics are cooied either by cold plates 

or, in the case of air cooled equipment, by an air /water heat exchanger. 

The water loops interface with the radiator freon loop through an interface heat 

exchanger located external to the pressure shell to isolate the fl-eon from the cabin. 

3. 3. 4 Water Reclamation Systen.3 (Figure 96) 

Two different systems are used to reclaim waste water: 

• Urine Recovery - This section collects, pretreats and stores urine and 

flush water for subsequent distillation in the VCD unit. Th.· VCD distills 

the waste water and delivers the clean wl-1• ..!r to the Potable Water Tank. 

Iodine is injected as required to maint· .m sterility. 

• Wash Water - Wash water is :>urified by a series of filtration systems with 

tne final filtration by reverse osmosis. The purifi~d wash water is storeu 

in a heated tank to maintain sterility. 

Figure 97 is a br~akdown of the expend<.bles and spares needed to support each 

100 man module on a 90 day resupply. 

The consumables/spares shown in the table reflect the weight o~ the limited life 

items actually used during the 90 days between resupply. Equ~pments that do not 

have limited Hfe components or consumables are initially installed with spare parts 

and are re-supplied on an as-required basi.s only. 

The requ:rcment for N 
2 

resupply is a function of module leakage only and was 

estimated usi!'lg shuttle leakage data and increasing it by the ratio of module surface 

area to shuttle surface artla. The required o2 for leakage make-up is included in the 

water resupply requirement. 

The 6 week emergency /contingency consumables are only for oxygen and water 

for life support and reflect the unlikely event of total Atmosphere R2vitalization Sec

tion failure. Six weeks were chosen as the contingency time E 't to allow fur two 

missed launches of the crew rotation vehicle due to weather or other unforeseen 

delays. 
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•DAY EX.-..;NDA• Ea SPARES -.SS - U1 flCGt 

C0i REllOVALIEDC 110 

COJ R£0UCT'°"1$ABATIER 15 

OJ GENERA Tl()ljJS()t.1£1 IOL YllER ELECTROLYSIS 345 

CONTAMINANT REMOVAL/CAT. OXYO~ ABSOAaQITS. FILTERS -WASH WATER RECLAMATIONIHYPERFIL TRATION 1125 

WASTE MGllT/SOUO WASTE 1-

/URINE RECL - VOC 1300 

PROCESS WATER llAKE-Ut -CABIN LEAKAGE MAKE-UP 

NJCGASI 5000 

OJ (1600 LBS GAS PROVl&EO AS WATERl 1800 

TOTAL 13,155L8 C6240KGt 

SIX WEEK EMERGENCY REQUIREMENT 

I 
0i fGASt 1400L8 13400KG) 

WATER 23,000LB f10,4UOKG) 

1175-27SW fiture 97 ECLS 90 Day lksupply/10D .._ ........ 
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:\s •• first -cut simplific••lion. the contingency /etnergency requirement was taken 

h• ht• '"llY the life sup1>ort t.aotisulllllbles. This simplification should be studied in more 

,t,•t.ail tu llrrive at n more \.'tMllf>lctc and possibly li1thter emergency system. 

The baseline :oysle111 1•rovides a starting place to investil(&te potential problem 

.arems associatt. ... t with '-'onstructing and operating' an SPS. In particular the dumping 

of l[RSeS front th~· various process equipment (e.at •• Methane !rom the Sabatier reactor. 

waste psc..-s fr .. .a11 Ute Wa~te ManaRement Section. etc.) may prove to be a problem. 

Therefore. nll.~thods of preventing or limiting ovcrbourd gas discharRe (e.jt. Bosch 

reactor. l:m k:-;. etc. ) should be in vcsligntcd. 

3.4 CREW AJODULE MA.SS AND COST liSTIMA"l'ES 

l:'igure 98 provides a summary of the current Grtm1111an weight estimate for the 

SPS cre\v module. It shows weights for crew modules in both low earth orbit and 

geosynch1'0l1ous orbit. • 

The sti-uctural weight has been estimated based on an aluminum structure of 

cylind1·ical shape 16.5 an in diameter und 17.8 m long. capable of supporting 14. 7 psi 

internal p1-essure. Numerons decks divide the cylinder. Two large access/egress 

ports are located on either end. and !2 berthing ports are located around tile circum

ference. Partitions and e~ .Jipmcnt mounting weights have also been estimated. 

No shielding is required for LEO. A "storm shelter" approach has been used for 

GEO. A 7. 2 m cylindrical band around the module protects one deck from solar storms. 

Th:? storm shelter provides 20 g-rams/cm2 shield thicknes~ protection. 

Environm~•atal control subsystem weights are based on 100% redundant systems 

capable of sustaining 109 men. !n addition, a weight growth/contintency factor of 

:::;\ has been maintained. All ot)ler subsystem weights remain the same as those listed 

in Boeings Pha& 1 SPS study Final Rel>('rt, Volume Ill Reference System Description 

Dl80-25037-3. 

The lower part of Figure 98 su111marizes the weight of four similar si?.c: work 

modules. The wright for these m(J(fules ~as been adjusted from Boeing's earlier 

report Dl80-24U71 to reflect Grumman·,:; estimates for habitat structure and ECLS. 

Tables 1 and 8 p1 •wide a detail l>reakdown of the crew quarters module mass 

.;,nd cost data, respectively. 

"I'able 9 lists SPS crew resupply requirements for typical crew modules and work 

:., tations on the GEO base. 
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HABITAT SUllSYSTEll llASS CMTt _ll!L iiQ Miit 

STRUCTURE 6!U 59.1 PRELEST 
ElllVlllOll PROTECTION 120 t1-1t • A.J PRELEST 
ELECTRICAL llOllER SWPL Y !LO s.e 019Jli811·J 
ElllVIRON CONTllOUUFE SUPPORT n• 11.8 PRELEST 

CREW ACaJmlC>DATIOllS 110 11.D 

\ COIPl'UNICATIOlll$IDA TA HAll90l.lhG .... fi.O 0-..250.11.J 

GUIOAllCf a COllTllOl. D 0 

J PROP/REACTION CONTROl. D 0 

SPECIAL EO&M'llENT D 0 

SUBTOTAi. IH.!t 1111.B 

GROWTH/COllTINGENCY 133'1.1 37.8 60.l --
TOTAL DRY 1ft2.l :H:s.1 

WORK MODULE STRUCTURE a ECLS d'OATED FROM D1a24011-1 

OPERATIOlllCTR 11Jln - MISCa.T 11Zln 
·· BASE MAINTENANCE 1Z81n - SPSllAlllTEU~ r 117 llT 

1115.21.:.w 

TABLE 7 CREW QUARTERS llOOULE MASS• MASS BASIS 

ELEMENT MASS MT RATIONALE REFERENCE 

STRUCTURE 69.7 GRUMMAN PREL EST D 180-25402-1 

ENVIRON PROTECTION 68.3 GRUM~1AN PREL EST D 180-25402-1 

ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY 5.0 BOEING SCALED EST 0180-25037-3 

ECLS 22.8 GRUMMAN ANAi PH-2 MPR-NO 6 

ATMOS REVITAL ( 9.8) DETAIL ESTIMATE 
WATER MGT (2.6) OETAIL ESTIMATE 
WASTE MGT (4. 3) DETAIL ESTIMATE 
THERMAL CTL (6.1) PART EST • GUESS 

CREW ACCOMl\IODATIONS 11.0 BOEING SCALED EST 0180-25037-3 
I I COl\11\1/DATA HDLG 6.0 BOEING SCALED EST D14J0-25037-3 

60.3 33% t:::WTH/CONTINGENCY 

243. l l\IT TOTAL 
1115·248W 
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TA8LE I CREW QUARTERS MODULE COST DETAILS 

COST $M SOURCE 

INVESTMENT 

MANUFACTURING PLANT ( 800) GRU~1AN ESTIMATE 

DELTA DDT•E ( 1204) GRUMMAN PCM 

- STRUCTURE 252 
- ENVIR. PROTECT 124 
- COMM/DATA HDJ~ 529 
- ECLS 215 
- CREW ACCOM 52 
- FUEL CELL PWR 32 

TEST UNITS ( 267) F.' .. CTOR FROM 
PRODUCTION 

PRODUCTION HABITATS 

I CONSTR MODULES ( 5) 1923 GRUMMAN PCM 

I l\JAINT MODULES ( 4 to 12) 1538 GRU!\ll\IAN PCM 
TO 

4615 
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TABl.E 9 SPS GEO BASE CREW RESWPL Y REQUIREIENTS 

tDOAY RESWIPLY 
CMWSYSTBI ., .... COllTlllGEM:Y REllAlllCS 

• CREW HABITAT C100 lllENI 33000Kt/HA81TAT 

- FOOD 11600 ORY. FROZEN a ETC. FOOD PACKAGES 
- ECLS 0, a N2 MAKEUP 3400 HATCHES, WINDOWS. VENTS A OTHER 

PENETRATION LEAKAGE 
ff70MAKEUP 400 FILTRATION LOSSES 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 3100 LIFE LIMITED FIL TEAS. ETC. 

- HOUSEKEEPING ITEMS 2460 REUSABLE CLOTHING. Ll,..ENS, UTEN-
StLS. ETC. 

- OTHER CREW SUPPLIES 2100 GAMES, BOOKS, ETC IMSC04GS. 
MAY 71' 

- OTHER SU8SYSTEM PARTS 440 ~.MR SUPPLY, COMMIO.AT A. LIGHT· 
ING, ETC. 

- PACKAGING tTANKAGE, RACKS. ETCJ 3500 3Cnr. LESS FOOD 

• OPERATfONSC~lllTER. TRAINI~ 8920KglCENTER 
CENTER • MEDICAL CENTER 

- ECLSQi • N2a PARTS 6500 
) AS ABOVE - OTHER SUBSYSTEM PARTS 440 

- PACKAGING lam 

• MAINTENANCE MODULE 13<l50Kg/MODULE 

- ECLS 02 6 N7 MAKEUP 6800 TWICE CREW HABi TAT LEAKAGE 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 2110 ?nOF HABITAT CREW 
SPECIAL EQUIP. SPARES 930 3CR. OF CREW HABITAT ECLS SP.ARES 

- OTHER SUBSYSTEM -~TS 510 
- PACKAGING 

• MANNED REMOTE WORK STATION 11 N!..U.I 6S5Kt1MRWS - 2 MEN BRIEF OCCUPANCY 

- ECLS 02 • N2 MAKEUP 520 U:AKAGE A TWO WEEKLY REPRESSUR-
IZATIONS 

- SPARE PA~TS I 15 10% ALL NONSTRUCT SUBSYS 
- PACKAGING 160 3«* 

' 
• CRF.W BUS 

- ECLSQiA N2 MAKEUP 320 - HATCH LEAKAGE CW/O REPRES-
SURIZATIONI 

- SPARE PARTS ) SCALE CREW SIZE TO 
- PACKAGING MAWS REQUIREMENTS 

1775-250W 
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4 - GEO BASli uun.uu1• CONCHPT 

A concept for building the SPS GEO Buse wm.; developed :at the very end of the 

Phase 2 effort. 

Figure 99 illusti·atcs a mini-construction base which can he used to :isscmhlc 

large space structm"Cs such as the SPS GEO Base. This facility (Mini Hase) uses the 

end builde1· con:jti·uction l."Onccpt which is tailored to the lOOm-squ:arc cross-section 

of the GEO base stl"llCtural members. Four dedicated semi-fixed 7 .Sm beam 

machines fab1•icate the longitudinal members and two 7. 5m mobile beam machines fab

ricate the lateral. vertical and diagonal members of the GEO Base structural assembly. 

The mini-base facility provides a track system for mobile indexers. winches and 

crane cherry pickers. The two mobile winches. indexers and tum table tracks allow 

the facility to reorient itself and index about any and all sides of the structure it has 

fabricated. The 120m crane cherry picker is used to assemble those structural joints 

whl.~h are beyond the reach of the mobile cherry pickers. 

Future SPS studies should include further definition of the GEO Base Buildup 

concept , specific areas to be addressed are as follows : 

• Expand GEO Base Buildup operations definition (assembly sequence. time

lines, man power utilization and equipment requirements) 

• Establish mass and cost data for m.ijor system elements of Mini Base (work 

facilities, Hight control, electrical power and crew facilities) 

• Develop Mini-Base assemMy and LEO-GEO transfer concept. 

4.1 MINI-BASE CONFIGURATiON 

The general arrangement fo1· the mini base facility is &hown in Figure 100. This 

facility configuratioa consists of a 150 m wide by 250 m high tower mounted c n a 400 m 

by 350 m platforr.1. 50 in square structural irames are used to construct the facility: 

these frames arc !lssembled from 7. Sm triwgular beams. 

The tower hou.:ies four fixed beam n;nci1i1~P.s which are arranged to provide the 

long.i.tudinal members of the 100 meter square structure to be fabricated. Two 

mobile beam ma'.:!hines and four cherry pickers, used for asser- >ly of the structure, 

4-1 
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rillt• a track :-;y~lcm on the tower. Crew habitats and a cargo port ttre locutcd on the 

Uflll\.!l" level of the tower. 

The platform provides support fo1· Un~ altitude control system, a track system 

fot• the mobile winches, indexers and crane cherry picker. 

This mini base can be assembled in f.~o :md transferred to GEO for subsequent 

SPS base buildup. 

4. 2 GEO BASE BUILDUP SEQUENCE 

Figure 101 illustrates a construction scenario for the assembly of the SPS GEO 

base. Two mini-bases. are shown in this construction sequence. 

Construction operations begin with the assembly of the vertical grid for the GEO 

Base Solar Collector Factory. Mini-base No. 1 fabricates a 700 .n long structural 

member. l\lini-base No. 2 maneuvers into position, docks and attaches to this member 

via its indexer track system. Then, it begins the fabrication of the GEO base upper 

horizontal member at level J, while mini-base No. 1 re-orients and initiates the fabri

cation of the lower horizontal member. For the next vertical member. mini-base No. 2 

re-orients and fabricates a 500 m member and mini-base No. 1 interrupts fabrication 

of the lower member to allow the cherry pickers to attach the vertical member to it. 

\\'hen the joint is completed, mini-base No. 2 again re-orients and both mini-bases 

resume fabrication of the horizontal members. This process is repeated until the 

entire vertical grid is completed. Then. mini-base No. 1 starts construction of the 

lower horizontal structural grid and mini-base No. 2 completes the overhang of the 

vertical structure. 

After completion of the energy conv~rsion system construction facility, the 

antehna construction facility is assembled. When approximntely three quarters of 

the anten11a platform is assembled, mini-base !fo. 2 is anchored t > the platform, as 

shown, and used as the antenna assembly factory of the GEO uase. Mini-base No. 1 

completes the platform construction and then is indexed over to the vertical wall of 

the GEO base "'" ' used as the yoke /rotary joint factory. 
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SUPPRESSED TRAJECTORY INVESTIGATION 

The original HLLV reference trajectory p·-ovided an injection to a 110 km x 477 km 

transfer at 100 km altitude. Studies of potential upper atmosphere effects at Los Alamos 

Scientific Laboratories indicated concern regarding depletion of ions in the ionosphere 

as a result 01 L. :ogen and water molecules from the HLL V upper stage rocket engines. 

There has also been some discussion of the possibility of formation of noctilucent clouds 

at 80-85 km. These have occasionally been observe.:'. after rocket launches. 

It is thought that suppression of the HLL V trajectory below 100 km will minimize ionosphere 

effects. Suppressed trajectories such as the of'le developcJ during Phase I of the present 

study and illustrated in Figure 1, with injection at 85 km, may increase the likelihood 

of noctilucent clouds. Because of this latter possibility, although it is presently unclear 

whether these clouds, even if they form, would have any environmental impact, a further 

trajectory suppression study was undertaken to explore the possibility of flying trajec-

tories th'"t never exceed 70-7 5 km. 

The invtstigation began with a relatively unconstrained trajectory with injection at 

70 km. This trajectory is illustrated in Figures 2, 3, and 4. Ti.e peak second stage alti

tude is about l rio km. Max q slightly exceeds (700 psf) and the second stage angle of 

.:t.ttack ranges from 10 to 20 degrees. Q at injection reaches about (50 psf), indicating 

some heating. The main problem with this trajectory is post-injection drag. loss. Figure 4 

shews the instantane..1us apogee versus time. ,\ t injection, it increases rapidly to the 

desired 477 km, bu: drag losses reduce it to about 250 km. 

This problem can be reduced by injecting at a positive path ani;le rather than the cu~tornary 

zero-degree Hchrnann transfer inject;on. The transfer orbit then has a perigee of less 

than the injection altitude. The orbit and injection parameters may be comi)uted as 

a function of peri~ee altitude, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

From these curves, injection conditions were selected for path angles of one and two 

degrees, J.eading to suppressed trajectories No. 2 and No. 3 shown in Figures 7 through 

11. r; ;e increased path angle helps in three ways: (1) Post-injection lc.,sses are reduce~ 

(not plotted for No. 3, but apogee decrease aft:• injec.:tion wa!; on!y al;out :o km; 

(2) angle of attack at high heating is increased; (?) peak altitude for tht" optimal 

trajectory is reduced. 
1-1 
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Trajectories No. 1, No. ·,and No. 3 are all optimal for the assigned injection conditions. 

Computed payload capability was about 3% less than the global optimum trajectory 

(the optimal trajectory with optimal injection conditions). These trajectories were com

puted without lift; the vehicle characteristics table included only a drag table. This 

is a common practice for normal ascent trajectories where lift is not important but 

it is incorrect for these suppressed trajectories. Trajectory No. 4 (Figures 12, 13, and 

'4) was computed with the appropriate lift and drag tables for the second stage. The 

r''llple targeting algorithm used in this trajectory routine does not correct for second 

!age lift; as a result the injection path angle increases to 2 • .5 degrees and the transfer 

c. :>it apogee is too high. This slight error is not important to the analysis of suppression. 

The peak altitude of No. 4 is still too high, being nearly 90 km. Achieving the desired 

trajectory suppression requires a non-optimal boost trajectory. Trajectories No • .5 and 

No. 6 were computed with boost suppression. No • .5 was not plotted; No. 6 achieves 

the desired degree of suppression as shown in Figures 1.5 and 16. 

The payload loss due to suppression is about 796. A JSC trajectory similar to No. 6 included 

a deeper dip into the atmosphere before injection and exhibited severe heating. Trajec-

tory No. 6 has a maximum high-mach dynamic pressure of (70 psf); the heating is comparable 

to entry heating. 

Trajectory No. 6 is recommffided as an interim alternate reference trajectory. At such 

time as further HLLV study work is done, a more sophisiticated trajectory program 

(POST) should be used to optimize the suppressed trajectory subject to the appropriate 

dynamic pressure, angle of attack, and altitude constraints. 

Pertinent statistics for trajectory No. 6 are given in Table 1. 
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FIGURE 10 HLL v SUPPRESSED #3 
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FIGURE 12 HLLV SUPPRESSED #4 
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FIGURE 14 HLL v SUPPRESSED #4 
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FIGURE 15 HLL v SUPPRESSED #6 
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FIGURE 16 HLL v SUPPRESSED #6 
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LIFTOFF MASS: 10,975 Metric tons 
TILT: 82° 

MAXQ: 38.8 kpa (811 psf) 

STAGING: 

TABLE 1 

VRel = 2236 m/s (7337 ft/sec) 

H = 42 km (137,000 ft) 
b = 7.56 deg. 

PEAK ALTITUDE: 75.47 km (247,672 ft) 
INJECTION: 71.8 km (235,793 ft) 
MAXQ AT HIGH HEATING 3.35 kpa (70 psf) (at Mach 22) 
INJECTION PATH ANGLE - 2.56 Deg 
INJECTED MASS= 840 tons (1.852 x 106 lb) 
CIRCULARIZATION PROPELLANT = 30.2 tons (66,580 lb) 
NET PAYLOAD: 379 tons (836,200 lb) (optimal (unconstrained) trajectory yields 

420 tons) 

1-19 



FORWARD 

This report presents the results of a fi~e-man week effort to develop two 

conceptual designs of an Offshore Space Center facility and to establish 

preliminary cost estimates for each. This effort was performed by Brown & Root 

Developnent, Inc. for the Boeing Aerospace Canpany (Seattle, Washington) as a 

sub-contractor under contract N-A53036-9178 with the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration, Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. 

This preliminary investigation conducted in September, 1979 was 

restructed to two of several possible offshore design concepts. The results 

will provide guidance for future study and developnent of an optimal Offshore 

Space Center configuration and design. 
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EXECUTIVE Slll4ARY 

Significant Results of the OSC Study 

1. The OSC is feasible tec~nically and would take approximately 6 years 

from conceptual design to completion. 

2. The total installed cost estimates are $3,005,000 for the moored 

semi-submersible OSC and SJ,917,000 for the stationary pile supported 

OSC. Runway cost for each is a significant cost driver. 

3. The equitorial-based OSC concept has real benefits: 

• 20 percent more payload to ecliptic plane 

• l per cent more initial rotational speed of earth 

• Central location for transportation 

• Isolated from people, environmental effects 

• Independence of foreign control 

• Acceptable site(s} do exist 

• Mild climate with excellent weather and orbital windows 

4. Addit1on~i work neeas to be done on 

• Other concepts and combinations 

• Optimazation of OSC facilities and supports 

• Development of life cycle costs 

• Impact of the OSC on the NASA space program 

iv 



1.0 INTROOUCTICIC 

A study to develop concepts for an Offshore Space Center (OSC} 

facility for the National Aeronautics and Sp;ce Administration 

(NASA) was perfonned by Brown & Root Development, Inc. The OSC study 

included tlillO con~eptua! designs of an offshore launch installation. 

Preliminary cost estimates were generated for each of the two 

designs considered. 

The two concepts considered are a moored semisu~mersible OSC and a 

stationary, pile supported OSC. Each facility included the necessary 

features of a space center complex such as a 15,000 foot long 

runway, three launch platforms, fuei and cargo areas, dockage, an 

airport, a control and operations center, and other support areas. A 

schematic of the proposed OSC facility is shown in Figure 1.1. 

The facility was arranged to accommodate a two-stage winged launch 

vehicle of the type shown in Figure 1.2. Both launch and landing 

loads of each stage were considered during developnent of the 

support. The offshore environnent and other operational requirenents 

were analyzed to establish the feasibility of the conceptual design. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

NASA has been involved for several years in the st~dy of large solar 

power satellites (SPS) using solar arrays located in geosynchronous 

orbit. Such solar power collected in space can be beamed with 

microwaves to an earth based rectenna which can then supply 

electricity to the utilities' power grid. The construction of 

-1-
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these satellites using material from earth requires the 

transportation of large quantities of material to orbit. A fully 

reusable launch vehicle would be an economic necessity for such a 

scenario to carry the cargo for any project which is as massiv~ as 

an SPS systen. 

Selection of the launch site affects the launci1 and Jrbit transfer 

costs considerably. For exanple, approximately a 20% improvenent in 

payload to geosynchronous equatorial orbit (actually the ecliptic 

plane) can be achieved by moving the launch site fran 30° latitude 

to near the equator. The near equatorial site offers the feature of 

a launch opportunity every 90 minutes, where the 3C0 latitude site 

allows only two launch opportunities per day. This operational 

flexibility of the equatorial launch site may significantly reduce 

the operations and the facilities costs. 

Since the United States does not have total and direct control of 

any land in the equatorial region, an ocean installation outside any 

territorial waters is desirable. Such an installation may minimize 

political problems and will provide for easy access by using ocean 

transportation. Access by ship 1s very desirable since most of the 

items involved in a project such as SPS construction will be large 

and may be delivered frcxn anywhere in the world. 

-4-
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Several other advantages inherent in an offshore launch facility of 

this type are: 

• Reduced air and noise pollution to a populace in the denser air 

found offshore 

• Greater winglift for the SPS launch vehicle stages and ~pace 

center supply planes 

• Better control on landing or reentry in such air by planes or 

launch vehicle stages 

t Increased aircraft engine efficiencies and less engine effort 

are possible. 

Chemical pollution of the air is a greater problem on land than 

offshore because of the proximity of the population. A key concern 

for persons in the flight path of the space shuttle or a similar 

vehicle is safety. Objections have been expressed with increasing 

frequency and fervor by the public on Florida's East Coast about the 

trajectory of sane of the planned launches. An ocean site will 

minimize such public resistance and possible confli~ts with air 

flight patterns. Interference with airports will be avoided and the 

reduction ot crash danger is evident wi~h the offshore conceit. 

The OSC structure at the specified area in this study would not 

degradate existing fishing grounds, shipping lanes, or rec,·eational 

areas. In fact, such structures typically act as an artifical reef, 

attracting and supporting aquatic life. F'sh : · opportunities may be 

enhanced and both extensive and intensive mar._ iture are 

-5-
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possible additional benefits that may be derived fran the offshore 

canplex. Natural water currents and tides '«>uld not be inhibited nor 

.ould the ocean environnent be signtf~cantly threatended fron such 

activity. 

The facility wuld be modular in construction and an ocean siting 

.ould permit unlimited e:<pansion of additional facilities as 

required. Construction of additional modules need not interfere with 

flight operations. Upon canpletion such modules could be towed to 

the caaplex and connected. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

The OSC Study was undertaken to establish a credible data base for 

costs of an offshore canplex. An objective was to define tw 

conceptual structural designs for installation in a location near 

the equator in Pacific Ocean waters 600 feet deep. This depth is 

asslliled to be typical for the Paramount Seamount location. The 

analysis includes an estimate of the weight and cost for the OSC 

facilities. The types of facility concepts considered are: 

1. Semi-sulJnersible moored platform 

2. Stationary platfonn with pilings or other structure supported 

t;y the sea bed 

-6-



1.3 SCOPE 

These conceptual designs are of necessity limited in scope. Both of 

the proposed conceptual designs were developed for the 600 foot 

water depth. Design variations for other depths ar~ not within the 

scope of this effort. Greater depths would have a significant 

escalating effect or. costs (particularly the pile-supported concept) 

and would necessitate alternation of the designs. Costs increase 

rapidly (non-linearlJ) with depth of water. 

The proposed conceptual designs are used only f<r tht; estimation of 

cost data. Costs are estimated for fabrication, construction and 

installation of ooth OSC concepts. 

The facility uses marine construction technology, materials, 

manufacturing techniques, and installation methods which are 

currently available or expected to be available for the projected 

1985 construction initiation. Additional technical develo1J11ent in 

sane areas could beneficialiy impact the design and associated costs. 

2.0 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

For this study, the design requirements encanpass t~e structural 

design concepts, specific facility features, launch site 

envirot'lllental parameters, and operational l~~ds and requirements. 

Each OSC concept was developed to the conceptual design stage with 

respect to these established guide1ines. DevelolJllent of a design was 

conducted only to a point, whereby preliminary cos~ estimates could 

be made. 
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The 1 aunch center arrangement was configured to handle t"'° stage 

heavy lift launch vehic 1es (HLLV) which take off vertically fron a 

lau~ch pad. The first stage (upon ~xpenditure of its propellant, at 

about 200 mi 1 es down range} returns and 1 ands on the runway much as 

an aircraft "'°uld. 

The second stage continues into orbit. It returns fran orbit and 

lands after the payload is delivered. launch rates currently being 

considered are two flights per day, 5 days a -.eek, using a launch 

vehicle ...tlich delivers approximately 1,000,000 pounds of payload to 

low earth orbit per flight. 

The OSC 1111st be able to handle the expected rocket, airplane, and 

ship traffic. Primary considerations in the design of any offshor~ 

structure are (1) depth of water, (2) -.eather conditions, (3) 

protection of the environnent and ecology, (4) wave effects, and (5) 

econa11ics. For floating structures, the design must assure 

fioatation, anchorage and the connection of the floating modules. 

Vessel stability and the motion responses i~ the waves are key 

design concerns for the moored OSC concept. While runways need not 

be perfectly f1at and level, variations in t~e longitudinal grade 

will increase t!le required landing distances. 

Another design consideration for any offshore concept is 

maintenance. Any final design must reflect an effort to minimize the 

cost of maintenance. The design should reflect the state of 

develoi:xnent of currently possible installation methods. 

-8-
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2.1 LAUNCH SITE ENVIRONMENT 

The OSC should be fully operational within expected operating 

env1ron1ents and must survive expected extrane envirornents. 

Possible envirornental design criteria considered during a 

~reliminary design study may include currents, waves, winds, tides, 

ston1s (cyclones, typhoons, and hurricanes), tsunilllis, and possible 

earthquake disturbances. Loads caused by sane of these natural 

occurances are especially critical for the anchorage system of the 

floating OSC facility while others may be more critical to the piles 

supporting the stationary design. 

A detailed design of the OSC requires the knowledge of tidal ranges, 

currents, waves, and swells (including directions, and wave le"gths, 

heights, and frequencies), soil characteristics of the bottan, water 

depth, and meteorological data covering winds and temperature. 

Two near-equatorial sites in the Pacific Ocean have beeri reviewed by 

the Johnson Space Center, NASA-Houston and appear to offer poss~ble 

advantages over launch fran the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. 

These sites (shown in Figure 2.1) are: Paramount Seamount at 3°N, 

9l<>w and Villalobos Seamount at 7°N, 111°w. The Paramount 

Seamount minimun water depth is about 570 feet and Villalobos is 

about 2640 feet below the surface of the Pac~fic. The bott<Jn in both 

of these locations is considered by geologists to be solid rock, 

with a few feet of sediment covering the surf ace. 

-9-
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The weather 1n this area has been detennined by NOAA to be very 

•~ld, with daily temperature maximt111s of aa°F and minimt111s of 

66°F. Light winds are typical of the area. Wave heights are 

t.)1>ica11y below 4 feet for SOX or more of the tinle and wave heights 

higher than 12 ~~~ n~~e never been observ~d in these areas. Sea 

Slllells fran distant antarctic stonas could be significant, however, 

since the typically large structures will have natural periods 

nearer those of swells than those of waves. 

Tidal waves are typically of very low anplltude due to the general 

water depth in the area and very long wave length. Tidal waves 

increase in height and have a shortened wave length as they run up 

into ihallower water. The current in the area is typically low at 

about 1/2 mph, but occasionally, with the shift of the Htlllboldt 

current, can be as large as 1 mph for extended periods. 

2.2 STRUCT\JlAL DES!GN CONCEPTS 

Conceptual designs were developed for each type of OSC. The basic 

arrangements are shown in Figure 2.2. A pile supported cC111plex with 

SCllle modules which are floating and a semi-submersible structure 

which is floating and moored have both been considered. 

The bottom of steel (elevation of the lowest horizontal steel 

members) for the runways and taxiways for the pile supported concept 

was specified to be at an elevation tf ten (10) feet above the 

maximlJll wav~ height for 100 year storm condition with surge and 

tide. The ~unway to support the landing of the HLLV stages is sized 

to be 300 feet wide and 15,000 feet long and will, of necessity, 

contain extra structural support in the area of touchdown. 
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The launch platfonns are mobile and able to carry the unfueled 

vehicle with up to a one-million pound payload to the launch site, 

erect the vehicle, fuel it, retract the erection system, and support 

launch. Maximl.111 landing loads impacting the runway and launch 

platfonn loads are presented in Section 2.4. Specific requirements 

of support f ac i 1 i ti es are inc 1 uded in the f o 11 owing sec ti on on 

facility features. 

2.3 FACILITY FEATURES 

This study involves only the conceptual design of the OSC structural 

support, although consideration is given to the facility features 

which will be supported. 

The design of the features required at such an of~shore space 

canplex are based upon several factors. Consideration of the various 

factors allows the C(JRpilation of required design features. A full 

list of the major componnents of the OSC and dimensions of each are 

presented in Table 2.1. 

The facility is layed out to minimize possible conflict with 

aircraft, the SPS launcn vehic1e, and the fuel and personnel 

fa~ilities. Runway approaches and takeoffs are directed away fran 

potential dangerous areas such as the fuel storage area. 

A runway, a taxiway. and a parking apron are required for the two 

stages of the SPS launch vehicle and support aircraft. All other 

airport requirements are inherent in this design such as: 

-12-
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(1) navigational aids, (2) lighting, (3) canmunications, and (4) air 

traffic control facilities. A c<Jnputer operations center is included 

in the air traffic and launch control module. 

Cargo and mail facilities are provided at the airport. Container 

yards, roll-on/roll-off areas, cargo handling and lighter aboard 

ship systems are included. A nearby loading area with two 1.7 

million pound capacity (of 135 feet hook height) cranes handles the 

air and sea cargo shipnents. 

A seaport allows dockage of the ships which carry launch payloads, 

supplies, and other materials. Base maintenance and servicing 

facilities and a repair facility including a machine shop. an 

electrical shop, and a paint shop are needed for the OSC. The 

repair, maintenance, and checkout facilities are incorporated into 

an industrial area module. 

Oockage at a specific site is included for the launch platfonns. 

Propellant supply connections are available at each dock. The 

hydrogen production and liquid oxygen production areas will each 

support chemical processing plants. A fuel facility with dockage and 

transfer connections for a large methane or LNG tanker is included 

in the canplex. 

Emergency facilities such as a fire station with fire control units 

are included in each facility. The hotel area houses the hospital 

-14-
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and equipnent needed for platfonn and sea crashes and other 

potential accidents. A base security station is included with 

appropriate air and sea defensive equipnent to prevent sabotage. A 

nearby power station provides the needed base power for operation 

and utilities. 

A 'hotel' capable of accanmodating 10,000 persons wf11 provide 

living facilities, food preparation and cafeteria, sanitary 

facilities, and recreation on the canplex. Stores and a fresh water 

supply are included in this area. A waste disposa1 and sewage 

treat..111ent plant is required nearby. 

-15-
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TABLE 2.1 - OSC FEATURES 

APPROXIMATE 
AREA QUANTITY SURFACE AREA 

1. Runway 1 300' x 15,000' 

2. Industrial Area 1 1100' x 900' {x 150' high) 
{including Maintenance~ 
Checkout and Repair and 
Observation Tower) 

3. Loading Area {with cranes) 1 300' x 1100' 

4. Launch Pl atfonn 2 + Spare 500' x 500' 

5. Fuel Facility 1 + Spare 100' x 100' 

6. Hydrogen Product~on 1 + Spare 200' x 200' 

7. Liquid Oxygen Production 1 + Spare 200' x 200' 

8. Airport Terminal, Control 1 200' x 300' (x 7 stories) 
and Operation Center 

9. Power Station, Shop and 1 200' x 300'(x 3 stories) 
Repair F ac i 1 i ty, and 
Base Maintenance 

10. Living Facilities 1 400' x 400' (x 12 stories) 

11. Docks 2 200' x 1200' 

12. Launch Site 2 Dock { 200 I X 300 I ) 

13. Tug Tanker/Barge 4 
(For Cryogenic Work) 

-16-
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2.4 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Certain operational requirements have been imposed on the OSC 

design. These requirenents determine the support structure design of 

each of the areas specffi~d in the previous section. The surface 

area required for each -of the OSC features is presented in Table 2.1. 

The OSC alignnent reflects the desirablity of aligning the runway in 

the direction of the prevailing winds and currents. Likewise, it is 

custanary to have the prevailing winds blowing a ship off of a dock 

and the facility has the dockage aligned accordingly whenever 

possible. Both of these factors detennine, to an extent, the general 

orientation of the OSC shown in Figure 1.1. 

Provisions will be made during final design of the runway for the 

containment of aircraft and SPS launch vehicle stages to prevent 

them fran going overboard. The strength of runway surf ace and 

platfonn substructure for various features of the marine facility 

are detennined fran expected air vehicle loadings. The maximum 

landing load (estimated by NASA at 2.5 million pounds) will be for 

the booster stage of the launch vehicle which weighs about three 

times as much as a Boeing 747. Both the first and second stages have 

a touchdown velocity of approximately 150 knots. 

The launch platfonn supports the fully fueled launch vehicle and a 

one million pound pay load. This is a floating platform for both OSC 

structural concepts and serves in an additional capacity as the 
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launch vehicle transport. The chemical processing plants (in both 

the hyrtrogen production and the liquid oxygen production areas) each 

weigh ten million and the power plant facility weighs ten million 

pounds. 

3.0 STUDY METHODOLOGY 

A study methodology is required to allow rational program decisions 

regarding order of magnitude cost estimation of conceptual designs 

within the prog~am requirements. For both OSC concepts, the costs 

are estimated for the asst111ed cor.ceptual design develoi:ment, the 

construction, and the deplo}fllent of the OSC. The estimated costs (in 

1979 dollars) are based on background and historical data coupled 

with assumpt i ~ns at: out the c':?ta i1 of re1u ired conceptual design 

deve 1 opment. 

If the SPS program ~roceeds, a signficant fraction of the United 

States productive capacity w· 11 be involved. It is desirable that 

the potential supplies of all items required be readily available to 

foster a conpetitive enviro.1111ent and minimt111 cost for system 

acquisition. With this in mind, the concepts are constructable in 

modular form with typical ii'a~ine construction techniques. Foreign 

facilities may be considered, using the OSC site for final assembiy. 

Both OSC concepts wi11 involve SCJlle developnent of existing offshore 

technology in order to rea1ize a project of this magnitude. The 

conceptual designs are within the state-of-the-l~t technologically 

and a capability exists to establish such a cl.Xllplex at a site near 
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the equator. A knowledge of develo1J11ents in both marine ind airport 

projects is important to the .advancanent of an OSC design beyond the 

conceptual phase. 

3.1 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN APPROACH 

In the conceptual phase of the OSC design, numerous trade-off 

studies will be re~uired to arrive at the most promising solutions 

for further developrrent of a design suitable for cost estimations. 

In future studies, re~ources should be focused on specific design 

issues and engineering details to establish a well detined OSC. 1he 

scope of this work does limit the design effort that this program 

can expend to ensure an effective means of estimating costs. 

Two OSC concepts have been suggested by NASA and a &e-.-1 c.onceptua 1 

design approaches have received considerable attention. Establishin~ 

general guidelines, this study proceeded to identify baseline 

designs for both of the suggested concepts. Proposed subs)stems were 

evaluated to determine if they me~t OSC systen requirenents for 

technical feasibility, availability, and deployment schedule. 

The question of concept definition is broader than may first cane to 

mind. In addition to design configuration, included are the methods 

of fabrication, construction, and installation. The design 

configurations have b~en sized for the operating loads. OSC 

s11h• /Stems ir:t8;--act with the configuration in terms of loads induced 

on each other and the interfaces requir~d. Thus, concept synthesis 

requires consideration of all phases of the design process. 
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The design approach asslJDes that a systaa of modular structures 

using standar~ization of construction, material, and installation 

techniques is the most cost effective method of producing the OSC 

facility. Site selection for both types of offshore structures and 

utilization o: appropriate transportation facilities are asslDed 

optimal ir. the design approach. 

The OSC configuration is based on wind, wave, docking, and landing 

loads. Base operations and buffer zone areas are important 

considerat~ons in the layout as well as the logistics of 

transportation and traffic. An additional design input into the OSC 

configuration is the technology of offshore installation methods. 

A criteria was established to develop a conceptual design for a 

piled jacket concept and the moored semi-subnersible concept. OSC 

features were arranged to get optiml.JD use fran the supports in each 

case. 

Stationary platfonns were established for all features and the 

n1111ber required for each were estimated fran the predicted weight 

and surface area requirements. The Launch Platfonn and Tug Tanker 

Barges were considered semi-sul:mersibles for both OSC concepts. 

Typical jacket structures nonnally used in 600 feet of water were 

assumed for the piled j3cket concept. 

-20-
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The semi-submersible configu~ation was developed fn:m the design and 

environnental parameters ass1111ed in Section 2.0. Conceptual col1111n 

design, pontoons, and deck design for the runway and launch platfonn 

were established to develop a roug~ estimate of costs. The data for 

these platforms was then used to extrapolate costs for the other 

se11i-submersible modules based on area and loading. 

Relative motions of adjacent structures and between structures and 

the various vehicles required in the OJ)E'ration of the OSC nust be 

considered for both structural loading purposes and for operational 

envelopes and analyses. 

3.2 COST DETERMINATIOf4 

To make an equatorial launch site attractive. a cost trade off 

between the OSC facility construction cost, and the transportation 

of fue 1, manpower and pay 1 oads to the equator versus the improvement 

~n payload and operation expe~ses must be made. To determine 

facility costs, a rough estimating methodology had to be developed 

to determine the order of magnitude costs. 

The costs of the OSC facility features have been estimated based on 

weight and area predictions. Experience with similar structures 

e:tablished a background upon which the cost estimates were made. 

Only the costs of the facility support structure itself (and the 
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110cring system for the f 1 oating concept) is considered; not those 

for the equipnet?t, tools, etc. involved in the launch operations. 

For ex•ple the power station estillate does not include the cost of 

the power plant, only the cost of the area on W.ich to install the 

power generating equi~ent with adequate support to permit it to 

function. 

NASA wil 1 esti11ate the costs of the nec-essary equipnent and other 

installatio11s. The OSC cost estimate does include the cranes in the 

industrial area and an estimate of costs for on-site cryogenic fluid 

delivery between the propellant facili•·:es and the launch sites. 

This delivery system "'lulJ consist of a number of suitable specialty 

barges and shuttle t·.Ags. Use of this type of fuel transportation 

systen "'luld be more reliable and cost effective (conside~ing life 

cycle costs} than use of present subsea cryogenic pipeline 

technclogy. 

The OSC cost estimates which apply to the facility features are 

presented in Section 4.2. The extrapolated costs for the 

semi-submersinle platfonns (fron the runway and launch platform 

calculations} were first directly ratioed to the area requir'!d and 

then increased by a weight factor for heavily loaded platfonns. This 

factor of 1.8 was calculated by dividing the heavy launch platform 

cost by its estimate. 
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Estimates of cost are based on current experience in the fabrication 

and installation of offshore structures. The costs are expressed in 

1979 dollars without adjustments for inflation between now and the 

· cmpletioo of constructioo which is estillated to take six years fran 

the conceptual desi9!1 p_hase. 

4.0 RESULTS 

The effort expended to develop two conceptual OSC designs and to 

estimate their order of magnitude costs, established a data base 

fr<11 tllhich to draw information for further, eore detailed studies. 

Both concepts are feasible and relatively inexpet!sive considering 

the potential savings involved fran the establistment of an 

offshore-based 1 aunch caap lex near the equator. The concept costs 

range froa 3.005 billion dollars to 3.917 billion dollars with the 

semi-subnerisble support structure being the less expensive. 

H~ver, discretion should be u~~ in caaparison of the two figures. 

Neither co~cept was optimized. Ir. reality, a bl~nd of tJ1e types of 

supports wou1d probably be cost effective. The OSC facility cost 

could thus be reduced through further ocean systeais engineering 

studies. 

The final conc~ptual design parameters are presented in Section 4.1 

and results of the cost analysis in Section 4.2. 
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4.1 CONCEPT BASELINE DESIGN 

r., conceptual designs .ere developed for the OSC and each is 

si•ilar in layout of the features. Both baseline designs utilized 

11tdular construction techniques -.hich .ere feasible. Each conceptual 

design was developed only to a point where an initial estimation of 

costs could be achieved. 

The runway. floatation syste11, and 1100ring syste11s for the 

semi-subaersible aaoored platfona concept is shOWI in Figure 4.1. The 

runway in particular must be designed to account for the variable 

water elevation along its length and t~ moving load of the landing 

vehicles. Consideration must also be given to the lateral deflection 

of the structure alon!? its length. If the structure cannot be 

designed in a prelimi~~ry engineering phase to accept the m01Rents 

developed fraa deflections, then hinges must be incorporated in the 

structure to relieve this loading. Other alternatives \Illich might be 

investigated in further studies and which may impact costs include 

active mooring winches or dynanic positioning equipment to relieve 

lateral deflections. 

The ai~port, ind~strial, ~d other facilities in this design 

concept, shOtl"I in Figure 4.2 have been arranged for efficient and 

cost effictive support. Since additional facility surface area on 

the ocean translates into higher costs, the OSC was arranged to 

minimize the supported areas. The launch platfonn concept will be a 

semi-submersible for both OSC concepts and is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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The runway far the stationary OSC platform with piling support is 

shown in Figure 4.4. The pile supported DSC will require a higher 

elevation t~an the semi-submersible due to varying tidal heights and 

swells. Tt'.e runway must not be inundated during high seas and a 

level runway must be maintained for safe 1 anding. The runway surface 

is designed to be 40 feet above the mean water level and the 

platfona supports are placed on 300 feet centers. 

4.2 <DST ANALYSIS 

Only preliminary (order of magnitude) cost estimates ~re perfonned 

for each of the two OSC concepts. Costs were estimated for each 

facility based on weight projections and area requirements for them. 

These cost est'inates, based on U.S. manufacturing, are presented in 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, for the moored OSC design and for 

the stationary, pile-supported concept. 

The OSC facility with semi-submersible support structures was 

estimated to cost $3,005,0CX> (including the mooring). Major cost 

drivers were supports for the runway, industrial area, living 

facilities, and launch platforms. Runway estimates were based on a 

15,000 foot length, and costs are scaleable for it on the basis of 

length. Need for such a long runway is questionable. At $95,500 per 

linear foot of 300 foot-wide runway, the costs could be reduced 

significantly through shortening its length. 
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Since the launch platfonn is a semi-subnersible ~nr ~~th facilities, 

its cost estimate is identical for each concept. The 

semi-subnersible was estimated at 143.2 million dollars each and two 

plus a spare are required. Cost estimates for the living facilities 

and industrial area were 203.7 million dollars and 315.1 million 

dollars, respectively. 

The stationary, pile-supported OSC was estimated to cost $3,917,000 

with cost drivers being the runway ($2 billion}, the launch 

platfonns ($429 million), the industrial area ($400 million) and the 

docks ($320 million). The cost per foot for the jacket-mounted 

runway was estimated to be $133,300. Again, a significant cost 

reduction could be achieved through optimization of the runway's 

length. However, a significant canparision can be made on the runway 

cost per foot for each concept. The jacket mounted cost can be more 

c001petative with the semi-submersible only through reduced water 

depth. 
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TABLE 4.1 MOORED SEMI SUBMERSIBLE OSC 
COST ESTIMATE 

FACILITY COST (M$) 
NO. FEATURE COST WEIGHT FINAL 

ESTIMATE FACTOR QUANTITY COST (EA) TOTAL 

1. Runway 1432.4 1 $1432.4 $1432.4 

2. Industrial Area 315.1 1 31:;.1 315.1 
(including Maintenance, 
Checkout, and Repair) 

3. Loading Area (with cranes) 105.0 1 105.0 105.0 

4. Launch Platform 143.2 1.8 3 143.2 429.6 

5. Fuel Facility 3.2 2 3.2 6.4 

6. Hydrogen Production 12.7 1.8 2 22.9 45.8 

7. Liquid Oxygen Production 12.7 1.8 2 22.9 45.8 

8. Airport Terminal, Control 50.9 1 50.9 50.9 
and Operation Center 

9. Power Station, Shop and 28.6 1.8 1 51.5 51.5 
Repair Facility, and 
Base Maintenance 

10. Living Facilities 203.7 1 203.7 203.7 

11. Docks 76.4 2 76.4 152.8 

12. Launch Site 19. l 2 19.l 38.2 

13. Tug Tanker/Barge 32.0 4 32.0 128.0 

TOTAL Semi-submersible $3,005. 
Supported OSC (including 
mooring) 
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TABLE 4.2 STATIONARY PILE SUPPORTED OSC 
COST ESTIMATE 

Nll'8ER PER FEATURE FACILITY COST (MS) 

AREA QUANTITY JACKETS BRIDGES FABRICATION INSTALLATION TOTAL 

1. Runway 1 40 40 $1400 s 600 $2000 

2. Industrial Area 1 8 1 280 120 400 
(including Maintenance, 
Checkout, and Repair) 

3. Loading Area 1 2 0 70 30 100 
(with cranes) 

4. Launch Platfonn* 3 0 0 400 29 429 

5. Fuel Facility 2 1 0 70 30 100 

6. Hydrogen Production 2 1 0 60 20 80 

7. Liquid Oxygen 2 1 0 60 20 80 
Production 

8. Airport Terminal, 1 1 1 35 15 50 
Control and 
Operation Center 

9. Power Station, 1 1 0 45 15 60 
Shop and Repair 
Facility, and 
Base Maintenance 

10. Living Facilities 1 1 1 55 15 70 

11. Docks 2 3 2 220 100 320 

12. launch Site 2 1 0 70 30 100 

13. Tug Tanker/Barge 4 0 0 108 20 128 

TOTAL Stationary Pile $2,873 $1,044 $3,917 
Supported OSC 

*Sani-Submersible 
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4.3 SU~Y 

This design study has been performed to develop a conceptual 

Offshore Space Center facility for NASA. Preliminary e~timates of 

costs (in 1979 dollars) were generated for each of two concepts for 

installation in 600 feet of water with construction conmencing in 

1985. 

The conceptual design considered two base-line designs: a floating, 

moored, semi-submersible OSC, and a fixed, pile-supported OSC. Each 

of these feasible concepts was analyzed for costs of fabrication, 

construction, and installation using current state-of-the-act 

techniques. An artist's rendering of the proposed OSC configuration 

is shown in Figure 4.5. 

From the preliminary look at the two baseline design concepts and 

their associated cost estimates of fabrication, construction, and 

installation, it shluld be apparent that a mix of the two concepts 

(considered here) would be desirable. Overall costs of the proposed 

OSC facility is believed to be quite reasonable and attractive 

considering the advantages of such a project. 
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PLAN 
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FIGURE 4.3 LAUNCH PLATFORM 
(VEHICLE ERECTED FOR LAUNCH) 
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5.0 RECOtlCENDATIONS 

The U.S.A. r.eeds an independent eq~atorial launch capability for tne 

stability and economics of our space program. This study is a first 

cut at estimating costs, configurations, and facilities for an OSC. 

Further effort to define a preliminary design should be expected to 

·ring t~ li~ht additional technical difficulties to be resolved. 

As a result of the work performed on the conceptual designs and 

costing of the OSC facilities, several recomnendations can be made 

at this time for additional program efforts. 

For NASA to undertake a program to demonstrate the economic 

viability of the OSC concept in an efficient and timely manner, both 

development of these concepts and of others (especially hybrids) 

111Jst be pursued. To examine each concept in terms of producing t~e 

!!IOSt cost-efficient concept should be an objective of further 

efforts with OSC studies. 

5.1 RECOMMENDED CONCEPTS STUDIES 

The conceptual design phase of this study only touched on two of the 

possi~le concepts to install an OSC facility near the equator. Other 

concepts, including dyn<mically positioned sem1-submersibles, a 

shipshape OSC and combinatio~s of concepts may prove to be more 

econanical or desirable operationally. 
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A need to optimize the structural type of support and thus~ the OSC, 

exists and f~rther studies are required in that area. Currt!nt 

advanc~s in the pla~ing of decks ~n offs~ore structures should be 

investigated for applicability to the OSC in an effort to achieve 

the llOSt econ011ical ~ystem. Other significant developaents in the 

marine industry could be cost effective. 

Considerations of shallow or island areas in the equatorial region 

could require completely different structural concepts and could be 

even &10re econ011ical. Possible political problems could, however, be 

encountered which may greatly influence control and ownership in 

such areas. 

Multiple uses of such a facility should be considered to enhance its 

efficiency. Intensive and extensive mairculture could be employed in 

conjunction with an CSC to better ut!lize this artificial reef and 

its ocean resources. Adequate warm water year around, low waves, and 

little seasonal variation would be condusive to such a project. It 

is unlikely that the area would ever be threatened by a huge oil 

spill because drilling in the area is nonexistent. Since demand 

exceeds sup~ly in a market that exists, such mariculture has the 

potential of changing the world protein supply. 

The type of OSC structural and operational concept which is mcst 

feasible is entirely dependent on the site selection, its 

environmental loads and bot~cxn conditions. A~ future site studies 

are performed with additional definitior., other OSC designs may 

become feasible. 
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I 

RECOtlENOED CONCEPT DESIGN DEFINlTION 

~ co~eptual design only was perfonied on the two proposed support 

methods during this study. Further structural design efforts on each 

concept to develop prelimin4ry designs are needed for a better 

definition of the OSC. A preliminary design effort should address 

such t~chnical difficulties as the maintai~ing level of the runway 

within tolerances to •inimize the length required. The straightness 

of the runway and the ability to withstand the mo11ents reduced lllUSt 

be addressed in a preliminary design effort. 

Emergency requirements should be analyzed and consid~red carefully 

for i1111>act of a design. Design goals should be established with 

regard to severe storms and potential reductions in risks achieved 

through incorporation of appropriate safety systems and procedures. 

An optimization of OSC design subsystems would be ver1 l;eneficial 

for a clear view of the most economic, operationally acceptable 

.concept. Special attention should be given to critical subsystems 

such as the launch modules, mooring and dynamic positioning 

equij>inent, and to other l!lo.)dules requiring extensive development of 

techr.ology. A more detailed design synthesis is required to 

correctly trade-off tne different design concepts. 

Development of appropriate deployment techniques and detailed cost 

analyses should be perfonned. The feasibility of various subsystems 

should be established and dynamic model testing should be performed. 
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Through various R&D programs such as these. design data can be 

developed to ensure a viab~e OSC facility. 

Efforts aust be made to locate suitable construction sites. 

establish the sea bot~om topography. obtain soil sample data, and 

establish the design storm and operating wave conditions. 

5.3 ~ECOlllENDED CONCEPT EVALUATION STUDIES 

In or1er to establish a prefe~red OSC co"figuration, an evaluation 

of other pr0111isi"g concepts is justified. Further study efforts of 

alternate concepts (which were not within the scope of this program) 

and a more ~eta~~ed development of the existing designs are needed 

to establish an efficient OSC facility. 

TradP-uff studies on costs, and fabrication, construction, and 

instaliation procedures must be made to optimize the OSC aesign. 

Environmental and design criteria shouid be realistically 

establi~hed to reflect study progress. so;1 borings to determine 

bottan conditions and soil properties need to be obtained for 

further developnental engineering of either a pile-supported OSC 

concept or a moored OSC concept. 

Once preliminary designs are developed for a variety of concepts, 

then optimization, trade-off, and evaluation phases may be 

initiated. An evaluation with less data could be meaningl!ss, so one 

is cautioned about drawing significant conclusions from such. 

Systems need to be developed so that input could be easily used ir. 
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the design trade-offs, i.e. space utilization, loading, systems 

separation and inte,·action requirements, and plant layout. 

The OSC aust be acce~table frcxn technical and financial aspects as 

well as politically if it is ever to become a reality. A criter1a 

for technical acceptability may include safety, operation 

efficiency, technical risk, ease of maintenance and probability of 

need (sucti as for an SPS projectj. An acceptability criteria fur 

financiol evaluation may include cost versu~ revenues, 

accessibility, functiona1ity, and ec~nomic impact. Polit~c .. 1 factors 

include: ship and air traffic ?atterns, job impact,"pollution 

i~act. and safety :oncerns of ~ountries nearby would be ifi1)ortant 

criteria for evaluation. A determination of a single OSC ~&~ility 

which is technically fe~sible and cost-efficient could then be made. 
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SPS DEVB.OPMENT AND OPERATIONS SCENARIO 

PURPOSE 

This scenario is established as a basis for estimating research, development, investment, 

and production costs for solar power satellites. 

OVERALL PROGRAM SCOPE AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The SPS program is divided into foll" phases: 

(1) Research: This phase will address and resolve issues of environmental effects, 

socio-economic factors, technical practicality and selection of cost-effective 

technologies, and will develop a comparative assessment of benefits attendant 

to SPS relative to other energy options. It wiU be comprised mainly of ground-based 

research, but c.ertain flight projects are also required to complete the research. 

This scenario treats only SPS hardware and software research and research on 

support technologies such as space operations. En-."ironmental research will be 

conducted in parallel with the research described herein. Costs and schedules 

for environmental research are not reflected in this scenario. 

(2) Engineering Verification: This phase will bring the technology results of the research 

phase to a state of large-scale development readiness. This means that prototype 

subsyste~1s will be developed ar.d tested, as will prototype production and operations 

processes. The products of this phase will be (a) specification for the demonstration 

SPS and all its support system; (b) cost estimates for the demonstration and production 

SPS's and all its support system; (b) cost estimates for the demonstration and production 

Jines; and (c) firm development and risk management plans for the following program 

phases. 

(3) Demonstration: This phase will produce and test a pilot plant SPS that delivers 

power to a commercial electric power net, in order to demorstrate the operational 

suitability of SPS's for large-scale baseload power generation. 
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(4) Commercialization: This phase will haYe two sub-phases insofar as a>St acco\l\ting 

is concerned, investment in production and operations facilities, and recurring 

production. The investments will be separately ac:co\l\ted, but all investments 

will be amortized over the cost of production of SPS's. For ptrposes of this scenario 

analysis, the production rl61 will be sixty .5-gigawatt SPS1s prod.Iced at a rate of 

two per year after the first unit, which will be produced as a prototype in one 

year. 

The following assumptions are employed in the construction and analysis of this scenario. 

U) The commercial SPS's are the DOE/NASA silicon photovoltaic reference system. 

The main features of this system are: 

(a) Silicon solar array without soolight concentration, employing .50-micrometer 

single crystal silicon solar cells with 75-micrometer glass coversheet and 

50-micrometer glass substrate. 

(b) Graphite composite solar array and transmitter support structl.A"e. 

(c) Electronically-steered phased array microwave power transmitter employing 

a 10-db truncated Gaussian illumination taper on a I-kilometer aperture. 

The power beam is focused at the ground receiver by a spread-spectrum 

retrodirective active phase control system. The power beam baseband is 

synthesized from the spread-spectrum uplink, amplified by 70-KWRF klystron 

power amplifiers, and radiated by a slotted waveguide antenna. 

(2) Th~ SPS's are assembled by a construction base in geosynchronous orbit. SPS components 

and subsystems are fabricated on Earth, shipped to low orbit by HLL V, and transported 

to GEO by an electronic orbit transfer vehicle (EOTV). Assembly and test of subsystems 

and components are performed on Earth l.p -.r1 the limits imposed by capabilities 

of the transportation system. 

(3) Space crews are tr ans ported to and from low orbit by a modified space Shuttle 

and between low orbit and geosynchronous orbit by a high-thrust orbit transfer 

vehicle. Crew duty periods are nominally 91 days, resulting in four crew exchanges 

per year. The total time spent in space by a crewperson is 95 to 100 days including 

transportation periods. 2-2 
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(4) Decisioos to initiate subsequent program phases are incrementally made as neces

sary to avoid schedule delays. As an example, if a proto-flight klystron were needed 

two years into the engineering verification program, its development could be 

initiated during the research program at such time as a decision between klystrons, 

magnetrons, solid state, etc., could be made based on research results. 

(5) Development costs for potentially multipurpose space systems such as manned 

OTV's and a reusable Shuttle booster are accounted in this scenario as SPS costs. 

RESEARCH PROGRAl\1 

The research program has been presented in detail in the Research Planning Interim 

Report, Boeing aocument Dl 80-253&1- l, published in July, 1979. Altrough further iterations 

and updates on this planning data will be necessary, the plan as represented therein 

is considered adequate for this scenario. The plan includes over 150 ground-based research 

tasks, plus certain high-priority flight research tasks: 

(l) A large aperture phased array technology satellite (LAPATS). 

(2) A beam-builder and solar array cieployment test Shuttle flight. 

0) A Shuttle sortie to test plasma effects, including a high voltage solar array test 

and an electric (ion) thruster test. 

Principal decision milestones of the research activity are shown in Figure I. Detailed 

schedules supporting these milestones are contair.ed in the referenced document. The 

schedules upon which these milestones are based were constrained by assumed funding 

availability .•• the related funding vs time curv€ is shown in Figure 2. 

ENGINEERING VERIFICATION PROGRAM 

The engineering verification program has been subjected to less analysis than the other 

SPS program phases. Typical activities are summarized in Table l. A comprehensive 

analysis remains <:o be conducted. 

2-3 



FIGURE 1 
_Research Program Decision Schedule 
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FIGURE 2 
Total Research Program: Nominal Costs 
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N 
I 

C'\ 

ISSUE 

1-1 Solar array =cost, quality 

1-2 Solar array packaging and 
development 

1-3 HV solar array operation and 
degradation at GEO; annealing 

l-4 Solar array design criteria 

2-1 Fluid and thermal systems 

o Heat rejection, -
reflectivity 

o Fluid containment 

o Degradation 

* Array to power IJ3-1 in addition. 

TABLE 1 

REPRESENTATIVE ENGINEERING VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES 

TASK 

Develop and operate pilot 
production line 

Develop packaging and deployment 
systems; flight test 1-MW array* 

0 Test array panels at GEO 

0 r(.eturn samples to LEO and 
anneal 

Analyze results and prepare 
criteria and specifications 

o Lab test prototype hardware 
elements 

o Flight test same 

DURATION. 
(YR) 

6 

.5 
(2 flight) 

.5 

2 

2 

4 

3 

FACILITIES REQUIRED 

Production equipment (to be 
developed) and floor space = 
1000 M2 

LEO Development Lab; Shuttle 

Shuttle; manned OTV 

Manned OTV and LEO Develop-
ment Lab 

None 

Existing 

Shuttle, LEO Developmt!nt Lab, 
Manned OTV 

c -
I -• 



TABLE 1 (continued) 

REPRESENTATIV.t:; eNGINEERING VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES 

IJURATION 
ISSUE TASK (YR) FACILITIES REQUIRED 

3-1 Microwave equipment performance 0 Design and build proto-fJight 4 Existing 
and life at GEO test hardware 

0 Flight test at GEO 4 0 LEO Development Lab (test) 
article assy) 

0 Manned OTV (Transport to GEO 
and support) 

I:' 
Microwave/laser equipment Adopt proto-flight designs None/Existing -3-2 0 2 ~ 

N 
cost in production from 1>3-l to production ~ 

I t '-I 
0 ArnpHfies -• 
0 Phase control circuitry 

0 Phase distribution systems 

0 Develop and operate pilot 5 Equipment to be developed and 
production Jines floor space (1000 - 2000 M2) 

3-3 Specifications and design Analyze results of 3-1 and 3-2 and 2 None 
criteria prepare specs and criteria 



TABLE 1 (continued) 

REPRESENTATIVE ENGINEERING VERIFICATION ACTIVrrlES 

DURATIOl·-.i 
ISSUE TASK (YR) FACILITIES REQUIRED 

4-l Predictability of large space 0 Design test large space 1 None 
structures dynamics structure(:: 100 x 1000 M) 

0 Conauct dynamics anaiysis 1 None 

0 F ab in space and test 3 Shuttle and LEO Development Lab 

4-2 Structurdl systems• production Develop and test structural .3 EquipMent to be developed and = 
cost elements pilot production live 200 M2 f Joor space 

~ -
N 

~ 
cb 5-l iv·aterials degradation in Test materials in GEO environment 5 Shuttle, LEO Development Lab i at tual environment and manned OTV -~ 

5-2 Materials production economics Develop and test pilot production 4 Equipment to be developed anc1 
lives for cost-critical materi;)ls floor space = 2000 M2 

5-1 Controllability of large Analyze results of 4-1 and rf~velop 2 None 
structures control hardware 

5-2 Electric thruster/plasma/ 0 BuHd and test experiment 4 (design 
magnetic interactions and system at LEO and GEO and dev.) Space shuttle, LEO Development Lab 
control influences (combine wHh 1-2, 3-1, 

and 4-1) 2 (flight MannedOTV 
test) 

0 Analyze control influences 2 Nor'! 

5-3 Software/hardware QC, QA, Analyze software/hardware and 2 None 
redundancy and proauction cost select most economic overall a..._prcach 



7-1 

N 

' \0 

7-2 

i-3 

8-1 

S-2 

TABLE I (continued) 

REPRESENTATIVE. ENGINEERING VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES 

ISSUE 

Crew and equipment productivity 

Consu U1.. ti on problems 

Actual construction costs 

Space transportation costs 

Electric thruster clustering 
and pJasmil drift currents 

---- --------
TASK 

0 Exarn · ne anci test equipment 
and ..,rllcedural options during 
1-2, 3-1, 4-1, and 6-2. 
Note that t.his wiil increase 
cost of those programs as 
necessary to try different 
thing~ 

0 .\nalyze resuJts and develop 
appropriate criteria 

Review problems encountered 
during 7-1 and modify SPS 
design to ameliorate 

Perform cost dnalysis based 
on7-land7-2 

Analyze shuttle experience and 
project to HLLV hardware designs 
and operational environments 

Conduct cluster test at LEO 

DURATION 
(YR) FACILITIES ttEQUJRED 

Per re~ Same as relate<! tasks 
lated 
tasks 

2 None 

2 None 

1 None 

2 None 

4 (Design Shuttle and LEO Development Lab 
and dev.) 
l (Test) 

c:::I -I -.. 



TABLE 1 (continued) 

RErRESENTATIVE ENGINEERING VERIFICATION ACTIVrriF.S 

DURATION 
ISSUE TASK (YR) F ACILlTIES REQUIRED 

8-.3 Booster engine costs breadboard booster engjne 4 E'fine test facility similar to 
ol F -1 stands 

8-4 Crew pr"visions -..id cabin 0 Design and build mockups 2 
designs for large numbers 
of passengers 0 Conduct simulations Simulation lab (groood-bued) 

0 Analyze results and develop D design criteria -
N I I ..... 
0 -9-J Power processor and circuit u Design and test proto- 3 Electric power lab .. 

breaker performance, mass, fHght power processors 
Hf e, and cost and circuit breakers 

0 Estim.ate costs in produc- 1 
tion envlronrnent 

9-2 Space ~nvironment effects 0 <.:onduct thermal/V AC/UV 2 Thermal-VAC combined environment 
on cable ins•.dation mat- chamber tests lab 
erials 

0 Con<.iuct tests at GEO in ' Shuttle, manned, OTV 
conjunction with .5-1 



TABLE 1 (continued) 

REPRESENTATIVE ENGINEERING VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES 

DURATION 
ISSUE TASK (YR) FACILITIES REQUI~ED 

9-3 Plasma and breakdown 0 Conduct lab tests of con- 4 Combined environments 
design criteria ductors, insulators, 

and standoff 

0 Conduct LEO/GEO tests of 4 Shuttle, LEO Development Lab, 
proto-flight hardware and Manned OTV 
with 1-2, 3-1, etc. 

= ---- -- ; N 
!.10-1 EJectrir. Thruster plasma 0 Conduct thruster tests at Shuttle and manned OTV - efiects of magnetosphere selected altitudes -• 10-2 Solar array degradation 0 Conduct array tests at Shuttle and manned OTV 

during transfer selected altitudes 

10-3 Shuttle/OTV/HLLV eft~t on 0 Observe and analyze effects 2 None {no special flights 
upper atmosphere and iono- of shuttle and OTV burns required) 
sphere and extend by analysis to 

I ILLV levels 

10-4 Lnvi ronment-related design Analyze space environment results Level of None 
cr·1teria and develop criteria effort 

during 
this phase 



TABLE 1 (continueu) 

REPRESENTATIVE ENGINEERING VERIF1CA TION ACTIVITIES 

ISSUE 

11-1 Integrated estimate of prouuc
tion SPS design and cost 

11-2 final plans and specs for 
demonstration system 

N 

' .... 
N 

'---------·----------------- ------
TASK 

Analyze alJ results, u;>date and 
majnta!n design and cost data 

0 

0 

0 

Phase A demonstration 

Phase B/C demonstrator 
and support systems 

Conduct SR& T as require<.! 
to support design decisions 

DURATION 
(YR) FACILITIES REQUIRED 

Level of None 
effort dur-
ing this 
phase 

1 None 

3 Off ice Space 

3 Office and lab space 

! 

I -... 



It is evident from the flidlt experiments included in Table 1 that a substantial Jevel 

of flight activity will be required to develop the operational processes and procedures 

that will comprise: SPS space operations. Present estimates indicate need for a manned 

space laboratory in low Earth orbit and a manned orbit transfer vehide capable of occasional 

manned geosynchronous orbit operations. These elements are major cost items in the 

engineering verification program. 

A preliminary schedule for the engineering verification program is presented in Figure 3. 

This schedule assl.lnes that development of the space laboratory facility and manned 

OTV can begin <iJring the research program; these devel\lpments are lhe critical paths 

in completing the engineering verification program. 

For the purposes of this scenario analysis, the development costs of the space laboratory 

and the man.~d OTV are assmled charged to the SPS program, although these support 

systems will mdoubtedly serve diverse needs. It is assumed thdt an unmanned OTV 

is developed for other purposes earlier than the engineeri~ verification program. Deita 

costs to upgrade it to a :ttanned OTV are grossly estimated at one billion; the costs for 

the space laboratory (development and launch but no operations) are taken as an assumptional 

$3 billion. 

EN·~NEERING VERIFICATION FLIGHT PROJECTS 

Several of the verification test tasks from Table 1 were merged into a flight project 

designated "Engineering Verification Test Article" (EVTA). These tests result in a set 

of requirements for this flight project as summarized in Table 2. These requirements 

were utilized to develop the conceptual configuration shown in Figure 4. 

The EVTA will be assembled at the LEO development lab (LDL) in two major parts: 

(1) the solar array and its support structure combined with electric propulsioo te.t hardware, 

and (2) the transmitter. The solar array and electric propulsion eqwpment will be tested 

at LEO and two intermediate altitudes for degradation, plasma effects, and thr1.JSter 

pll.fTle/magnetosphere interaction. This assembly will ho:! transported incrementally 

to the mtermediate altitudes and to GEO by the manned OTV operating in an unmanned, 

low-thrust mode. Intermediate altitude tests will require an estimQted one to three 

weeks each. 

2-13 
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TABLE2 

ENCINEERING VERIFICATION TEST ARTIO.E(EVTA) REQUIREMENTS 

o I-Megawatt Solar Array (or more) 

o Test Array Panels at GEO--Retum samples to LEO 

o Test Proto-Flight Microwave Equipment at GEO 

o Test Large Space Structwe 100 x 1000 m 

o Test Materials at GEO 

o Experiment with Assembly Techniques 

o Test Power Processors and Cables 

o Test Plasma and Breakdown 

o Conduct Thruster and Array Tests at Selected Altitudes 

2-15 



FIGURE 4 
ENGINEERING VERIFICATION Tl::ST ARTICLE CONCEPT 
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The transmitter wiH be assembled and tested at the LDL and then delivered directly 

to GEO by the MOTV (urvnanned). Final assembly of the transmitter to the solar array 

subassembly will be assisted by a manned OTV flight to GEO with a GEO stay of about 

two weeks. Manned sortie visits to the EVTA at GEO are assumed after 6, 12, and 24 

months of testing (see Figure 3). 

Additiooal test requirements for the LDL were derived from Table 1. The total set 

of SPS engineering verification test requirements levied on the LDL is summarized in 

Table 3. It is assumed that tests not directly supportive of the EVTA are deferred until 

transportation of the EVTA to GEO begins. 

Preliminary estimates indicate that an LDL crew of 8 will be adequate to conduct the 

engineering verification flight tests and support MOTV operations. The LDL should 

provide additional transient crew quarters for up to four MOTV crewpersons. 

DEMONSTRATION 

The present SPS program concept presumes that the engineering verification phase of 

SPS will be followed by a demonstration phase with the objective of demonstrating opera

tional suitability of SPS for commercial use. Demonstration concepts for SPS have 

been studied over the past several years. A number of flight vehicle configurations 

have been developed. Several issues have surfaced, and provide a judgment as to the 

objectives of a demonstration system: 

o Successful completion of the research and engineering verification phases 

of SPS ::.hould provide unprecedented technical and cost confidence. 

o If a utility company acquires an expensive powerplant that fails and cannot 

be readily restored to serv.1ce, the financial consequences are severe. 

o The demonstration system should therefore demonstrate operational 

suitability of SPS: Grid compatibility, availability, and repairability. 

Enhancement of cost and technical confidence will also result. 

Based on these considerations, a set of provisional requirements for an SPS demonstrator 

have been developed. First, it must operate at geosynchronous orbit. This is important 

2-17 
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TABLE) 

LEO DEVFJ.CPMENTAL LAB TASKS 

o Deploy 1-MW EVTA Array 

o Conduct Amealing Tests on Irradiated Solar Array Panels 

o Test Thermal Fluid Systems 

o Coating Degradation and Restoration 

o F Juid System Assembly, Charging, Repair 

o Assemble EVTA Subarrays, Test, and Install Subsystems and Equipnent 

o Assemble and Test EVTA Structure 

o Develop AsselT'h'v and Installation Techniques and Tools 

o Conduct EVTA-associated LEO Electric Thruster Tests 

o Develop Construction/Maintenance Crew Operations Procedures 

o Checkout EVTA Elements (Array, Auxiliary Equipment, Transmitter) and 

prepare for shipment to GEO 

2-18 
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because the ionizing radiation and plasma environment in geosynchronous orbit is signifi

cantly different from that at low Earth orbit. Also, a geosynchronous locatioo is essential 

in order to provide continuous operation with a ground receiving station. 

Secondly, meaningful power must be provided to a utility grid in order to demonstrate 

operational suitability for baseload service. This means at least ten megawatts. 

A conclusive demonstration of reliable control of the power beam and its sidelobes is 

important to a final demonstration of envi~onmental acceptability as well as showing 

suitability for continuous service. 

The SPS demonstrator should show the capability of an SPS to deliver a high plant factor 

in the range of 0.8 to O. 9 or better. Achievement of a high plant factor is critic al to 

the economic acceptability of a high capital cost, low fuel cost, renewable energy system. 

It is clear that reliable and repeatable startup and shutdown is important. In the process 

of demonstrating this and the other objectives, SPS hardware and operations can be 

qualified for commercial service. 

Finally, in order to demonstrate the ability of an SPS to provide a high plant factor 

over a long period of time, maintainability and repairability of the SPS should be included 

in the demonstration program. 

The increasing definition of SPS hardware elements by the ongoing system definition 

studies has led to the considerations listed below. Of particular importance is the mini

mum power density achievable with the reference system design. It seems appropriate 

for a demonstrator system to consider a uniform antenna illumination since the relatively 

higher sidelobes of the uniform illumination will still be considerably less in intensity 

than the sidelobes of the operating SPS. It is also clear that a large transmit aperture 

is needed in order to provide a beam diameter at the ground commensurate with a reason

able rectenna size. 

o Large antenna apertures are required to achieve reasonable beam footprint. 

o With reference SPS klystrons and subarray size 650 W /"ti.~2 is minimum power 

density. (1 klystron per subarray) 

2-19 
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o Solid-state options less clear, but comparable. 

0 Desire I MW /CM2 to crive antenna. 

o Leads to 300-600 megawatts RF power as minimum; roughly size of reference 

EOTV. 

Beam patterns were computed for the minimum power constant illumination transmitter 

with an 800-meter aperture. The central beam strength is approximately 1 milliwatt 

per square centimeter, sufficient to drive a rectenna, albeit not at high efficiency. 

The first sidelobe slightly exceeds 10 microwatts per square centimeter with the other 

sidelo~s at lower levels. Figure 5 shows the received intensity. 

Shown in Figure 6 is the beam efficiency as a function of rectenna radius. The right 

hand scale shows incident power on the rectenna as a function of radius. With an expected 

rectenna efficiency of roughly 75% to 80% at these power levels, 50 to 100 megawatts 

can be provided with a relatively small rectenna. This system, therefore, would meet 

the objectives of the den10nstration of SPS in providing sufficient power to a utility 

grid to demonstrate operaticnal suitability. 

The solar array output power required to arive this system is in the range of expected 

power levels for the electric orbit transfer vehicles. Thus, it is conceivable that initial 

experimental EOTV's could be constructed at low Earth orbit, used to transport SPS 

hardware to geosynchronous orbit, and then used to drive the demonstrator system. 

At the conclusion of the demonstratioo program, these EOTV's could then be refurbished 

and placed back into electric orbit transfer service. 

Based on the above considerations, a series of program assumptions have been developed: 

o A Shuttle-derived HLLV will be availablo.. to support the demonstration pnn.,ram. 

Its payload mass wiJI be about 100 metric tons and volume about 8 x 20 r.ieters. 

o The LEO base will be established as required to support construction of four 

EOTV's per year. Two EOTV's wHl be built the first year and four per year 

thereafter. (See Figure 9.) The commercial production program will begin 

with 14 EOTV's, reaching fuJl fleet capacity about 2 years into commercial 

production. 2-20 



FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 

Received Power:· 650 W/M2, 800-M Aperture 
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o The HLLV will be available to support commercial procb:ticn. 

o The demomtrator transmitter will be powered by two EOTV's retained at 

GEO for that pa.rpose. These will nominally be EOTV's I 1 and I?.. Two EOTV's 

are sufficient even if not anflealed. 

o There is a severe problem with packaging volume of the demonstrator suba ... rays. 

Accordingly, they will be assembled ;,t LEO. Assumptions are as follows: 

Waveguide assemblies will use pant"I and extrusion construction as 

lllustratt:d in Figure 7. 

Subarray motnted phase controls and data cirrui ts shipped as a tested 

subassembly witt. all harnesses. 

~ubarray electrical jooction box shipped as a tested subassembly. 

Klystron and preamp shipped as a tested sJbassembly with all instrumen

tation af'd hookup cables. 

Oist:ibutioo waveguides shipped separately. 

Kly:tron thermal control shipped separately. 

The assemb!y sequence is shown in F igurt: 8. 

o The initial GEO base wiJJ be designed to St4)port only fi'id1 assembly and 

test of the demonstrator. Table 4 summarizes assem:.,1, and test seqcence. 

o LEO and GEO i:>ase builci.ip will Sl4>port initial commerual producti•..in. 

o First commercial (!'-GWl will be constructed in one year. 

o S1..bsequent comr.:ercicd promJctioo w;ll be t~o 5-G'., SPS per year for a 

total program ·- ,.., SPS's. 

o SPS mainten.mce capability w·11 be built up as needed. 
2-23 



FIGURE 7 
Space-Assemblable Waveguide Concept* 
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PROTOTYPE FINAL ASSEMBLY 

o Formation Fly 2 EOTV's in@ravity gradient stable attitude off sm -

maneuver on chemcial propellant 

o Small array provides l»usekeeping po .. -er 

o Affix berthing cables - 1 day 

o Remove electric propulsion installations at berthing points - 1 week 

c Reel up cables - l day 

o ~ake struct•re connections and install by flying MR WS - S days 

o Connect extra bussing and reconfigure electrically - 10 days 

o !\:aneuver to base and berth - 2 oays 

.:> Structurally connect antenna - 5 days 

o Build transmitter structure and iflStall all subsystems - 9 months 

o Electrically connect antenna - 5 days 

o Run oft-sun tests (passive) - 12 weei<s 

o \i1aneuver to s~ - 4 hours 

o On-Sun checkout - 12 v.;eeks 

o Operational Tests - 2 years 
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MERGED SCHEDULES AND OVERALL SPS DEVELOPMENT 

The research, engineering verification, and demonstration schedules were merged b1; 

connecting them at critical path points. The relevant junctions between the research 

and entineering verification schedules are: 

o Solar array proc:kJctioo process selected so that EVTA array pro<ilction may 

begin (it is asslllled that the EVT A array production will not be highly auto

mated and can begin using the experimental pro<ilction facilities of the research 

prognm). 

o MPTS power amplifier selected so that design and qualification of the EVTA 

transmitter may begin. It is assumed that the EVTA transmitter will incorpo

rate proto-flight designs of basic hardware developed wring the research 

program. EVT A qualification will be sufficient to ensure flight testability 

and flight crew safety. 

The junctioo between the engineering verification and demonstration programs is that 

point at which the LDL is throut;!'l with engineering verification testing and can begin 

asserr.bly of the demonstration phase LEO Base. 

The resulting mtegrated schedule is shown in Figure 9. Approximately I~ years is 

required from initiation of the research program until the 5-gigawatt S''S prototype 

goes on line. 

Accomplislments and Decisions 

The decision to initiate each program element actually begins with the budget cycle 

for the fiscal year in which the element !s to be a new start. for p.Jrposes of this scenano, 

and under the assumed aegis of an integrated SPS program, it is ~urned that Phase 

B stuciies can be conducted without new-start authorit:1. 

From budget cycle initiatioo to aware of a Phase C/D contr.ict reGlJires a minimum 

of about 18 months, sometimes longer. Figure 10 compares major program accomplishment 

2-27 



SPS-3048 

FIGURE 9 
MERGED SCHEDULE 
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flGURE 10 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND DECISIONS 
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milestones with ne\\: start commitments for the 18 new start items that were identifiable 

on the integrated schedule. If the research program is initiated in 1981, as seems likely, 

then Year 1 is 1981, etc., with Year 20 being the year 2000. A numbers of observations 

can be made: 

(1) The budget cycle for the manned OTV engine and Shuttle booster/HLLV engine 

must begin in the year the research program is initiated. (The Shuttle booster 

was scheduled to support initial manned o-rv launch; this may not be necessary.) 

Accordingly, it rnay be desirable to fund th~e engine programs incrementally, 

initially under a technology aegis. 

(2) The LEO Development Laboratory (LDL), which is on the critical path, must begin 

budget cycle in Year 2. 

(3) Budget cycles for big-ticket items (ELO Base; Initial GEO Base; HLLV) need to 

begin at about the time the research program is complete. At this point the engi

neering verification program has been initiated and the LDL is nearing initial launch. 

(4) Commercial investments in production facilities need to begin about six years 

before the demonstration test program is complete. Accordingly, one may presu.ne 

tha.t some sort of risk guarantees may be needed. 

(.5) Each of the 18 new start items represent:s an opportunity for n'ajor program review 

arhl assessment on the part of the Agencies, the Administration, ,,nd the Congress. 

(6) It appears evident that a continuing, integrated planning and assessment activity 

should be part of the overaU SPS program. 

High Risk Optiais 

(I) The research program can be shortened by aoout a year by greater front-end funding. 

(2) A duplicate LlJL could be built to advance initiation of the prototy;>e. About three 

years c0uld be saved, but the prototype design would be cornplet~ beiore any results 

became available from demonstration system space construction or testing. 
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(3) A more straightforward high-risk option might be to eliminate the engineering 

verification phase; about .5 years could be saved according to the schedules as 

laid out. Problems encountered in the prototype program, however, might result 

in less overall schedule compression than this estimate. 

Low-Risk Optim 

The least risk option would require each phase to be complete before initiating the budget 

cyde for the following phase. The respective end-to-end lengths of each phase are: 

Research, 7 years; Engineering Verification, 11 years; Demonstration, 12 years; Proto

type, 10 years. Thus this low-risk option would require a total of 40 years to get the 

..5-gigawatt prototype on line! 
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7.1 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCPMENT, DEVELOPMENT AND FACILITY REQUIREMENTS, 
MICR~AVE POWER TRANSMISSION 

In the following the technology advancement requirenents will be identified 
for the Space an4 Ground segment of the Microwave Power Transmission system. 
The covered subsystems include all microwave elements of the space antenna 
with the exception of the receiver-phase conjugator-transaitter circuits 
and all the elements of the rectenna. 

7.1.1 Technology DeveloP!!ent Tasks for Space Antenna and Associated 
Microwave Transmission System 

Seven major ~echnology development tasks have been identified in 
this area. These are listed in Table 7.1-1. Six of the tasks 
are related to the baseline SPS design, one (No. 6) is concerned 
with an alternative phase control system. 

Table 7.1-1. Technology development tasks for space antenna and 
associated microwve tranu:ission system. 

LEVEL OF 
INITIAL EFFORT 

!2: DESCRIPTION CRITICAL DESIRABLE (MAN MONTHS) 

1 LINE SOURCES (W .G. STICK) AND x 60 
ASSOCIATED W.G. POWER DMDER 
CIRCUIT ELEMENTS 

2 RF DIXPLEXER x 30 

3 IF tiPLEXER x 30 

4 PHASE DISTRIBUTION CABLE x 4 

5 RECEIVER AND CON.JUGATOR SYSTEM x 80 

6 TRANSMITTER PHASE CONTROL SYSTEM x 30 

7 MONITOR/CONTROL NETWORK x 6 

8 PHASE COMPUTING PHASE CONTROL SYSTEM x 12 

9 PILOT TRANSMIT STATION x 6 

10 SPACE ANTENNA WITH SOLID e 
STATE TRANSMIT SOURCE -

264 
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The purpoae of th••• developaen.ts 1• to achieve the dasi1n goals 
for the various CotlpOllenta ae they are detailed in the Part 3 
final report (General Electric Space Division, J.7.78) and 
Part 4, Phase 1 f iaal report (General Electric Space Diviaion, 
April 1979). 

The key issues related to the space antenna technology are: 

o Establishment of required aaplituda and phase distribution 
over the antenna aperture. 

o Control and maintenance of these distribution within specified 
error boundaries. 

o Minilllization of structural weight, complexity erection and 
maintenance needs. 

o Achieveaent of availability in the given thermal environment 
and power level range over the specified 30 year lifetime. 

The goals for the phase and amplitude errors are listed in 
Table 7 .1-2. 

The availability goals for microwave power transaission system 
between rotary joint of space antenna to klystron input is 
shown on Figure 7.1-1, while for the c01aplet~ space antenna 
it is given on Figure 7.1-2. 

Kore definition of technology developslent tasks are described 
in the attached "SPS research planning detailed work sheets." 
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Table 7.1-2. Systematic and random amplitude and phase error goals 
for microwave power transmission system of space antenna. 

SYSTEMATIC UIOIS 1'01 3 LAYQS PHASE DISTIUU?IOlf 

POillTDIG EUQRS {DEG.) 

!2!!S!. 1 Pilot Statioa 

DoppLer (i • 2.2°, r•i • LJ.6 al•. 2 ti • 112 K ) 1.43 x 10-6 
Dop It 

Aberratioa CZ~ • LOO ra/•) 19.3 x 10-6 

I0110apharic differential (.1° L way refractioa) 2.35 x io-3 

AtllOapharic differeatial (.3° 1 way refraction, 
21 irre11llartty) 6.00 x io·l 

Peak 8.35 x 10·3 

Po1ntins Error (Des.) 
PSS 6.44 x 10-3 

Pointin1 i.o.a 
(%) Peak 

RSS 

1.19 

.92 

llandoa Error• for 3 Layers Phase Distribution 

Phase Errors (Des) 

Phue Jitter 

Tranaaitter Not.. ('/N • JO db) 

Conju1ators (6c • .6°) 

Lines (61 • 2.S4') 

D1plexera (6~ • 1.81°) 

Tranallitt•r• (6p • 1.6°) 

Differeutial Doppler (vd • 6.ZS a/s) 

Peak: 

0.1. 

l.13 

.36 

l.04 

6.22 

2.56 

l Pilot Statton 

1.is x io-8 

9.65 x io-s 

l.17 It 10·4 

4.175 :a.. io-4 

3.221 x io·4 

.60 

.46 

ISS: 7.09 

Pbaae Error Caused Loss: l.53% 
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Table 7.1-2. Systematic and random amplitude and pha•• erior aoala 
for microwave power transaission system of apace antenna. 
(Continued.) 

mmcmc AHl'LtnJDE mpu (%) 

~ 

16 lav.l d.llltrill11tioa 

8 le991 dt•trib11tioa 

FarU., rotation (vorat year) 

Tr-1t r-r Flw:tu.tiOD (1 db, rm) 

Anay lotatioa <i.. !. 10 a, 48• • .is•) 

Peak: 

~ 

10.64 

13 • .50 

24.14 

.078 

.JU 

.48 

ISS1 

.!!!! 
1.18 

1.41 

2.Sl 

Allplituda !rror CaaHd t.o.a; 

for t..8• • .1s• 
o.e. • .os• 

2.Sll 
1.34% 

LOH (%) 

badClll Pbua 1.53 

landaa Aaplttud• (48• •• os•> 1.34 

Syata11&tic Poiatia1 (3 filot Statioo) 

Syata .. tic Amplitude (8 La99la) .3'.! 

.. 1\ll.taat l.oa• Aaaociated With Spacecraft Array J.65, ass 

Faraday lot&tioa (llouatoa, Wor•t Year) .48%, "Aver ... " P•alt 
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7.1.2 Technology Developaent Tasks for Rectenna 

NO. -
1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

8 

7 

8 

Eight major technology development tasks have been identified 
in this area. These are listed in Table 7 .1-3. 

Table 7 .1-3. Technology developaent tasks for B.ecteima. 

DESCRIPTION CRITICAL DESIRABLE 

RECTENNA ELEMENTS FOR 4 DIFFERENT x 
EFFECTIVE RECEIVE AREA VALUES 

CONTROL OF EDGE OF PANEL x 
DIFFRACTION METHODS 

LOAD HANDLING TECHNOLOGY. x 
TRANSIENTS, THIRMALNOLTAGE 
HANDLING 

SHOAT TERM POWER STORAGE x 
TECHNOLOGY 

MODELING i-.ND CONTROLLING x 
RERADIATION IN THE FREQUENCY 
SPECTRUM 

CONTROL AND MONITOR TECH.NOLOGY x 

WEATHER PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY x 

PANEL FABRICATION AND 
INSTALLATION TECHNOLOGY 

11le purpose of these developments is to achieve the design 
goals for the various components as they are detailed in 
Part 4, Phase 1 final report (General Electric Space 
Division, April 1979.) 

7-14 

LEVEL OF 
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The key issues related to rectenna technology are: 

o Efficiency of the four different type (size) rectenna 
elements. 

o Overload and weather protection. 

o Achievement of availability. 

o Enviro11111ental effects during static and dynamic loading 
conditions. 

o Load handling. 

o Lifetime of rectenna panel. 

o Panel fabrication and installation technology. 

The efficiency ~oals of the rectenna are listed in Table 7.1-4 
as the minimum requirements. A particularly important efficiency 
factor is the micr~wave to DC conversion for which .72 must be 
considered as minim. u acceptable and .80 as a desirable goal. 

Table 7 .1-4. Power transfer loss goals for microwave power tranmission 
system of SPS excluding equipment failures and propagation 
effects. 

Input Interface: 

Output Interface: 

Satellite RF Radiated Power 

Rectenna RF Input Power 

Ractenna DC Input Power 

Rectenna DC Output Power 

Rectenna AC Output Power 

Output from transmit aperture of space anteDD& 

Input to power grid 

Mw Efficiency Factors 

7124.9} 

6792.7 

]-
4823.3 J-

4750.9 J-

.9534 
(bem) 

.7200 
(resultant 
conversion) 

.9861 
(DC transmission) 

.985 
(AC conversiou 
and transmission) 

7-15 

.6769 
(RF to DC) 

.6667 
(RF to AC) 
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Figures 7.1-3 and 7.1-4 displays the availability goals fer 
the DC and AC part of t:1e rectenna. 

More definition of the i;echnology development tasks are des
cribed in the attached ''SPS reserach planning detailed work 
sheets." 

HOURS PEA YEAR 

11::.e 2110.• 171.1 Gl.3 11.1 

~ 

~~ ....... ._,,, ....... _ 
~~ --............ 
,- ............. 

.......... '~- "'-....... ~ ~ ....... 
..... 

' ....... _ 
...... 
~-~ ~ ~ 
~, f""'.,; ;:.._, ~ 

I',. ~ r-.. ... 

a.n •• 

~ 
~, 
~ ........... ......... CD , ........ .. .. ,. __ ........ _ 

.. _ 
a...c1~1.1. 

..... ktyt 
S..rc C(rc.u 

t:J1U. l.lM 
:U..n '-ln_.u 

0.' 

Figure 7.1-3. 

--~· -----·rtt .. an••• ·-1 ·-· c-• 
f (w=) .a•'° .. ... . , .... ,la • 11 ... ... • ac_. I', ... ~,, 

12"1 
• 
, __ ,,_ ..... ,. ,.., ·- ·-H ,.,.tr) 

•'. ~, • USM ,, .. fltl .)I, .. 1.outJ 

'(.!t·.l.~) f .. ,. •• .00.?I .Olll .0011 ,D')21 

r t•··~ .,, ...... ,,. -·- Utl Ne. t712hH. ,. ,.,. . ., 
•• u ... .... '"' •. (~·.!!~) f )I.,. ... 

.OOIO'S .00'9\ .Oft'ID\ .001n\ 

r 1 .... u .. 176 ...... 111 ••. 
116 -·· 

IJI >Ir•. t• ..,. ••• 

•• .JU ,JU .JU .Ill 

10 ?3 .. 90 " PERCENT OF PROBABILITY tJJ 

Availability versus probability goal for rectenna 
D-C power collection system for various failure 
characteristics combinations. 
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HOURS PEA YEAR 
1131 2980.4 171.1 438.3 177 1.77 • -......... ....... 

~' ""1 ........._ ........ ._ .., Mw 

..........._.. ...,..,.... ~ \...-.;;;:: 
~ 

~~ ' 
200 ...._ Mw 

' ~ 1--1 ·, .t(J Mw 

~ ............ ·-

" 20 Mw 

RESULTANT j ~, 

AC SYSTEM 
,_ 

'. I . 1000 Mw 

\ 
\ . 
' \ 
' 

' \ . 
\ 

-
10 30 91 90 99 99.9 99.99 p 

PERCENT OF PROBABILITY IJI) 

Availability versus probability goals for rectenna 
A-C power collection system. 
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